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Contributors to This' Issue
Before his death in 1934, paintings by GERALD CASSIDY, Santa Fe artist, had found
acceptance in international exhibits and had been purchased for the Luxembourg
Galleries in. Paris, the Albertina Museum in Vienna, the ,State MUBe~ Santa
Fe, and othe;.. galleries in the United States. The NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY presents with pride a lithograph by Mr. 'Cassidy, through the courtesY of Mrs. Ina
Sizer Cassidy.
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ALAN SWALLOW, native of Wyoming, graduate of the University of Wyoming ancf of
Louisiana State University, has had poetry and stories published in numerous
regional journals, including the NEW MExICO QUARTERLY. Mr. Swallow owns a
small press, from which he issues occasionally a volume of verse or stories•
TERENCE HEYWOOD is a young 'English poet who has contributed to several American
as well as English magazi.nes. The editors of the QUARTERLY have~ no reply to
their letter addressed to h,im in England.
.\
L'AMoUR, lecturer and writer of Cho"ctaw, Oklahoma, frequently reviews books
for the Da/illY Oklahoman. He has published stories and poems in all kinds of
magazines, from pulp to quality, and a volume of poems entitled S17Wke from
ThiB Altar.
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THOMAS POUlKY, native of Akron, Ohio, formerly a student at Harvard University
and a reporter in Akron, now lives in the mountains of western North Carolina.
He has had stories in Prairie Schooner, and within the last two' years has published two mystery novels.
,. _.
Poems by GJL!)AN DOUGLAS, who now lives in Reno, Nevada, have appeared in almost
innumerabl6! mediums, among them the New York Sun, New York HeraldTnDu'M, New York Times, American Poetry, Bard, and Frairie Schooner. He is a
free-lance writer" and something of a miner, according to his own account.
GLADYS NICHOUl operates a telephone switchboard in the Texas State Highway Building in Austi~. "FareWell, Brother" is her first contributio"n to a magazine.
CHARLES GERARD has lived in South Carolina and in Illinois. He has published stories
in the Tanager, of Grinnell, Iowa.
WILLIAM PETERSON is nOW' a much-published young poet of Los Angeles, California.
A poem by him appeared in the previous issue of the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY.
j

ELIZABETH DICKENS, of Albuquerque, has published material in Smart Set (which
dates her, she says) and in the New .Yorker. Under a different name she
is a frequent contributor to numerous magazines.
ALLISON Ross, who lives in Albuquerque, New Mexico, has previously had poems
published in Bara, Kaleidograph, the NEW MExIcoo QUARTERLY, and other magazines.
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~legory

as Literary Method

By ALAN

I

SWALLOW

N TERMS of a broad metaphor, we may speak of the intellectual cli'fYUI-te of an age. Of course. no age is singqlar

or simple: the 'Middle Ages cannot be entirely .~opposed to
the Renaissance; the Age of Pope contained strong elements
of Romanticism. ~ut the literary historian justifiably speaks.
of intellectual tendencies and ot the dominance of one· tendency over another at any particular time; and the philosopher may indicate, in leach age, a dominant rationalization of
the world-and of mam's place in the world. Various critics,
particular.1y the; Marxist ap.d sociological~ critlics, have
pointed out origins of such intelle_ctual cli~ates in the social
and economi~ org~nization of the periods considered. They
have 'also demon itr8jted that. th~ artist~s necess~;ilY infthat the Intellecfluenced by the t ought of hIS tIme and~
tual scope, at. leas , of the artist's work. is governed by thllt
thought. .
' . <l!
. So far, then, re have at~ained a certai. view ~f historical Influences upo~ the creatIve process, a 'flew whIch moves
from the materialiorganization pf society, through the intellectual organization of that social order, th~ough the artist's
dependence upon the thought of his age,' to the intellectual
work. Obviously this. is an incomplete picelement in the ~rt
.
ture. For one tlJjng, it shows little or nothing concerning the
element of tech.ique or method in the art work. But just as
each age may ~e characterized by.a dominant intellectual
climate, so it may also be characterized by a dominant general literary mdthod: th~ poet of the twentieth century, for
example, does not write as the Victorian poet did; and the
method of Shakespeare's
tragedies is not the method of the
.
'
medieval fall-of-princes tragedy. I propose to demonstrate,
. with reference to the Middle AgGs, that such a general literary method, is i~erently related to and rises out of the intel~
[ 147]
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lectual climate of an age, and, further, that an artist can
only with difficulty satisfactor~ly use the method of an age~'
characterized by an intellectual ~limate foreign to the
thought of his own period.
II
The student must look beneath the dry surface which
allegory presents to t.he m_2dern mind and understand that
allegory was, for the peowe of the Middle Ages, a mode of
thinking, a method· by which they apprehended truths
which were vital to them in their day-to-day lives. Allegory
came with the Middle Ages and had its rise, according to c.
S. Lewis in The Allegory of Love, in the conditio1s whIch a~
tended the triumph of the Christian over the pagan religion.
The gods of the pagans had' been anthropomorphic gods,
superhuman individuals possessing human appetites to be
satisfied. But in the last days of the pagan religion the gods
became a strange minure of abstractions and concrete. indi- .
viduals; often appeared an abstraction to be worshipped,
not appeased. These Romans worshipped Fides and Concordia side by side with Jupiter and Mars.
With the rise of the Christian religion people became",
aware of the unity of things, of the single God, of the One.
What were the old multiple gods good for under such a religion? Lewis suggests that they became "aspects, manifestations, temporary or partial embodiments of the single
power." In other words, they becam~ the personified fig:- l
ures in the allegorical struggles which appeared in the liter.ature of the Christian "era, became Wrath, or Reaspn, or
Love.
The Christian is much concerned with conduct. According to Christian doctrine, sin led to punishment and good
deeds to the rewards of a just God. Thus the early Christians were deeply conscious of the divided will,' the will to
good and the will to evil. Such a conflict in the inner, psychological world may be easily dramatized in an allegorical
fashion. The various whims, desires, and forces in that
inner world can become personified, and through' the strug0

l.
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gle between these personifications the introspective life of
man can be r~presented. Thus, as Lewi~ points out, alle'"
gorical conflic~ beca~e the natural methqd of dealing with
psychology in tpis perio<t" One will recogn~ze the convenience
of such a method if. ~e re~embers that a; faculty p~~chology
has only -rather recently gIven place to a ~ore'empIrIcal onc;!.
Allegory is a means Of expressing tlile imm~terial in a .
drama of some kind., The figures of the d~am~ may be either
abstractions or real persons, but in all allegories tpere are
two meanings or levels. There is the liter.al level of the conflict representedj; then there is anothet' level whmh the
author had consfiously in mind, something else which he
meant by the movements of his characters. By what ha.bit of
mind, though, cotIld these writers mean one thing when they
~. were talking about another?
.
_
Allegory is ~ natural tool to that mind which holds to a 'v
dualistic philosobhy in ·which the spiritual, or God, ·isc·as_
sumed to. be in some measure immane:pt in the .material .
world; and this 40ctrine is a fundamental of Christian philosophy, which held that in Christ twd worlds had been
united, the worM of God ana the world of matter.. To the
Middle'; Ages these two worlds were pernp.anently connected.
In'logic, thOUg~the medieval. thinkers s.a.idd that every event
and every phen m~on had four causes, the two with which
they were mos cop~erned were the efficient and the final
causes. They cqnc~ived of the world as a vast machine, and
the efficient cause,: which was the immediate, materialistic
cause, functioned within this machine. But what, they asked,
set this vast machine in motion, and toward ",vhat end did it
move? This ~hey accounted for b~ thefi~al cause, theca~se, .1
" de~cribed by 1De Wulf a~" "the attraction exerted on every 1
efficient cause by some good towards which it t$.ds." That 1
good is God: pod created both worlds, and the purpose,of the 1
Creation wasito build and, finally, to consummat~ the City of ~
Go~l.
The medieval philosophers went orie step farther. Not i
onlY, were th~ spiritual and the material. worlds $-overned by
I

•
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one will,
. which
. was the divine will of God; but also the two
worlds 'were similar and correspondent. And since the two
worlds were correspondent, knowledge of- one gave knowledge of the other. For example, it was evident that God was .
a Trinity, or Three in One. So man combined the spiritual,
the intellectual, and the.material in one body. Further, God
was the head and ruler of the universe; thus the prillciples
of headship and obedient subordination were the patterns
for human societies: monarchy was the best form of government; the father was the supreme head of the family.
The philosophy permits also the opposite argument,
, from the material world to the spiritual. A study of material phenomena will t.ell something of the spiritual world.
As St. Thomas Aquinas said, "From material things we can
rise to some kind of knowledge of immaterial things"; and,
"we know God through creatures, according to the Apostle
(Rom. 1, 20), the invisible things of God. are clearly seen,
being understood by the things that are made." "
Allegory was the method of such a philosophy and of
such a psych~logy. The people of th~ Middle Ages admitted ~
that events had a literal meaning of their own. But every
event in the natural world and every product of human
effort was an allegory; in fact, medieval thinkers commonly
traced four meanings, the literal, the allegorical, the moral,
.and the anagogical. The last three meanings were classified
by St. Thomas as spiritualc; The presence of four meanings
in the same work was expected, and was defended by St.
Thomas: "Inasmuch as the Author of the Scriptures em. braceth all things at once in his intelligence, why should not
the same sacred letter ... contain several senses founded Qn
the literal? . .. The multiplicity of sense in the Writ produceth neither obscurity nor ambiguity; for these senses are
multiple ... not· because the words have several meanings,
but because the things exprest by the words are themselves
the expression of other things."
•
The temper of the Middle Ages was such, then, th~~n ;.:
allegorical
meaning in any natural or li~al account was .
.
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expected, lOo~ed for, and considered true. The ;-allegorical
meaning w~s :considered the better meaning,bec8:use it was
the spiritual, ~nd thus the more 'nearly true, meaning. And
the method of allegory/provided a means of expressing the
inexpressiblektnd unkIio~n in terms of the expressible and
known, the abstract and spiritual in the form of the concrete
and'materiaU
Dante w~s medievalist, and to hi.inithe things concerning which he pote were loaded with overtones of spiritual
meaning.. Th(1)se spiritual meanings were. not entirely precise, for the merely human mind could' not know exactly the
reality of the s~iritual world. But he could conduct tempor- '
ary explorations into that domain by writing an allegory.
Dante surely did not believe that the state of souls after
death, in hell, purgatory, and heaven, was literally as lie .
conceived it. Apd that, as he wrote a patron (at least the
letter is attributed to Dante), was the literal subject of The
Divine Comedy.: And surely he did not believe that the exact
rewards and punishments he pictured were the rewards an~
punishments 10~ God,' which was bis allegorical subject, as
'
he explilined in! the same letter.
Dante's imagination, as T. S. Eliot has said, is visual.
"It is a visual imagination in a different sense from that of a
modern paintelj of still life; it is visual in the sense that he
lived in an age in which men still saw visions." ;And for
Dante, his vIsion was saying some truth about life after
death; though p.e, being human and using material objects,
was not sayin~ the ,,~omplete truth, the possibilities of hiS')
statement must have1>een for him almost limitless. So he
made no effort to deliberately control and point out a specific allegorical: interpretation. The allegorical meanings
were natur~lly: there and never questioned.
,
Dante's problem as well as his imagination, I sho,:l1d
like to suggest,i was primarily a visual one. His problem was
to give an exaCjt transcript of hi~ vision; and the more sharp
and at the same time complicated it appeared at th~ literal
level, the mor~ the allegorical
meaning would be extended
.,
3.

I

I
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lover's action is to
achieve the rose' (i. e.Jthe
cons~nt ~f the
•
I'
lady) ; and in this effort he is aided br s91ne of the personified faculties 'of the lady, and is hindere~ by others.
But in the jperiod from the~.oma11jCe of the Rose to
Spenser, allegort lost ~ts vitality ~s mr.thod. It was no
longer used for IsymbolIcal purposes, as 1n Dante, or as a
means of psychqlogical analysis and eXploration, as in the
Romance of the llose. Instead, certain externals of the allegorical poem be ame conventionalized decor~tions of poems
~ whose real meth d was not allegorical ~t all.' One of these
conventions wa the dream framework: once that 'framework was s'et up the poet of this period launched out on the
real work which he was doing. Within the dream framework of Confes~io Amantis, for example, Gower set three
types of work: fhe didactic lesson about virtues and vices,
over a hundred: stories told for their exemplary purposes,
and an encyclo~edic account of the knowledge of his time.
Stephen H,wes, in the early sixteenth century, combined the didac'tac, erotic, and, encyclopedic uses of allegory .
and added to t~em the Italian romance, necessary in The
Passetyme of P~easure as a narrative thread upon which to
string the variolus uses of allegory. Thus he prepared the
way for Spens~r. But Hawes' descriptions of ~legorjcal
personages t"ak~ 0ll-, as Berdan has commented, the 'Character of tapestry 1Wo~k. His figures are not symbols nor are
they--used for p$y~'hologjcalpurposes; insteaa, allegory has
provided him with'decoration and with a stock means of getting his poem $der ,*ay~
~
During th;e~rlY Renaissance, allegory lost its vitality
because its phi ospphic and psychological base was gone.
With Aristoteli n :Christianity in the twelfth ,and following
centuries, great values had been discovered in the secular
and naturalistic wbrld, and after that discovery had come ,a'
,gradual shifting of attention away from the exclusively spiritual. The ~ealm of values which was given most attention
had shifted from the spiritual to the natural, from heaven
to earth.'
I

i
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At the end of the sixteenth century Bacon ,was protesting vigorously against final causes, the investigation of
. WhICh he considered a deterrent to "the severe and diligent
inq iry of all real and physical causes" :
For to say that the hairs of the eyelids are for a
quickset and fence about the sight; or that tl\e
firmness of the. skins and hides of living creatures
is to defend them from the extremities of heat or
cold; or that the bones are for the columns or
beams, whereupon the frames of the bodies of living creatures are built; or that the leaves of trees
are for protecting the fruit; or that the solidness of
the earth is for the station and mansion of living
creatures and the like, is well enquired in Metaphysic; but in Physic they are impertinent.
<

Bacon knew what method was needed for the study
aterial causes: the observation of facts; that informashould come before generalization.
This method contrasted greatly with the allegorical.
Th sensible world was to be investigated for its own causes
or ·n its relations to man, not for what it sYmb,olized. It
me~nt a new method in literary composition. T~e Renaissa1ce poet tended more and more to analyze and represent
th .psychological world not in terms of abstractions of man's
"f culties," but in terms of metaphor, conceit, and the dram ic' relationship between persons. In tragedy, whereas
mtabilityof man's fortunes had formerly been considered
th result of a wheel of fortune over which man had not contr , the Renaissance dramatist interpreted mutability of
fo une in terms of human causes"in the terms suggested by
Sh kespeare's Cassius:
I.

f

M~n

at times are masters of their fates:
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,
But in ourselves, that we are underlings.
Thus Spenser, a man of the Renaissanc~, not of the
Mi die Ages; chose the allegorical method quite arbitrarily.
e philosophical and psychological climate of his time did
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not require that method; it called, if for anything, for a quite
different method. His problem in The Faerie Queene seems
somewhat clear~ He desired' a ~ethod' whicp wou~d bring
together and f9se several materIals. Those matenals may'
be classified as moral andhiSrtorical. The la,rge plan of tlie
poem is moral: Ithere were to be twelve knighlts-errant who
personified the ~welve moral virtues, and in addition there
was to be Prince Arthur, or Magnificence, who was to combine all the virtues in one character. In adldition to this
. moral plan Spenser, like mant Elizabethans, wished to have
historical references in -his Iwork. He wished to justify
Elizabeth's reign, both h~r political and reli¢ous policies.
How could 'he combine these telements into a isingle, unified
poem?;;,
\ [
,
"It is obvious that his prdblem is a theoretic~l as well as
a poetical one. And William Butler Yeats su'ggests in his
essay on iSpenser that the poet had a highly theoretical mind~
"He began in English poetry," Yeats also Qbserves, "de.spite a temperament that delighted in sensuous beauty
alone With perfect delignt, that worship' of IntelJectual
Beauty which ~helley carried. to a greater subtlety and
applied to the wPole of life." Spenser attempted intellectual
fusion; of his ~erials by the method of allegory. The characters were all~gorical characters: they coulCl just as well
represent two things as one. Thus Artegal is a personification of justice tin the moral sphere, and ,in the historical
material which underlies Book V of The Faerie Queene he
represents . Lo~~ Grey, Elizabeth's governor' in Ifeland.
Thus Duessa, .in Book I, is th~ personification of deceit and
represents Mary Queen of Scots and, for a time, even Queen
Mary, daugqter of Henry VIII and Katherine of Aragon.
And so
. on with most of
, the other main characters.
Spenser's use of allegory is purely cC?ni1noll-sense ~nd
practical. It is a. far cry fr.ozp. the vital function of allegory
as a literary means of expressing the inexpressible, of investigating either the spiritual or.the psychological found in the
work of Dante and the early court of love poets. Perhaps
; .,.

<-

&

.'

I
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,thi will explain the thin, abstract quality of" most of the
po,try of The Faerie Queene. Spenser's poetic problem
_ wa~ to give body to an abstract pattern, knd at times he did
not achieve that body; generally his poetry in The Faerie
QU'f3ene is either merely sensuous (in the pauses in the al~ego~y) or merely abstraction.
• Spenser's use of allegory was, then, the reverse of
D~te's, for Dante proceeded from the body of experience
to .the meanings which, through the allegorical habit of
mi d, he found behind it. The more exactly he examined the
se sible world the more minutely he filled out his meaningfu pattern. But Spenser started with the organization of
ab· tractions and meanings; he had· nothing to visualize but
th fiction he created. It is almost more than any poet could
ha e expected, to make stich a world sensible, human, and
co crete.
IV
Though it was dictated by the intellectual conditions of
a eriod long past, and though Spenser's work has demonst ated that the method can only with difficulty be used satisfa' torily by a poet in a different period, allegory as a literar method is still used today. In fact, there is current today
ad fO.r what might loosely be termed allegorical writing.
e fad is expressed in the popularity among writers of the
w rk of Franz Kafka; in Horace Gregory's plea, in his pref- .
ac~ to New Letters in Americe-, for the writing of what he
calls "fables," a term he applies to Kafka's work; and in the
pqpularity of some recent poetry. Without considering here
the value of this work, I wish to point out that the method,
in an age which is not congenial to it, involves a very grave
C danger, a danger which fell~d much of the work of Spenser.
Most of this work is finely realized at the abstract
leveL Once the conception has been rea~hed, the literary
problem has been, as, with Spenser, to give body to the abstract conception, to give thought bones, flesh, and blood.
Very possibly this problem is one incapable of completely
I

r

l

~
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satisfying solution. At least one may say that it involves the
.
"
more difficult procedure.
"
.
f
Anyone who has a neal"ly automatic and' "easy" explanation of the world's phenomena risks this danger particu-.
larly. Very likely the explanation will come first and the
experimental data which underlie the explanation
will come
,
.
next. Such writers would do well to remember that each
creative work should repeat what Marxists call the "dialectical" process: it should proceed from the materiai to the
framework, emotional as well as conceptual, which explains
it. In this way writers would have more assurance that their
work would have the "body" requisite \for important .
literature.
it
'1

Homunculus~ a Vignette
I

By TERENC~ HEYWOOD
-

!
,

Snatches of news and scralps of information,
a day of insistent trifles and minor incidents,
cigarettes and snacks, §m8!11 talk and petlty squabbles;
back to the flatlet in the baby, austin,
nibbling of ~ood, dips in a cut-up culture .
, (a culture nbw for spiritual microbacteriJa)the mean diminuendos 'of short days .'
prolonged by tablets, truncated by trivialities,
fragmentary, and with slight emotions:a little man with pimples, teased by midges, '
subject to touches of 'flq and minor illnesses, ;
living on dividends, on snacks and snippets,all the discrete particles of whose experience
have never been fitted into the finical mosaic
of a philosophy~
o God, protect us from this
enormity of mini3tures! And give us
a diminution of diminutives!

L

"

/
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Dead-End Drift
By LOUIS L'AMOUR
of sand ceased, and there was silence. Then
a small tock dropped from the hanging wall into the
rubble of waste beneath, and the flat finality of the sound
put a lperiod to the moment.
'
There was a heavy odor of dust, and one of the '-me\!;
coughed, the dry, hacking cough Qf miner's~ consumptiOlL
J.,
,Silence hung heavily in the thick, dead air.
"Better sit still." Bert's voice was quiet and unexcited.
"I'll' make a light." They waited, i listening to the miner
fumbling with his hand lamp. ''We might dislodge some-~
thing and start it again}'
. ¢.
They heard' his palm strike the-:. lamp, and then an
arrow of 'flame leaped from the burner. The sudden change
from the impenetrable darkness of the drift-end to the
bright glare of the miner's lamp left them bIin,king. They
sat very still, staring at each other. The suddenness of the
disaster had stunned them into quiet acceptance.
Frank's breathing made a hoarse, ugly sound, and when
their eyes turned to him they could see the dark( spreading
stain on his' shirt front, the queer bulge of his broken body.
He was a powerful man, his blond, curly hair above a
, square, hard face. There was blood on the rocks near him,
and on a jagged boulder he had rolled from his body after
the cave-in.
There was a trickle of blood across Bert's face from a
scalp wound, but no other injuries to anyone. Their eyes
evaded the wall of muck across the drift, their minds filled
with awareness.
"Hurt bad?" Bert· knelt by Frank. "Looks like that
big one hit you."
"Yeah," Frank's voice was sullen. "I'm stove up inside,
feel~ like."
[ 158]
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,; "Better leav~him alone," JQesaid. ~'The blee<;l!ng seems
to be letting up. 'There ain't notlling we can do.,,\;jt1
Frank wet his lips: ?~"That'~ right." His body ,was a
, dead weight, and he stared dow1t at it curiously. "I" guess
Hm bad hurt."
,~
~.
,
He turned.his
he~d deliberately:~and stared at the lp.uck.-4. .
\pile. The cave-in left 3: slanting pile of tiJ,Uck ~t reache,d
toward them along! the drift, cutting th~m off completely
from the outside wo:rld, froIr;lUght and air..- Be~ind th,em
was the rocky face of the drift where Rody had been drilling. From the f~ce to the muck-pile it was only a matter of. {
a few feet. Frank wet his lips, ,rememberimg the drift
beyond the obstruction. _
. It couldn't have beE!'n the drift alone. BeYiond was the
\ ,Big Stope. He reached Qver and turned out' the light. The
flame winked once, and then darkness was there..
"What's the idea'l" Joe demanded.
"Air," Frank. said shortly. "There's four of us, and
there ~in't going to be too much. We maybe some time
getting out."
"If we get out," Joe said.
Rody shifted his weight on the slab where he sat, and
they heard the movement, the 'rasping of the coarse denim.
"How far do you reckon she caved, Frank '1"
"Don't know. Maybe the Big Stope went."
"Yeah," Rody was thoughtful. "If it did we might as
well fold up. There ain't going to be anybody able'to open
that stope before we kick off. There ain't much air. in here
for four men."
.
.
"I told Tom about that stope," Joe said. "He ain't had
no right to have men working in here: It was too big in
the first· place, too damn' much weight 'On the stulls. The
posts were counter-sunk into the laggin' all ,of tW9 inches,
like a knife in butter."
"We're here now," Bert said. "No use to kick. That
stope was better'n.a hundred fee~ across. If, aJny part Df it
went, it all went, y?U can figure on that. T~~re's a hundred,
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feet of tunnel to drive and 'timber,". and working in loose
muck ain't going to help."
."
No one spoke. In the utter blackness arid stillness of
the drift, they waited. There was no light, no sound. All
the sweat from his
had been cut off from them. Joe wiped
I
face with a rough hand. "The utter blackness ofa place
without light always got him. At night, no matter how
dark, there is always some light, and ~moner or later the
eyes adju~t ,themselves. Here there was no light, and a
man was completely blind.
And no sound. Only two hundred feet to the surface,
yet it might have been two thousand. Two hundred feet of
ston"e above them, before them the whole weight of the
mountain, behind them. the splintered and broken timbers
buried beneath another mountain of waste.
~ On the surface there would be tense, hard faces. The
skip would be comIng down now, the forces on top would be
girding for the struggle with the mountain. , Men would be
gathering, equipment and forces arrangedl. ArQund the
collar of the shaft would be a clear space, ~d behind the
hoist the engineer would be waiting to send ~e skip down
with its weight of rescuers. Near the wareho~se men would
be 'standing, and women. .And d;rrn here t~ey could only
wait, and hope.
"Got a chew, Bert?" Joe asked.
"Yeah." Bert pushed his hand out in the darkness, feeling for Joe's. Their hands were ,steady~ Joe bit off a chew,
and passed it back, their hands fumbling in the dark again.
""We ain't got "a chanc.e.;~~ .Rody exclaimed suddenly.
"She might have caved clear to the-station. ,Anyway, they
couldn't get through in time. We ain't got air to last five
hours."
"Forget it," Joe said. "You wouldn't do nothing but
blow your check on that !rowsy blond in ~ingman if you
was out."
"I was a sap for ever coming to work in this lousy hole,"
Rody said, his voice surly. "I was a sap.'"
,

<>
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crabbing," Bert interrupted. "You're here now, .
you got to like it."
"Say," Frank's deep voice lifted loudly in the darkness,
the sound' harshened by pain. "Any you guys worked in
Thirty-Seven ?"
"You mean that raise on the Three-Hundred ?"Bert
asked. "Sure, I put in a couple-of shifts there."
"Aren't we right over it now?"
"Huh ?" Joe moved quickly. "How high up were"they?"
"I haven't be~n in there in a month," Bert said. "How
high up were they, Frank?"
"Better than ninety feet" he said carefully. He held
, his voice tightly, afraid to breathe deep. He couldn't tell
what was wrong, but his body was numb, and there was a
growing pain in his belly..
"Then it ain't more tHan ten feet below us I" Joe
fumbled in the darkness for a pick. "If we could dig
down-"
"Ten feet? In that rock?" Rody sneered. "Don't be
a sap. You couldn't dig it with a pick in a week. AnYway,
Thirty-Seven ain't this far in. We're thirty yards beyond it,
at least."
"No," Frank said. "We're right over it. AnyWay, it's
a chance. It's more than we got now."
Bert got up. They heatd him fumbling for a pick.' "Better move back against. that muck-pile," he said. "I'm
digging."
"You're asap," Rody said: "You ain't 'got a chance."
"Shut up." Joe's voice was ugly. "If you ain't willing
to tr~ go to hell. I want out of here.~'
'
"Who says shut up?" Rody.. got up and started crawling
toward Joe. "I ain't never had no use for you, you-"
"Listen," Frank said suddenly. "I got a pick handle,
Rody. You go back where you were and- shut~up. This is-a
hell of a time to start"something."
A light Ilared in Frank's hand, and the injured man
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hitched himself a little higher. "That's right, Bert. Start
right there. Some of that top stuff will flake off."
The sweat stood out along' hi~ white face. One big
hand clutched the pick handle. Slowly his eyes shifted
from face to face. . He looked at Rody longest. The short,
thick-set man's black hair curled stiftiy back from a low
forehead. He was almost ~s broad as Frank, a~d thicker.
The sodden blows of the pick sounded, pounding into
their brains with measured beat, throbbing with the throb
of their blood, pounding with the even pound of their pulses.
Joe shifted, watching the swing of the pick.' The flame of
the carbide light ate into the air, burning steadily.
Bert, stopped, wiping his brow. He had scarcely
scratched the surface. "She's damn' hard. Going to take
the point off this pick in a hurry."
"We got four of them," Frank said. The whole front
of him from groin to breasj-bo~e was one dark stain. "I
always carry a pick in a mime."
Bert swung again, and they watched silently as the
point of the pick flaked back a thin crust of rock. The surface was partially shattered during the driving of the drift.
It would be harder belo:w:
' .
Frank's ~g hands lay relaxed and loose. He,watched
the swing of the pick, and when Joe got up to spell Bert,
he said to him,. "Anybody on top wafting for you1"
"Uh-huh," Joe swallowed. ~'A girl."
Rody slarted to say something, but caught Frank's
eye, and settled back, trying" to move out of reach of the
pick handle.
. "My wife's up there:" .Bert said. "I got three kids."
He took off his shirt and wiped the sweat from his body
with it. Then he leaned back, breathing,deeply.
. "What do you suppose is happening out there?" he
said, sitting up. "I'd give a lot to know."
,
"Depends on how far it caved," Joe said. "Probably
they're shoring her .up around the station, or in the o(ening
of the Big Stope."
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He SWJl1!~ the pick, and ,then again. A small chunk of
rock broke loose, and he kicked it aside. Joe swung the
pick from an angle, breaking~"ioose another chunk. Bert
panted in the semi-darkness, and Big Frank sat silent, his
face cold and hard in the re'flected glow.
It was going to be a long Job, a very long job.' And the .
air was bad. It was close and hot,
- the. sweat streaming 1\
from his body in tiny rivulets, running into his eyes and
dripping from his chin. Steadily and methodic lly he swung
his pick, deadened to everything except the shock of the
heavy blows, 'the work before him. Once, B 1't started to
relieve him, but ',he shook his h,ead. He was [started now,
it was an infectiqn in his blood.
.
'.
Then he did give way to 'Bert. He sat· ba~k on the
rocks, panting, striving for breath in the thick, dead air.
He tried', to '~eep from remembering' Mary, .but she was
always there, always just. beyond the -'blows of ~is pick.
Probably she didn't even know'what had happened to them,
what this .thing was that had come into their lives.
She would be at work now, and it might bel hours before
they heard of the cave-in, before she heard that Joe wa~ one
of those either dead or entombed behind a wall of niuck.
It would be her tragedy as well as his. Joe cursed. Totno:r.row they were to have gone to the doctor. He~ was rel~able,
Frank
had told him, a good man, not a quack.
- ,
Big Frank knew about Mary. He knew that with
every drive of the pick it would be a closer thing for her':.. There were four of them here, but outside were Mary" and
Bert's wife and-kids. It would be a close thing, anywa~ you
looked at it. He, Joe, could'take it. He'd never done lanything else. But Mary was in a strange town, with,! few
,;_ friends, and unless they got to the doctor.·. . .
'
They were fools to have gone on when they knew !th~y
were taking a chance. But a fellow never knew about things -,
like this. Everything had been all right until the r09f fell
-.
in. When the hanging wall came down, tpathad bee~ -the
first thought in his mind. What about Mary?
'
L.

i
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"Better take a blow," Frank said. "We got some time."
Joe sat down again, and Bert across from him. "Maybe
we better work in the dark," Joe suggested. "That flame
cuts d0'Yn ,on the air. You guys keep back, and we could
manage okay. It ain't as if we were movingar:ound."
"Yeah," Frank agreed. "I think that's a good idea."
He looked weak, and. his face was drawn. His mouth was
tight with suffering.
They sat silent, the sweat streaming'down their faces
and bodies. Joe rubbed his face. His eyes shifted to Frank,
then uneasily back to Bert. He wiped his face again, and his
eyes turned to the muck-pile, dark and ominous.
"Think we'll make it, Frank?" He was remembering
Mary. What would she do now? How could she face it
alone? It wasn't as if they were married. It was going to
be tough. "Think we'll make it?" he asked.
"Yeah," Frank's voice was dry. "Sure, we'll make it."
"Listen I" Bert sat up eagerly. "I think I hear them I
Isn't ~hat a pick?"
They listened, every muscle tense. There was nothing;
sOIIlewhere, far away in the mine, some m~ck shifted. Frank
reached over and doused the light. The darkness closed in,
empty, silent, heavy with heat and dead air. There was no
vibrancy here, no life.
In the darkness they heard Joe get up, then the sodden
blows of his pick. He worked on and on;' his muscles heavy
with weariness, he worked. Each blow and. each recovery
an effort.
en Bert relieved him. Almost soundlessly
they changed laces. Immediately, Bert could see the difference, could e that the air was closer now. It was harder
to breathe, s lungs labored, and his heart seemed to pound.
He felt the attering' blows of it would break through the
walls of his body. Once he stopped, and held a hand over it.
Long since they'd thrown two of the picks aside, their
Pflints worn ~way. The hole was getting deeper though.
O~e a bit of muck fell from the hanging wall, and Bert
(

.
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held himself, his stomach tight
against the crash he', believed
.
would follow,• but
there was none.?
,I
.
',A
I
Rody moved over suddenly. '~He reached his pand
toward the pick~ .Joe stepped back, and Bert hesitated., In
the blackness he knew Rody had moved.
:\ '
." . "Let me h~ve it," Rody ~ai? "Hell,
better (than
sittIn' here suck,in' my thumb. GIve me the pIck.~ .
Bert passed it to him, their hands fumbling. Th~nhe
staggered to th~ muck-pile and f-ell at full-length, breathing
hoarsely. Rody swung the pick, and· then again,' sav3lgely.
The sweat ran ~nto his eyes, but he swung agaiI}, his jaw
set, his heart. ~urderous. •He. felt an exultant fur.y in. the
power of his driving blows'. Steadily, he worked.
Once he stopped~ his deep chest working like a bellows.
He turned toward Frank, and spoke into the darkness. _"How's it, Big Boy?" . . ,
.
"Okay," Frank's voice was sullen with a bite of pai,n.
"You're a gpod man, Rody."
Rody swell~d his che~t, and the pick swung easily in his
thick hands. The hole was deep now. He could hear Frank's
hoarse breath. All of them were lying now but the worker.
The air was better close to the muck.
"Hear anything?" It was Bert.- "How iong would it
take, Frank?"
.
;
"Depends on how much it caved." The num&ness was
gone now, his body throbbed with pain. He heIlI himself
tightly against it, his big body holding its pain like some
great animal.
"Say !~' Joe exclaimed suddenly. "What about the air
pipe for the liner? There might be some. Ma~be she didn't
bust."
".
Stumblin~ in his eagerness he fell across the muck,
accidentally: bumping Frank and j(frking an involuntary .
grunt of pain from him. Then Joe fell to his knees and
began clawing at the compressed air valve under the muck.
He found .it, and then cleared th~ vent,.unscrewing the
broken hose to the liner. Trembling, he turned the valve.
,
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The cool air shot into the room, then sighed away to nothing.
"It was a little," Joe said. "It'll help."
"Yeah," Rody said, "damned little!"
"How deep are you?" Frank asked. He shif~ed his
body, and they heard him catch himself with a quick gasp.
"Four feet, IIJaybe five," Joe returned. "She's tough

. "

go~pg.

. ,

Joe lay ·on his face against the foot-wall~ The air was
close and hot, his lungs labored heavily like a wind-broken
horse. The light and air were a memory now, a memory
almost beyond the reach of consciousness. At times he felt
himself slipping, and yet" he knew there was still time to go.
How long had it been? None of them had a watch, and
there was no way of calculating the passage of time. It
seemed years since they :p.ad heard the sudden slip, and the
reverberating crash. 'Somehow it was so different than he
had suspecteq it would be. At times during the months he
had worked, he would stop to look around at the rock walls'
of the drifts, or at the heavy stulls, and the twelve-bytwelves. He had always believed that a crash would. come
with' a thundering roar, and then it had been just the opposite. There had been a splintering sound, a slide of muck,
" the~ the long sliding of 'moretons of muck behind. A little
dust, a falling stone, and they were entombed. They had
lacked even the consolation of drama.
Whatever was to come of it wouldn't be long now.
Whatever happened must happen soon. Therew~s no sound,
no breath of moving air, no movement, only the stillness, the
thick, sticky air so heavy with the odor of breathing..
. Rody was sitting:. on the edge of the pit. Joe cou«d
hear him move. He could hear ]frank's heavy lungs reaching for air. Slowly, he got up. His legs felt heavy;
"Let me," Joe said, pawing at Rody. "I'll dig."
Rody moved under his hand, leaving it wet from his
thick, sweaty shoulder. Then Joe swung the pick. Slowly,
methodically, sullenly, he swung the pick.
After awhile he stopped. "Hear anything?" Bert asked~
'i

i
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They listened, and there was no sound.
"Maybe they ain't tryin'," Bert said dully. "Maybe they
think w,e're. dead."
"Yeah," Rody agreed. "Can you imagine that guy Tom
Chambers spending good money to get us out of here? He
don't care. They's lots of miners."
Joe mopped his face, -and his hand trembled. ,Every
time he tried to hope, he remembered those weighted ti~bers
in the Big Stope. Nothing could hold that mass once it
started to go. On top there would be a silent ring of watchers, .women and children, mostly. Still, not so many as in
Nevada that time. Here only Bert, Rody, and he had women.
to wait. And Rody's wouldn't care.
-, "I
The dull thud of the pick sound~ again. It was Rody.
Joe could tell by the power in the·~li>l~ws. He listened, his
mind lulled into a sort of hypnotic twilight.where there was
only darkness and the measured sound of the pick.
Suddenly, Rody stoped. "Hey!" he said. '~Listen!" He
swung again, and there was a dull sound, a hollow sound.
"That ain't no ten feet!"
Something broke over Joe like a cold shbwer. They
were -Eoing break through. into Thirty-Seven.. Rody waS
swinging the pick viciously now. BertI crowded to the edge
of the hole.
- ,
"Let's have some light," Rody said. H~ was grimly
matter-of-fact now. Frank's light glowed again, and the,
flame reached hungrily at the air, then shrank to a tiny
flicker.
Rody s\yung, and suddenly the pick went through. It
caught him off balance and he fell forward. Catching his
balance, he knocked out a bigger hole. The cool air rushed
into the hot drift-end, and the men sat back, breathing
deeply.
'.
.
"Take it easy,' you guys, when you go down." Frank's
voice was unchanged. "That ladder may have been shaken
loose by blasting or the cave-in. . The top is, on the left-

<
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hand side of the raise. You'll have to drop to the staging
though, and it is anyway ten feet.",
He tossed a stone down the hole, and they heard it strike ,
against the boards below. The flame of the light grew
brighter now as more air entered the' hole. Frank stared at
them, breathing deeply.
"Come on, Rody," Joe
got to get
- said. "Lend a hand, we
Frank to a doctor."
"No," Frank's voice was impersonal. "You can't get
me to that platform. . I'm stove up too bad. I'd bleed to
death before you got me dQwn the raise. You guys go
ahead. When they get the drift opened up will be time
en~gh for me. I'll just sit here."
"But-," Joe hesitated.
"Beat it," Frank said.
Bert lowered himself down the opening, and they neard
him drop to the platform. Then Rody followed. Joe
stopped, rubbing his face. He looked at Frank, but the big
man only stared, sullenly, into the wall.
"Frank-," he stopped. "Well, gee-" he said.
For a moment he stood silent, then he lowered himself
into the hole. He hung for a minute on his elbows~ "Frank
-" he said. "I wish-." He let go and ~dropped to the plat'
form.
The carbide light burned lower, and the flame :flickered.
Big Frank's face twisted as he moved, and his mouth opened
very wide. ,Then he leaned back, staring toward the pile
of muck, his big hands relaxed and empty.
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strolled toward the fir§t vacant bench she
saw. Shew-asn't tired, really, but she felt lazy. Warm
!'Jnd relaxed and pleasant. She'd had a ple-asant morning con-.
l stitutional throp.gh the sunny streets. And before that a
pleasant breakfast, in spite of the ridiculous letter from
Pauline. The croissants had been marvelous, and the fresh
butter and the strawberry preserves. And the hot chocolate-marvelous. ' She'd been eating too much since she
.,
arrived here.
She sank comfortably onto the bench, then at once
leaned forward. The sun-drenched metal had burned
through her dress ;into t».e fleshy part of her back. She drew
her lisle-stockinged kneeE! up suddenly as she felt the heat
on the backs of her thighs, below her corset.
'Gradually she was able to sink back again. She tilted
her hat forward over her eye!;l and looked at the stretch of
rumpled sand, the breakers, and the pale sparkling sea. It
was a dazzling ~ay.
People in bright bathing suits lay about on rugs, look:"
ing as if they had been flung helter-skelter on the beach. So
much bare warm flesh, with arms and legs stretched out
every which way. They all looked content-replete, even.
And they all seemed to be banded together in groups. Those
people around the phonograph, fo~ instance, two of them
doing exercises to a swing tune while the others watched
and lau,ghed. The children hopping away from the tiny
overlapping waves at the water's edge. The pepple sunning
themselves"their bodies jumbled together like new puppies.
in a basket. The young couple in the shade' of the great
orange umbrella, his dark hair against her breast, her fingers gliding back and forth along the curve of his back. :
Everybody in groups.
'MISS RICHARDS
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The sun pressed down now on her shoulders and legs,
an enervating, soothing weight. Her dress clung to her
back. She uncla~ed the jaws of her big leather purse, and
reached inside for her phial of sunburn lotion. Her hand
brushed against Pauline's stupid letter. She must answer it
at once-the woman \Vas hopeless. Miss Richards tilted the
unstoppered phial against her fing~r, then stroked the oily
finger gently along her nose. rhat was soothing too. .
It would be pleasant to go into the sea, to feel the water
curling against her arms and shoulders. The water lookep
warm and soft as milk" and the froth of the breaking waves
was like fresh milk in pails. She watched two girls run
along the beach, hand in hand, their bodies light and firm.
Well, perhaps she could swim very early some morning, or
at an isolated spot far up the beach.
,
She watched a group of young people, jostling, shouting, wrestling with a ca~vas boat. Suddenly,'where the wave
crests toppled a~d fell, she saw a lone figure.
A man was playing in the waves, diving through them,
hurling his body along with them. All by himself. She
watched his brown shoulders surge through the white froth.
He stood, then, slanting his body as the wave withdrew, his
long legs tensed. He was tall and thin. She could see the,
parallels' of his lower ribs as he, breathed. His brown body,
darker than his tan trunks, shone with s~a water. He waded
into 'deeper water, his shoulders swaying as he hurled himself forward. Again he arched his back before a breaking
wave and was swept along with the rush of foam. Again he
stood braced against the receding wave, alone in the fiat
stretch of shimmering white.
Miss Richards' eyes smarted. Hurriedly she opened
the big purse and reached down beside her passport for the
b~t of chemically-treated cloth bearing her oculist's name
and address, which shea always kept to clean her glasses.
Pauline's letter. She unhooked the silver frames from behind her ears, held each lens horizontally before her mouth
.
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and panted on. it, then wiped away the moisture with the.'
cloth. She put the glasses back on~
There he was, standing thigh deep in swirling foam.
All at once his arms whirled through the air, scooping great
handfuls of water high into the sunlight. His circling hands
tore ragged chunks from the surface, which rose slowly,
hesitated, then formed into thousands of tiny globes and
swiftly felL The drops fell about him like golden rain.
Exultantly he swung his a.rms faster and faster. More and
more water was tossed high in t~e air, ~nd more and'more
shining drops fell.
.
'. He stood still for a moment. Then swiftly, as a wave
poised hig~ before him, he plunged through it and swam
outward from ~bJore. He swam easily, past the last of the
breakers and on,: until his head was only a dot, among the
million flecks, of sunlight on the water.
She couldn't see him at all now. Nothing but th~ broken
light on the ripples. She watched the flickering brilliance
until her eyes ached, then, shifted ljler gaze to the orange umbrella on the beach. But it had beep'l"0lled a little to one side,
and now she could see only the iyo)lng couple's legs, outstretched close together:
She rea~hed into her purse for a cigarette-she was
down to her last pack of American cigarettes-and again
her hand encountered the letter. Well, she had come out
here this morning for the express purpo~e of answering it.
She sat up s,traight on the bench, her damp dress eool against
her back, and re-read it, shaking her head'once or twice with
quick, irritated motion. Quickly, then, she took her foun'tain pen and letter-pad froni th~ purse, and prepared to
write.
'
'She looke~ at the' paper for ia while, then out at the
empty sea. Finally, with another'slight shake of the head,
she thrust the pad into the purse and brought out.a postcard,
a photograph, garishly colored, of the beach, with the water
an impossible blue, the sand' bright yellow, and fuzzy unrecognizable people scattered about in groups. Miss Richards

a
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turned the blank side of the card up and wrote Pauline's
name and address at the right. Etats-Unis.
At the left she wrote "Pauline," then paused again. A
girl with long slim legs and rounded breasts walked along
the beach in front of her, accompanied by two men. People
on the beach seemed sunk into lethargy, their bodies pressed
into the sand by the weight of the sunlight. Miss Richards
leaned against the metal bench and closed her ey.es. Then
suddenly she began to write, in a neat formal script.
'ipauline: Since you're incapable of taking advice, why
ask for it? .I thought you had a mind, but no. Just a tangle
(. of female emotions. Emotionalizing means shiIIy-shallyin~,
and you can't battl~ world problems with your glands. I
give you up."
She stopped, holding the tip of the pen to her lips, and
:tIer eN'es swept along the beach. There 'he was again. His
brown arms cut the water with a slow tired motion. She
watched as he swam in to the breakers, then floated, in
among the foam. In shallow water he stood up, his thin legs
rather unsteady, and waI,ked slowly toward shore.
Quickly Miss Richa~ds finished her postcard. "Thanks
for writing anyway. It's rather pleasant here. R." She
dropped card and pen into her purse.
": He was younger than she had thought. Very young, in
fact. He came toward her up the beach, his shoulders sagging, panting as he walked, water dripping from his body.
Miss Richards drew her feet back under the bench.
Only about fifteen feet away, he dropped to the sand
and lay relaxed. His skin was darker than his trunks, much
darker than the sand; except where his trunks 'had pulled
away a little from his hip. There she" saw a thin line of
startling white. He lay quiet for a moment, then raised
.one closed hand. From between his fingers sand streamed
down. Again he clutched a handful, raised his arm, and let
the pale shower fall to the ground, bit by bit. A f~w golden
grains struck his side, and clung there. Again the arm rose,
again the golden shower fell.

I
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The back of Miss' Richards' own hand touched the hot
metal of the bench beside her. She looked down at it with a
sort of surprise. The palm was upward, the fingers and
thumb curled in together to form ~ little cup.
She stared at the hand. Then quickly sh'e straightened
the fingers and pressed the palm tight against' her thigh.
The sudden movement dislodged the purse from her
lap. As ·she recovered it she saw hlim still lying there, still
raising his arm to let the sand str~m between his' fingers..
She opened the purse and .drew 'obt the card to Pauline.
Watching him, she crumpled it in h~r fist.
The young man sprang suddenl1 to his feet. H~ walked
down the" beach with a long easy s~ride. Sand, clinging to
his back and trunks, fell away fromp.im as he'wallked away.
She leaned forw~r.d, watching: him~ ,until he bega~ to run,
until, far down t~e beach, he leaped forward ~ a gay
shout into a group of people.
Miss Richards sat stiffly on the bencl{. Slowly, care.;. .
fully, her fingers flattened
out the crumpled', card. She held
.
it then with one hand while the other dipped int9 the big
purse, then, went to. her mouth. Her nose wrinkled with
distaste as she licked the mucilage on the stamp.

-

"

j

-r

Search

-\

By

GILEAN DOUGLAS

•
There is a cause for ~1l of this
Which, if I go amonwthe stars, I may discover;
If I go above the fog which wraps us all about "
And touch my head against the sky.
But what if there is no sky, but only more and more
To wrackingly find out?
'"
r'

7

I
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Farewell, BI,"other

r

By GLADYS NICHOLS
death and got tangled into the last hours of his
life because I happened to be passing a certain door.
.,
_ He was a thin young man with gray and black hair.,' He
looked at me and said "Catherine" dully, like a person saying "af las& after a long waiting. I went by in a hurry.
I was not his Catherine. As I rang for the elevator he
called again. This time desperately, "Here I am. Come
back. Please come back."
.
.
The nurse came running dowri the corridor. She said,
"The doctor asks if you -will try to quiet him. He is' ~lone
and he seems to think you are someone he knows."
I went .back with her and stood by the bed,~not knowing
what to do. The living are protected and lured away from
the dying with only a handful of poppies and lotus flowers.
But the opium stupor is strong and forgetfulness is sweet.
,
I looked at the top branches of tree waving outside the
window. It was getting dark. It began to rain.
I was watching a man die. I felt sad, but sadness was
not enough. I was surprised to find brotherly' love so feeble.
I tried to break through the stupor. I tried to say, "You
are not alone." But he was alone. I sat there thinking, feeling remote. I had heard many beautiful and mysterious
things of death. Longing words. "The door to the kingdom
of heaven." "Rebirth to everlasting life." "~ternal oblivion
(dream of the weary ones)."
The only thing I was sure of was that ~eath was' sad.
And it seemed to me that somebody should betgrieving. Who
was that old king in the Bible? We should have the bitter
tears he wept when he said, "Oh my son, my son."
Or we should have a fierce little mourner like Joe, I
thought, conjuring Joe out of memory.
He 'Yas a childhood playmate of mine. His mother was
[174 ]
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an invalid and he was always doing reckless things because
he was miserable about it. 1 remembered his, house and his
mother. 1 'used to stand in the door with him and look at
her on 4that little iron' bed with the paint chipped off. She
~ould have sc~ubbed the dirty house if she hadn'~ been t?O
sIck.
.'
.
.
We used to hang around until Joe couldn't stand it any
longer. Then we would go to the swimming pool and he
would climb up that dizzily high tower .and jurrp off. It
seemed to be a part of his furious, protesting sorrow, so he
would climb up and come streaking down-with ~is funny
'\
little face convulsed and his skinny arms pressed to his
sides. He was always doing reckless,
violent
things.
,
...
Usually it was fighting. He got beat up :most of the
tilIle because he was so light, but he didn't care. 1 think
tliat kina of pain ·was a relief to .him.
'
.
While he was waiting around that day tlie doctor ~aid to
his mother wouldn't last 'til night, he picked up a big rock
and threw it through Mr. Grayson's drugstore window. Mr. Grayson was mean anyway. And at l~ast he was so~ething
definite to hate..
.
_ "Throw a -rock for me,- Joe. rhro.w a rock anq br~ak the
cool trance. Break this glass' prison of separateness and l~t
me care." ,
rain and- the darkness in
1 looked out the window at the
.
the waving branches of the tree. A wet gJistening night, the
same as many others. But the last one for this man.
.
"And now tell me, Catherine," he was saying. "You see
1 must know. Try to understand. Fan me, Catherine, I'm
so hot." He was burning with fever. "Listen to me, Catherine, you must tell me because 1 can't die without knowing
where he is. 1 hunted so long. It's dark and' the door's
locked. Open the door. Tell me. Tell me."
, What did he want tne to tell him? 1 couldn't think of
anything to answer so ;1 just said over and over stupidly,
"It's all right. Everything will be aI-I right. Everything will
be all right.."
,

'

,

~

,

,
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I got up and went to the window. The doctor was standing there. "Do you know what he wants me to tell him?"
,"No,", the dootor said, "I don't know a thing about him.
He was delirious when they picked bim up. His 'case interested me, but we can't do anything for him. All you can do is
to try to soothe him. He won't last much longer."
He began to call his mother. Ife'talked in a confused
. jumble of words about his books, the honeysuckle. vine on
the back porch, and his dog.
,
"Mother, Mother,'~he. said.
"Catherine?" (so he was back to that, I thought, wanting to escape it). His voice was low and shaking. "I know.
you hate me but you don't realize the· loss. The loss. He
should be there now. He will miss so much."
, For a strange minute I was Catherine denying him.
And I was ashamed for' something I didn't understand.
Suddenly he seemed stronger. He said, "Doctor, she
may tell you later. If she does, will you send a message for
me? Tell mother Catherine says-the baby is in the orphanage a t ...."
.
(
He died then, with his last urgent, pitiful task unfinished. )
r walked down the hospital steps feeling numb and .
blank. It was raining lightly.
"Oh you beautiful, cruel bitch of a dark night. I can
put some words tpgether, too, making the eternal doublestatement-'There is joy and goodness i~ you. There is also
the rotten pain.' "
Waves high up the beach and out to sea again.
The rain fell silently over the last dark miles of nothing.
I was very tired.
~

~

I
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The Bright Squares
By

CHARLES GERARD
.

I

II

drift. No strength ~o puU it backl,to
L Let it glide behind
today's
into a forgotten sky
'tand.

ET THE MIND

hOriz~n

where a wind roared and thrashed. 'I.
Today: Up in a darkening sky. An animal I :floating
through a canyon. roofed with steainy breaths. Growling
southward.
" !
~ '
"It's the migration season for !wing-clawed d!ragons,"
Walter F. Hitchcock said.
',
.
I
Designing for Gangdon Airplanes, Incorporated, pulled
the mind's logic until the years w~rped, as if he, wearing'a
tiger skin, were standing before a cave. Hangars and offices
around him, however. Soon his blue-print-weary eyes had
rested enough to recognize overhead a gull-winged Stinson.
"
tri-motor boun.d for Newark. .
Smile. More pride and wonder in a plane' on schedule
than in a monster :flapping through gray twilight from another eon;?
B~gin to remember . •. another twilight ... of just yesterday.
How his. Uncle Howard, with cigar a.shes on !his vest,
boasted of his Overland. Uncle Howard would say, "If they
keep :flying it'll get them."
'.
And ~Jacqueline Ailmer who :flew. Today she could
,
thumb her nose at Uncle Howa:r:d.
Because: they had done it! They had put airplanes up'
there to stay. His damned Uncle couldn't say that aviators
would be killed sooner or later.
Remember Thranton,home town, and Uncle Howard
Berrow talking.

,,

.

One .biplane,
another, and another, ,scoured one morn,
ihg Thranton's cockpit view: the pattern of the houses, the
[177 ]
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railroad on Manhattan Street, the roof of Blidner's cheese
factory. Their two wings were thin and flat; each square
fuselage clung between with many wires.
.'Bunches were dropped, and _blossomed into swirling
papers. Chasing with the other kids he grabbed ~ sheet that
sifted down through the limbs of an elm.
Ailmer Flying Circus!
See your"~ity from the clouds with the aces who fought
for llncle Sam.
'- . \
"'The ad sh9wed Jacqueline Ailmer's picture.
Try to remember her face.
A leather helmet. The goggles pushed up above her
forehead ... her black hair ....
Never even saw the pasture they flew from that week.
When he complained to his mother she sighed about the airpia:ne crashes and her dear baby Walter hurt. He became
so angry that he stayed on the barn roof for two hours, staring high and far away.
He would listen to Uncle Howard, a traveling salesman,
hoping to learn where Jacqueline had gone. Once his uncle
calculated the money a Detroit lodge made on a flyiIlg circus.
, Owego, Attica, Elmira were the towns, where ali Ailmer
wing twisted, a propeller cracked against a hedge, proclaimed in The Thranton Herald.

.

Next summer she was still alive. Uncle Howard said,
as they drove to IrvingskilI, that she was lucky.
, The only luck seen by the boy was his coming- nearer. It
was Aviation Day at the Irv.ingskill Fair. Airplanes there.
Jacqueline Ailmer. .
".1-. Why did anyone trust his life to the Ailmer Flying
eircus, Uncle Howard preache-d, when their airplanes were
so.deteriorated his pen knife ,had gone in to the hilt.
"They ain't iron boxes," said Walter.
. "That Jackson," Uncle Howard went on, "was he.r husband. They know only that he commenced a barrel roll."
"She never had a husband."
,

i
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"She hasn't now," Uncle Howard said, ~ith a guffaw of ~ ~
hate. "He got caught riding in an airplane."
\.
In Irvingskill, on Grandpa Hitchcock's lawn, waist-high
and of cast iron: a graceless goblet fo~ming with ferns. He
pretended it was a pylon holding high the bright squares.
Stretching his arms out like wings he raced over the grass.
His wings slanted. Then, coming out of the bank around the
, pylon, he raised on· his toes, pointing his nose to the sky......
zooming.
He was an airplane! and hefiew into the house.
J!
"Let's go," he told the gossiping adults. "The show begins in seventeen tp.inutes."
~
"What show?"· asked Grandma. Hitchcock~ "Mqvies W1
Sunday?".
:. . \.
In his slow, fat why"his fathen said, "It'll be t00 hot."
Krww now that they had relish,ed letting the atterrwo,n
die just-as they had let the lo'vely music in the fadinr} keys of
,the Hitchcocks' parlor piano die.
.
'J
(\}

I

r

I

I

IHe started running and ran for many blocks.
;

. .

-

,
J' -

!

·1

~

"
J.

.

Planes were at parade
"
in. the oval
.
..
lassoed by the long race tr~ck
of the Irvingskill Fair.
..
When he reached an orange monoplane-a high wing
\Vith the, letters AIL MER separated on the right and left
panels by a square fuselage-he thought it wonderful.
Her orange scarf tossed in the:breeze. Her black
bobbed hair lifted. "Black bobbed hair." SPin that phrase
in the mind. It might -tumble on those scattered and, lost
puzzle Pieces. that form Jacqueline Ailmer's image. The
curves of her cheeks? uBlack bobbed hair." As she Seheck~d
the control wir~S'she sang, "Back home again in Indian.a.
Dah-de-dah-de-dah-dah-d,h." .Hadn't she worn ~nicker{J
and a shirt with short sleeves?
/

;.

'I'
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"Uncle Howard is scared to ride with you," he said.
"Howard who '!"
"Howard Berrow. All he does'is sit an' spoil the fun an'
talk about his business smartness."
Jacqueline Ailme:r snatched the straws he offered from
the stuffed scarecrow in spats that was his uncle. She
started a little· fire.
'
•
"Yes, I've begged your Uncle Howard--or many like
him-to fly. But he thinks I'm a trapeze act and that he's
living when he's sitting on his caboose watching. He'll find
the oppos~~ of life." ~ .
.
"He says you're useless, wasting time pl~ying at these
races."
"Uncle Howard is a lead weight pulling us down."
"That dummy," he said, "said the ladies' race will be a
fake."
"If he supposes I'm afraid I'll show him what he wants."
She smiled. Her fingers touched his hand.
"Good luck to you," she said.

.

~.

'.

Roaring, t~e three pianes cut the sky.
A !big, new biplane whose motor
. out-streaked the others.
A French scouting monoplane that
had come out of the war unhurt.
'
An orange wing, lettered AIL MER, that
, carried a square fuselage.
For the crowd to drool over what it had come to drool
the pylons were placed near the grandstand.
over, two
The French scouti~g monoplane feared squeezing with" the
big biplane between pylon and grandstand. The crowd
leered at the frightened ship dodging the fair buildings'
roofs.
. A big new biplane with big blue wings sweeping down
the sky like a roller shade goingdow,n a window.
An orange wing
hurrying by the eyes of the crowd.

of
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A lost plan~~
I"
scurrying away. .
-j.~,
I
Ailmer~s pj,ane purring across the fields. The $un cares;'
sing the orange -wing just as it did t~e earth. Howl beautiful
it was!
.'
The big biplane
swinging wide around the pylons like a bushel basket o~ the
end of a whirling, long rQpe. '
!.
-The orange wing
Ailmer po,shed, the
shortening its circuit
as Jacqueline
"
1
checkered pylons..
- "
The big biplane
cut a pylon on the inside.
circled to shoot at the pylon again'to avoid disqualification.
The' orange wing
:
hurrying alJ.e~d!
She turned peculiarly and returned toward the biplane•.
She climbed steeply.
The wing, tremblnig, rose slowly as if lifted by' a wind.
The nose fell. The humming of the brace· wires whistled
louder and louder.
' ,
.
~
"No," Walter shouted.
~
. I
•
In the clouds of dust thrashed from the earth the orange
wing disappeared.~
I

i

I
~

.

I

I

)

•

,

Twilight hung on hiS. heels on the way bac1,{.
When he came to the parlor door, Uncle Howard was
saying: "I'd like to d:rive to the fair grounds ,and take a·
look." And when he noticed Walter: "Did you 'know your
lady friend w~s, killed 1"
"Rats," said Walter.
UnCile Howard said, "Looks lik~ your sprout's going to
be a cry baby. He'd better stay here.l The rest of us can pick
up some souvenirs from the wreck."
I
Uncle Howard felt his pockets and found his knife.
"You and your knife," said Walter. '~Always stickin'
it in othel' people's business."
/.
t

1

'

l,i
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His mother said, "Walter, you keep still."
'''Darn you," he cried' at Uncle Howard. "You killed
her. You killed her!"
At last he was wise to Howard Berrow. Howard Berrow was guilty. Why else .should Howard Berrow gloat at
, the ending, of the things Walter Hitchcock wanted?
~He fled ... weeping ... to the goblet· of ferns .... He
didn't know if he'd ever see it again asa pylon holding high
the bright squares.

,~ I

Blueprints for Faith
By

"

WILLIAM PETERSON

Faith too grows out of facts ....
but outlives weeds from this prolific seed.
Whether for the whole life or one drab hour,
faith outshines, outreaches.
This perennial flower is the synthetic miracle
that men know in thenar:r;owness
of their quick come and go,
is the music by which they age gracefully.
Men have need for union of ~ny sort or kind
other than the violence of shimmering planes.
, Faith is of many blooms. There should be no
quarrel over colors, so long as the end is beautiful and comradely.
For whether some"white god or in some nearer
bright ideal or ~ith some darkly buried love,
faith serves, is good, and alone makes men equal.
After the weighing of one action against another,
one crime against its counterpart,
or stroke of genius upon a stroke of luck,
Nothing :can be decided by mathematics'
that will not perish in the' hands of fools.
Let us give ourselves rather to spiritual poetry
and if faitli be difficult in our tenements,
We W;ill make of faith a mild, but universal weapon.
Faith can .be a better kind of reason in itself,
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol10/iss3/1
can take the mind to bigger stars.
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When, Albuquerque Saw Shirl~y
, By ELIZABETH DICKENS
.

_

i

HOMEedftion of the AlbuquerqJe Tnou/M,
O whichTHEnobody
sees much, before 3 :30, had the, news that
NLY

Shirley Temple would be going threugh town on the Chief,
and the Tribune story said that she probably would not ap-·'
pear Qn"the,platform. But before the train pulled in at,4:20
mothers and children were scurrying toward the station
from all directions. Business men and -elderly ~adies !were
proceeding at a more digni:fi.~ pace, but th~y were coxning
all the same.
:'
"
The iTribune had guessed wrong, for Shirley' did appear. She stood beside her mother on the platform otf her
.: car while the bodyguards 'went out among the crowd artd the
. press agent tMked to reporter~. She stood there, faultlessly
curled and wearing a typical Shirley Temple dress, and she,waved to the cr9Wd and smiled dutifully. Shirley looked
practically.- the same as in, pictures, so far as her actual
appearance went. She just looked a' good deal mor~ bort!d.
Presently, to a small pond of upstretched hands, Shirley
Temple dealt out little cards in lieu of autographs. The
cards had her picture on tllem and each bore the indiscriminate legend:
'
Love :
Shirley Temple'
I

,

I

i

Pretty soon all the car~s were handed out and Sbjrley
smiled the smile of a little girl who has done her duty~ and
gestured to, the crowd that the car~ were gone. But she was
wrong about that. Her mother hmtded her another pack, so
she deait them out too. Dealt them methodically and deliberately, being very careful that she Iwas not giving two' cards
to anyone hand. When Albuquerque's quota of Shirley
Temple's love was finallr exhaus~~, children~egan running
through the crowd asking one another if they had gotten
[183 ]
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cards. I hearq one ~egro boy, about th.irteen, ask ano~her
this question, and the boy he asked hadn't. But the questioner had got a card from Shirley and he had been able to
sell it for a nickel. He grinned cheerfully as he said so.
Shirley's car was toward the front of the train and
whenthe people who had been at the wrong end of the platform got to where Shirley was they began telling everyone
.. that Eddie Cantor was on the train
. too. Down at the other
. ·end. Some of the people who had been reaching up for
'Shirley's cards-and there were about 'ten· adults in the
crowd for every child-hurried down the other way. Sure
enough, there was Eddie- Cantor backed up against a wall
and writing autographs like mad. But his crowd didn't
compare with Shirley's, though he had a constant, thick
a little circle around him aIlethe time he was off the train.
~
Even after her cards were gone the crowd stayed
around Shirley, excapt for short little expeditions down to
tpe end of the platform where Eddie Cantor was. Once a
baggage truck with a coffin on it had to be hauled through
Shirley's crowd in order to get to the freight elevator and
everyone had to move around a little so that the coffin could
get through. The freight elevator was alm~st directly in
front of the car platform and everyone, including Shirley
and her mother, looked a little e:p1barrassed while the coffin
sank lower,and lower, almost' as into a grave, until it finally
was out of'sight. Then, down below, it was hauled out to
the driveway where the hearse was waiting.
After a little there were shrill, frantic whistles from
the baggage truck men who had gathered around the hearse.
Finally a man who was standing in the crowd and beaming
up at Shirley heard the whistle and looked around, and
. then his beam changed to'a sort of sheepish look. Apparently he belonged with the hearse for he hurried back to it
and helpe~ load the coffin in.
.
The Chief stops 'n Albuquerque twenty-five m,inutes, which is why Shirley had time to hand out so many
cards, and to wave and smile at the crowd so often. For she
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didn't g~back into the car at all. Just stood there on ~he
platform beside her mother, with not very much expression
on her face but every olice in awhil~ wavin~ or smiling p~r
functorily. Whenever it seemed to her, I think, that it was
. time to wave or: smile again. ,Finallf the conductor called,
~'All aboard I All aboard I" and then: there really was some
, expression on Shirley's face. She look,ed delighted and
she stuck her head out and' called, "All aboard I All aboard!"
and looked as though she thought she might be doing somenaughty and was pleased
about it.
thing a little
.
'
The conductor, as you may know, always calls "All
aboard Wquite a long time in klbuquerque before the train
actually, pulls out. So many people ,go to look at the Indians
or to buy pottery or silver jewelry or baskets, or bows arid
arrows to 1tAke home to the children. It takes a lo~ time to
get them at! back on the train: During
all the time the con#
.
ductor was calling "All aboard!" Shirley would· chi~ in
with him ev~ty, once in awhile. Bu~ "not with the same enthusiasm. She seemed a little discouraged.
, .,'
,
Finally, ~fter the conductQr had been calling :,;,All
. aboar4" for quite a long while, the Indians came to. see
Shirley. Usually the Indians'stay down by the Indian building. The Pueblo wo~en sit be~ide their pottery, scolding if
, people try to take pictures' of them without paying a quarter, and the Navajo~ stay inside and weave rugs so that
people from the trains can watch them. At any' rate the
Indians, whatever they are doing, stay where they are and
let people come to see-them. But this time the Navajos came
down the platform to see 'Shirley. There was an.Indian man,
not dressed particularly Indianish but carrying a 'little
baby in that wooden 6usiness that Indians ca.rry little babies
in. There were two Navajo women, dressed in velveteen t
blouses and the long, full-gathered skirts that missionaries
taught the Navajo women to wear a long time ago, and that
they have gone on wearing ever since. And there were three
little girls, dressed just like their mothers, in !v~lveteen
blouses and long, full-gathered skirts. But in spit~ of t h e i r "

I
"
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being dressed like little old Indian women they loolred like
little girls as they beamed up at ~hirley Temple.and waved
their hands at her. Shirley waved back at them and smiled,
but still perfunctorily.
"
Shiriey's press agent told the reporters that his client
had wanted to get off the train and go to see the Indians but
that she couldn't because the crowd at the station was so
large. ·Maybe he had asked the Indians to.come down so th~t
Shirley could see therp. 1 don't know about that. But I
don't think the Navajos walk way down the platform to see
many people, even if a press agent does ask them to. And
1 don't think anybody had had to try very hard to get those
little Indian girls to go down. .
.
At la.st the train really. did start and soon Shirley was
out of sight. But, before the crowd had started to leave, the
car that Eddie Cantor was on came along. And there was
. Eddie Cantor, standing on the platform and waving. He
:rolled his eyes at Shirley's big crowd of people and everybody laughed, but by that time Shirley Temple's car was way
down the tracks, almost under the. viaduct.
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An lndez t().1~ Co~lumbia Edition of the Works of John Milton-Frank
Allen Patterson-Columbia University Press, New York, 1940I

•

~~-

'

;

~

At a time when England, after 350 years of world su- ,Vi
premacy and insular security,}s fighting desperately :for
liberty, freedom, and the 'right of every man to pIa. his qwn
life and choose his own career, America, fitly personified 'in
the Columbia University Press, ha.s at last brought together
the first complete edition of the works of John Milbim. Since
life, property, and individuality itself are threatep'ed with
extermination in ,the name of the state, it is weH tHat we
have this monunient to a life of thought, this memorial to
I
a philosophy of individual self-development.
John Milton' was primarily concerned with the qualities of righteousness and intelligence, the reasoning power
being tl].at faculty in man which makes for right~usness.
Righteousness ,and intelligence are divine attributes and
serve as ~ommon bonds between God and inane "IDnited. in
their purest essence 'they approximate Milton's conception of
God. Forty-five pages of the- index to this, first complete
edition of Milton's work are required to list his references
to God, and there are other Citations recorded unden Creator,
Father, Maker, Power, and Providence. Along [with the
snace devoted to Divinity~ other generous portioIjls of the
index are given to Liberty and to Free Will. These three
great preoccupations of John Milton were really but three
different aspects of the same thing. To Milton there was but
one totalitarian power, but OI~e! binding authority on the
individual. ~Man's sole' obligation was to '"himself. His one
duty was to obey the innermost laws of his own beirig. From
the first to the -last of life he was primarily the ar~hitect of
his ().~ soul. Thus, and thus only, could he fulfill tpe divine
plan of cr~ation.
''
.To a ~Protestant like Milton, every man, when he has,
[1~7 ]
!
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his Bible in his hand, is a pope, is God's representative on
earth. With the help of God's Grace, man's intelligence for-, ,
mulates the only laws which the individual need obey.
When in con'flict with this higher law, kings, governments,'
churqhes, and conventions have 110 claim on the indiv~ual.
They are to be ignored or defied. No' external force can be
permitted to interfere with the development and tlie education of the man. Like Emerson, Milton believed that there
should be as many churches ~s there are individuals. For,
as Em~rson says, in obtaining spiritual results, secondary
or denbminational sources may prove unreliable: the only
safe w~y is "to acquaint yourself at first hand with the
Divinity."
, This two-volumed Index covers all proper names and ail
ideas and topics mentioned in any of Milton's poems or prose
lVorks: It serves as a cQncordance. 11he references are so
~pecific that they may be used with any edition of Milton,
short or long. It will give immediate answer to numerous
questions arising in connection with Milton biography. For
instance, we know that Milton cites Aristotle more frequently
than he does Plato, there being four times as many references
to the former as to the latter.
An Index crowns the work of a statIof Columbia
. scholars ably directed by ~rofessor Frank Patterson. Of
the- eighteen volumes of text the first five contain all of
Milton's. poetry. With the close of the ninth volume or at the
halfway point of the set, we have practically all of Milton's
verse and prose that can be found jn any of the ordinary edi~ions of his works. The exception is certain passages from
The Christian Doctrine, 'which occupies four impressive
volumes toward the end.
.;
Th~ glory o~he edition is its printing. As the reader
. continues to turn the ample pages, he is tempted by the generous type and the distinctive paper to dip into the little read
Logic and the equally unfamiliar History of Britain. Mil_ton's Corwmonplace Books come in for their share of.attention, in the hope that ,they may prove as .interesting as the
I
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notebooks of Coleridge; .but even with the Latin of "the orig..;
inals translated, they appear singularly' uBre~arding.
After the dubious and apocryphal works which close the collection, one instinctively turns back to the beginning. I1i. is .
pleasant to find MiltQn"s summaries of the books of Ra?:aiJJ,se
Lost printed, at last, in a size of type that does not,degrade
their importance.
'
The whole edition, with e~ery variant found in every
publication of Milton and with an entirely new rendering of
his Greek, .Latin,-~and Italian poems into the prose of presEmt-day 'scholars, is relieved and beautified by, nqmerou,s
pictures of the poet and various plates of the title-pages df
his famous editions. An Index rounds out and completes a
work the magnitude of which suggested by the fact that
the first volume appeared in 1931.

.
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DA:NE FARNSWORTH SMITH
I

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque
•

Philo8ophy in the Poetry of Edwin Arlington Robi1J<8on-E~lle Kap," lan-Columbia University Press, New York, 194o-$2.2~.
)

A handsomely bound, well-printed book, whose chi~f
value lies in its 'clear and penetrating analyses of many of
Robinson's poe:lts; poems usually found difficult by most
readers. The plan of the book, as set forth in the)ltableof
co~tents, is in~eniou~, ~~oughperhaps unnecessarily su~tle.
MISS Kaplan's own dIvIsIon of her work runs thus::
Part I,: The Sourc~s of Robinson~s Idealism. [A. Biographical Clues. B. Critics' Comments. (Query: (~an
"critics' comments" be 'a "source" of a poet's .,"idealism~'_1)
C. Royce and Schopenhauer: Their Influence' upolil :a,obinson.. D. Stages of Robinson's Intellectual Growth. '.'( Query :
Can the "stages" of a poet's "intellectual growth" be at the
same time a "source" of tnat poet's "idealism" 1) i
Part II: Philosophical Analyses. I. Light. and Shadows.
A. Captain CraifJ. B. The Man against the Sky; C. 'rh~\Man
Who Died Twice. D. ~maranth. ~Omissions: 1. 'i%ere is
•
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no apalysis of ltancelot, wherein the most often used words
are "Darkness" and "Light," the "Vision," and the "Gleam."
The author has also failed to note the 'contrast between the
last few lines of Lancelot, with its inspired ending, perhaps
the most beautiful of all in Robinson's
longer poems:
.,
But always in the darkness he rode on
Alone; and"in the darkness came the Light.
•

7'

2. The' sonnet, "Credo," especially the last profoundly ~pti
ril.istic line, "I feel the coming glo!"y of the Light.") II. Love
and --Castles. A. Merlin.' (Omission: Lancelot and Tris~
~ tram.) III. Love and HQuses. A. Cavender's House. B. The
Glory of the Nightingales. C. Matthias at tlte Door. D. Tallifer. (Omissions: 1. "Roman Bartholow," a long love-poem,
"
in fact, Robinson's longest, crowded with images
drawn
from architecture and the building of houses. 2. "The March
of the Cameron Men," Browning's Pippa Passes, in r.everse.) IV. Dragons and Chimneys. A. Dionysus in Doubt.
B. King Jasper. (Query: why not Hamilton and Burr, Alex-.
ander and Genevieve, DionysU8 and Demos?)
Here are a few questions I should like to ask: Is any
poet, any true poet, a philosopher in the sense that he sets
forth a logical system of philo'sophy? I think not. Hence, it
would seem more important to a reader for an analyst of ROQJnson's poetry to pr!'ent the poet's PhilO~.OPhy O,f life: that
is, (1) the poet's a' itude toward God, together with such
problems as faith, elief, and -doubt; (2) his treatment of
natur,e; (3) his attitude to'Yards man, and the problems of
life; though even such analyses are of doubtful value; for
who ,can be sure that
, the views expressed in a narrative
poem are not those of the characters instead of being the
poet's? Besides, I should like to see a summary of the
poet's philosophical ideas. Here are some other questions
that occur to me:
1. Will this book create new readers for Robinson?
It is doubttal.
2. Will it help those who already like him? Yes.
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I resent the severely .objective attitude of Miss Kaplan;
'"
for though many of the passages she quotes are remarkably
beautiful, she never seems to be aware of this beal1ty.
Still, I am glad to see this book, since its ap:pearance
seems to indicate an increasing interest in the work of
America's most distinguished poet; I should like it better if
the author had even once ayowed her liking for. Robinson's
poetry. Is this just another thesis?
I .

I
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GEORGE ST. CL~m

Ocala, Florida
Tabeau;s Narrative of Loisel's Expedition to the Upper Missourlr'Annie H. Abel, Editor-university of Oklahoma Press, NormaIJ"
i

1940-$3.50. '

'

Anoth~l]

excellent contribution to the hist?ry of the
West is made by ,Dr. Annie Hi' Abel in the editing, and by
Dr. Rose A. Wright in the translating, of the Tabeau manuscript on experiences in the early days along the upp;er Missouri. From a most able introduction, one clearly gets the
picture of the day,' the international intrigues, trade conditions, previous expeditions, the position of Regis L0isel, and
the biography of Pi~rre TAbeau. This initial essay merits
praise for the thoro~ghness of its documentation, its logical presentation, andi its most satisfying tracing of the' history of the maI).;uscript.
The narrativ.e itself is' of importance, being eonnected,
as it is, with the Spanish'regime.fn cLouisiana, with both the
,French and British in North America, and with the United
States and its explorers of tl}e upper Missouri, Lewis and
'Clark. Written by an expert trader and man of education
who lived months ;trilong the Indians' in the region, it descriQes the country, the river and the difficulties of traversing it, the flora and fauna, the Indians, their dress, customs,
religious practices and cerelllonies. A vein of humor pervades the narrative, as: _H • • • if ~he Sioux is' the man of
nature so much praised by poets, every poetic license has
been taken in painting him....'"
"
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. The volume is concluded with valuable appendices in-·
cludi.ng a genealogical table of the Tabeau family, the trade
licenses, and papers on Loisel's trading record.
:
I
Although I was unable to judge the, accuracy of the
translation, since the French is not given, I found the document in its English version notably readable. A few minor'
,errors occur, and the omission of a' bibliography is to be
regretted. The book is, however, well indexed and deserves
commendation for its careful editing.
~

'ft"

DOROTHY WOODWARD

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque

Michelangelo Walks Again
(Among the San Jua:n Sandstones)

By ALLISON Ross
,'And dying, Michelangelo bec~me
,One with the wind, and swept the cluttered land
~ Looking for peace, wearied with wealth and fame
And re~ted here upon this desolate sand.
Bp,t wind and hungry hearts desire food.
Not the white marble but the red sandstone
Vital as blood and :Yielding to his mood
Throbs from his fingers into flesh and bone.
Again they march, the prophets in relief,
Grave pilgrims, all the giants of his brain,
And the two Marys at the tomb in grief...
Sculpturing solace out 6f ancient pain
Here does the tortured soul forget its scars
Molding the cliffs under the desert stars.
..J

j
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Editorial Notes
H~ NEWS these days fast grows stale as horrpr piles on

horror. The fall of Norway is already as
as the
T
fall of Rome. Before the breaking of France can :be written
re~ote

about (especially in a quarterly. review) the faltof Britain
may have taken place. And yet one will speculate. One, cannot keep "sweet :music in the ear" or go the day's routine
without pulling up against the great preoccupation, '~W'hat
1l0w?" Better speculate backwards, as it were, than try to
read to~orrow~r .the day after.
'
i'
France fell in one month and seven days~ and it is
already pretty-clear that the break-up was more than simple
'military failure. An~er, ~'Iear, and confusion bjave led to
cutting recriminations, 'Erench against Fr;ench, France
against England, all ~ncour~ged if not caused bly the Ger- ,
man ~inistry of Propaganda. Monsieur Reyinaud says'
France wasn't properly prepared because she ,spent her \
strength on social amelioration at the insistence of the Left.
The Left says that the Right was fascist all the tbjll.e an~l unawar'e of either the danger or the evil. The truth probably
is that the Left was looking back over its shoulder ,so inten~ly
in the directiQ)l of Moscow that it didn't' see anything
clearly; an<J. the Right was so intent upon keeping more than
ten per cent profits for the munitions makers al1ld bankers
tha..,t, rather'tl)an let the Left Win a point, any point at all,
ev.c;m in 'the dIrection of increased democracy, the Lavals,
the lflandins, the P~utins sulked and refused to build ta~ks
or planes or motorized
equipment. .
,
i
....
In the Americ~n pres~, the Popular Front government,
of course,' gets all thE1, blam~ for France's unpreparedness,
despjt~ the fact tha~ it was not in power for two yea~s preceding. the .invasionrof France. But it is a ~good line for the
enemies of true derhocracy
to follow. If you re:;l.lly want to
,
, get ready for 'war lin behalf of democracy you must turn
everything over tp ~~e traditi9nal foes of every democratic
j ,
[193 ]
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reform in the lasf twenty ·years'. France is, for those elements which wish to knife all progressivism, a pat lesson in
how democratic statesmanship cannot be trusted to defend'
democracy. If only it could be got into' the record straight
. that, whatever her military weaknesses and however strong
the lies and confusion spread by Germany, France fell also
because of-a.policy of a'ppeasement held for years by the conservative statesmen of France; because certain. elements in \
France 'preferred Hitler's domination of Europe to yield- t
ing one inch to the intetnal demand for the democratization ~
of French life. It was almost the same in England;' in'deed, P
it may prove soon to have been exactly the same, 'or worse. I.,
Some of the finest saboteurs a democracy can have today are
Tories with eye on only privilege and .profit, and those, ideological contortionists who jump every time Stalin wriggles-.
and perhaps, too, a great comfortable midtlle class which
still thinks it can wish its way out of one of history's deepest
crises.
The evil .is very de~p, the problem very confusing, to
the civilized mind. On the practical level it is the problem of
whether democracy, which permits freedom of thought
(which means some division of aim), can stand against the
military and economic efficiency of totalitarian powers. On
a deeper level it is the p~oblem of whether civilized man i~
any match for savagery. Civilized man weighs factor
against factor, hesitates, sees the other side. ,Savagery
thinks and acts with its. blood~with faith 'and conviction'
and no scruples about fairness. It all goes back to the gloomy
.' Spengler. You'can dismiss him as an advance apologist for
National Socialism in Germany. You can psychoanalyze
him and explain his love of terrorism' as a compensation indulged in by a proud, egotistical, and (in 1918) defeated'
German. But what about a fundamental of his teaching,
that Western man is at the end of an era, sophisticated, fragmentary, skeptical, faithless? What Sp,engler m.eans in
terms of the problem of the moment is that anatiQn which
cannot rally, naively, eagerly, instinctively, to the~ defense
\

-
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of its symbol is dedadent, is through. Think about the deepprobing power of. Spengler's thought, then, when you hear:
"We must prepare our defenses b1ft we must keep all our
civil liberties" ; "Fight to sav.e democracy? Blah"; "England
the savior of Christian civilization? Why, it's just one imperialism against an@ther." The anger in thebl~od and the
.. caution in the mind are pulling two ways. That ~s the civilized" way, of course: to take those fine words,democracy,
freedom, Christian civilization, and break then\ down and
find their referents and calmly, coolly, objectiv~ly find the ~
component. that gives you your clue to your self-interest, the
latt~r being: measurable only in terms of goods, things, specific, objective realities, all else being <bl~h! And while we
go through this most excellent exercise of mental cautiousness, which our philosophers call empiric rationalism, the
enemY grows prouder aI?-d stronger in faith. Evett Christian
ministers encourage us to debunk that windy abstraction,
"Christi'an civilization." This -is the way our world ends,
not with a bang, _but whimper.
\'l>
,D. W~

a
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New Mexico Triptych-Fray Angelico Chavez-St. Anthony Guild
Press, Paterson, New Jersey, 1940-$1.25.

Much ha~, been said and written about regional l~terar ture in the Southwest. Yet most of the speakers and writers
on the. subject. are individuals who 'were not born in the region, but have become conscious of its character by contrast
with other places where they started out. They see the
Southwest perhaps more clearly than_ people born here. Yet
·as creative writers they may not really know the psychology of people and place as does the native. As critics they may
be tempted to prescribe what the Southwest should produce,
given certain ingredients, skillful jcooks, and proper recipes
found in the annals of comparative literature.
I don't·say one eould have predicted Fray' Chavez. No
formula ever explains the genius for -poetry or painting or
story-telling, and Fray Chavez has a· gift for all three. Yet
one can explain and in part' understand how the artIstic
tradition of Spanish New Mexico, the mysticism of Franciscan faith, and the folk-lore and fraternity of village life
might, fortill;lately, join in a :J:oung man from Mora, New
Mexico, eduC\ted at eastern schools of his Order, and stationed in a parish ~not far from "the literary center of the
Southwest.
During July, Fray Angelico spoke at the University 'of
New Mexico, reading his poetry and presenting his point
of view as a poet. He said that it was love of 'words that
seemed essentially poetry to him, and curiously love of
words in English, not all of them English words, however.
One has to mine through the words of harsh tone and flat
significanc~ for the store of sensuous and meaningful words
accumulated from th~ Classic and Romance languages and
almost every speech known to the globe. This artistry in
words is not confined to Fray Angelico's poetry. His prose is
appar~ntly simple, effortless, flowing, but I suspect that
[ 196]
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'before he writes a word and after~ he sits reflectively ehoos...
ing to leave or eliminate on the basis of ~pecific quality. in ,. ,
sound and color and fitness every mark on the page.
"Hunchback Madonna," the last of the three stories in
New Mexico Triptych, is my favorite. Mana Seda, the central character, is a pious old woman so bent with age that as
she creeps about in her black ~hawl 'people sometimes· whisper, "She is like the Black Widow Spid~r." Injured in her
youth, she was neve~ considered .among the maidens who became queens of the, Virgin when her festival was held in>
May. For mariy yeaTs, Mana Sedahas gathered the flowers
. for the garlands 'wh~h the 'gi~ls were to carry in their procession. She remembers, too"long, long ago when an image
of the Virgin of Guadalupe intended for theciurch at El
Tordo had been lost when the pack train from I Chihuahua
was attacked by Apaches:
I
A reviewer, however, must not tell 'an author's whole
story. After seventy years' of proyiding flowers for the
festival but neyer being chosen one of th~ ~wer maids,
Mana Seda finally gets the ~ew:ard of her piety. lAnd in the
meantime a santero has painted the Virgin onl her shawl.
"And so Mana Seda led' all the queens that evelling, slowly
and smoothly, not like a black widow now, fol~ observed,
. but like one of thase1jlittle white moths moving bver alfalfa'
fields in the moonlig~t."
/.
i
. I
. There are two ,other 'stories: "The Penit~nte Thief,"
with more of humor: and yet the s~me naive p~thos; "The
Angel's New Wings," beautiful and., moving. The illustrations have~been done by the author, pen arid i~k-sketches,
harm.onious in line and careful in detail. Fine literature; and
good reading lie in New Mexico' Triptych.'
i
j.
T. M.:PEARfE.
University of New Mexico
~
Albuquerque
i
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My Life on the Frontier, 1882-1897-Miguel Anfonio OterO-:Univerj -

.,

"

sity 9£ .New M~xico Press, Albuquerque, 1939-'$3.00.

.

~

Mi'gUel Antonio Otero, governor of the Territory of
New Me:xico ;from 1897 to 1903, tells in anJnteresting way
his recollections of; New Mexico f;rom 1882 to 1897, in the
second volume of My Life on: the Frontier.
_".
*
,
Few people were closer than the author' to the trend of
"events, a:nd to the events thems~lves, during the fifteen
years covered. by the book. Governor Otero's father, Miguel
Antonio Otero
I, had served as a delegate in Congress from
. '
New Mexico, had taken an important part in bringing the
Santa Fe railway Into New Mexico, and had 'been very, p'romillently identified with business and politics in the territory
for many years. His death, on May 30, 1882,' passed on to
the son a host of friendships and alliances, commerCial and
.poli~ical, and but few enemies. Miguel Antonio Otero, II
tells what happened to him and to the territory and its
people during the eventful years from the death of! his
father until the day he himself was inaugurated governor of
New Mexico, on June 14, 1897. The author carries over into
held
his recitation of events likes, dislikes, and prejudices
.
fifty an~ more years ago. It is obvious that' he had but
little likiJ1.g for L. Bradford Prince, Thomas Benton Oatron, Frank A. Hubbell, and other leader$ of the eighties
and nineties, who opposed him politically. Prince especially
comes in for a good verbal drubbing. The author fails to
give Judge Prince any credit for outstanding work in compiling and 'publishing the laws of New Mexico in 1884, or
for Prince's excellent'Spanish Mission Churches 1)/ :New
Mexico, or for his The Stone Lions Of, Cochiti, Old "Fort
. Marcy, The Struggle for Statehood 1850 to 1910, and a bewildering outpouring of ~agazine articles and letters to the.
press of the nation on New Mexico subjects. Pri~ce was
governor of the territory for four years beginning in 1889,
and died December 8, 1922, in his eighty-third year. .
However, it is the story of Miguel Antonio Otero II that
the author is telling, and he tells it in his own way, with
~

j

-
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plenty of adverbs and adjectives, in vigorous style, no holds
barred and no puriches pulled. The book is well worth read~
ing and essential to those who study the period Icovered and'
wish to be informed of the happenings of those year~ fro~
the viewpoint of a ~writer who was unpoubtedly at all times
active in the machinery of business and politics~ Governor
Otero, apparently a. very, busy man in his prim(r' .nev~rthe-,
·less had plenty
of tIme left over to attend all tll¢
Imporumt
I
I
$
social events of the day.
' "
:'
J
Now in, his eigllties, Gover~or Otero i~ ~eliving, the
days of long ago by writing his lDemoirs. He lis ~oing an
excellent job, considering the'manf years that bjave elapsed,
and his forthcoming third volume~ dealing with,~he years of
his governorship, will be awaited with interest. I
.
W. A. KtELEHER
Albuquerque
'J.

/'

Landmevrks ot'New Mexico-Edgar. L. Hewett and W~yne MauzyU~Vefsi~Y of New Mexic9 Press, Albuquerque, 19'40-$3.5~.•

~lthough falling ipto a series with the imp~sing title of

"Ita~dbooks of

Archaeological History," L~nd1tiarks of New
Mexico is, in effect, ,and will probably find its 'Yidest use as,
a guidebook to the state, valuable, both for New Mexicans
.I
.
and visitors from other state§.
lt is a small book, 200 pages, and cont~ins 114 fine
photographic illustrations. Dr. Hewett and Mt-. Mauzy are
authors of most of the de~criptive content, but others, Bertha Dutton, Hulda Hobbs, Marjorie Tichy, ~ester Jones,
Reginald Fi~her, Albert Ely, Joseph Toulpu.se, and. J. W.
Hendron have ,coiltributedpages dealing with places with
which they are most familiar. As might be alllticipated, the
writing is. spotty as to style and pace, a factor which is of
minimum importance in this type of book.
Since the book i~ the work of specialists in archaeology,
and since most of it is devoted .to archaeological andhistorical monuments, 'it may be' accepted as quite authoritative.
The principal authors are, by long experience in museum
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work, acquainted with the kind of questions people ask about
places of interest, and this is reflected in the pointedness of
the information presented. It has also made for greater condensation than would otherwise have been possible.
:Leading historical and scenic landmarks of all parts of ,
the: state are treated, but the emphasis is upon-the Pueblo
Indian area of the upper Rio Grande drainage.
PAUL WALTER, JR.

University of New Mexico
Albuq¥erque
bN(J,'Vajo Omens and Taboos-Franc Johnson Newcomb-The Rydal
Press, Santa Fe, New Me~dco, 1940-$2.75.

"

Mrs. Newcomb has succeeded in bringing together in
this volume a large number of the fascin~ting regulations
and 'beliefs which govern the every-day life of the Navajo.
The taboos _.,range widely from
those "which have to do with
.
cooking and weaving to those concerned with life and death
itself. The omens included.are' chiefly those having to do
with natural harbingers such as the appearance and move-!
ment of certain birds. While making no pretense of being
exlfaustive, the material of this book-ds well chosen as representative of all major Navajo activities.
The authenticity of the information given is of particular interest, for it is with great reluctance that the American Indian will divulge matters of this type to strangers.
The respect and esteem which Mrs. Newcomb won for her- .
self among the Navajo is in itself enough to assure the reliability of her information. In addition, however, this volume has' the expressed sanction of Cliee Dodge, famous
Navajo leader, who in a foreword has removed all doubts
on this score.
The simple and direct manner in whic~ these taboos
and Q~ens are set forth is in its.elf indicative of a fidelity to
. the Indian. Anyone.. who has taken notes or information
. from Indians will recognize immediately. the fact tffat the
Navajo is hi~clakingthroughthe
of Mrs. New-

pen
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comb. Though many of the rules and customs recounted
here may at first seem td us mere superstition, t:tley are 'presented in a logical a,nd matter-of-fact ,way which easily convinces us that they are the best wisdom of a ~eat people, a,
wisdom· which in many cases has as souJ.ld .a ;basis as our
scientific. knowledge, even though the explanations b~ what
we term "myth." -Rules of conduct which govenn the actions
of individuals ~ toward one another indicate !strongly the
fundamental humall desire to be as consideratf as pos~ible.
The'moral customs :here mentioned are those, of ta people who .
have developed a strong ethical sense of such propri~ty.
It is only to be; regretted that this work could ,not have
been of greater, scope. Though realizing that the topics of
more religious natulre, are considered by most American Indians as too,sacred,to be made public in publ~sh~d form, it
is to be hoped that a proper spirit of appreciation ~pon the
part of the Ame1ican public will some. daf perinit. the
appearance of a volume on the ceremonIes and myths as
frankly told::as is tllis work upon less sacred sUbjeCits.
H. G. ALEXANDER
Univer~ity of New Mexico
Albuquerque
.
i

!
)

~

.;:;.

J

.

,. '

Rocky Mountain Tre~8-Richard J. Preston-Iowa State College Press,
,I
.
Ames, 1940-,$ 2 . 0 0 . .

This manual ~describes all native and nafuralized trees
within the Rocky Mountain area-252 speci~s, illustrated
by 129 full-page plates. The treatise begins '~ith a:characterization of the "six life zones of the regibn, !supplemented
by a zone map, anq. a frontispiece map of the forested areas
of the region showing its major- types .of trfe vegetat~on.
Next is'a description, supplemented by figures~ of tree characters for purpose :of tree identification. The jmain 'body of
the book consists of keys and detailed· descriptions of the
gener~ and .sp~ies of. trees with clea:~-eut iilustrations of '
-many of theIr ~IftgnOStIC characters. MO~.'t excellent features
·of··the work arelthe check list of trees ",ithin each state of
.
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the region, presented by scientific. and common name, and
insert maps showing·the distribution of a large number of
-.. the species. There isa selected bibliography.
.
The author has done an e,xcel~nt, well-organized, criti. cal piece of work. However, the book was written for
"trained foresters, students, and others interested in know. ing tree~," in which respect it falls' somewhat short of the
goal. D~spite an effort to simplify the keys and descriptions
of the genera and species, and to clarify them by good
"illustration~ and ~ glossary, the author has not succeeded
in rendering the work sufficiently non-technical to be of
great ,value to the layman. It is a most difficult, if not impossible, task to write a manual of the flora or fauna of a region
which.will be at once of marked value. to both scientist and
layman.. The author has succeeded as well as anyone could
in attaining this dual aim. .

E. F.

1

CASTETTER

University of New Mexico
'AlbUq~erqr
.Women TeU the Story of. the Southwest-Mattie Lloyd Wooten, Compiler and Editor-....The Naylor Company, San Antonio, Texas,
194C--$8.5~.

.

'Most of the early printed records of life in the Southwest were by and about men, to be read by arm chair adventurers back East. The narratives of Gregg, Ruxton, Kendall,
and, Duval come to mind. More recently there has been ~an
interest in pioneer women. Diaries have been edited: At
the End of the Santa Fe Trail, by Sister Blandina Segale,
and Down the Santa Fe Trail, by Susan :Magoffin. Book
len~h autobiographies have been written by such women as
Sallie Reynolds Matthews in Interwoven, Mary Rak in The
C{)wman's Wife, Hilda Faunce in Desert .Wite, and Louisa
Wade Wetherill in T1·aders to the Navajos. Fiction has followed this interest: Dorothy Scarborough's The Wind, Conrad Richter's Early Americana, Lorraine Carr's The Mother
of tlJ,e Smiths, to mention only a few.
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Mattie Lloyq Wooten lias collected from periodicals
a~d arral}ged in ~ sUjbstantiallvolume some of the vivid brief
sketches by ,women1of the, settling of .th" SQuthwest. The
Texa:s Magazine, rontier Times, ,StUrms'il Oklahoma Magazine, The Quarte ly of the Texas State Historical Association, New Mexic , Dallas N e'U)s, Chronibles of Oklanoma,
~New Mexico His10rical Review, AriZOnatePUblican, Texas
,.outlook, New ~~r~ Times, New York ~eraldrTribune are
among the pubhcjatlOns drawn from.
"
'
Most of thel stories are by participants:' Cora Meton
,
Cross writes of itrailing cattle to northern markets. She
. traile~enty-t~'o herds. ,Mrs. C. M.N;eal in a letter to her
f~mily .te~ls of I 4i~, n raids a.,nd the ~ard~ of blanket warp
and knIttIng thr ad. she had spun. Mrs. M. B. Anderson recounts her expe iences in starting a school-seventy-five.
pupils o~ all ag in one .room-in old Fort Davis. Other
stories are !?y w m~n one or two generations removed from
the frontier, sto ·es learned from old-timers or family records. Such are 'E~rlyArizona," by Sharlot M. Hall; "A
Great Texas Arti t," by Bride Neill Taylor; "Sketch of Mrs.
I. M. WitHams," Iby Nina K;ountz. But all of the incidents
emphasize the hatdihood of ~he pioneer woman and her desperate attempts
create f~ her family a good life physiI
cally and cultura ly.un a new land.
The stories are arranged
alphabeti~ally according to
.
titles (except ne r the end where the order br~aks down).
The book would ave gained in interest by ia topical or chronological groupin . An identification of the authors would
also have been h~lpful.
' . . ':"
'
1
.
It is fitting t~at this book should come~from the Dean of
Women at Texas State College for Wo:r:n,en where a statue of
a pioneer woma dominates the campus and a historical_
,museum of costrtmes
and household arts as recently been
I
opened.
-

'0

\ .

I

ABEL MAJOR

Te;as Christian 1University ·
Fort Worth, Tex
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Hot Irons, Heraldry of the Range-Oren Arnold and John P.
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1940-$2.50.

Hal~

~

This is a book about cattle brands and branding; about
plain, non-glamorous cowboys who rode the range equipped
; with a rope, a branding iron, and a keen-edged knife for
the castration of young bulls. Accordi~g to these authors,
.i
the ordinary day~s work for the ~owboy consist~d mainly of
smell, dirt, blood, and danger; the last being derived, not
from six guns, according to the. popular conception, but
from the. flying hO~Sand twisting horns of the cattle.
. The bo()k· cont . s a very thorough
treatment of the
,
brands emblazoned upon the flanks of countless thQusands
of cattle. The technique of the branding itself is explained in
much detail. The mean'ing and ~pearance of such common
markings as the "Walking Y," the "Lazy Two," the "Running M," and the "Flying _U" are considered. Numerou's
. ~ well"known brands are identified and described. ',Branding is
made a very exact and ·yet romantic sCienee., The high point
of'interest in this tre'atment is found in .the stories and
leg~nd~ the authors have collected, during a IUetime of re~earch, that lie behind the creation and use of certain brands
by many widely known, southwestern ranch and cattle men.
r;rhese are a bunch of swell yarns and they delve deep into the
history "and the lore of the cattle business. To this reader
th~y will give new meaning to the next hitherto prosaic scar
he views on the hide of any four-legged critter grazing the
wide ranges of New Mexico.
.
As a corollary to the branding of livestock the authors
mention the use of numerals and letters by college athletic
tea~s and the inItialing cjf nearby mountains by college
enthusiasts. Instances are ~iven of the branding of slaves,
children, wives and §iweethearts,r-man's desire to mark with'
his ,lnsi~ia those things that·are his.
Mr. Hale has gone up and down the S<}Uthwest for many
years with a hobby of collecting brands, branding irons, and
good yarns about both.~r. Arnold is the Arizona author of
numer~us books and sto~ies about the region. Judging from
>
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I'
this book the two make an acceptable team. In their! preface
I
they set up the following "dual goal": '
"1. To establish Q. r~f,er.ence w.ork, an 'Autho~itr.'
2. To be entertaInIng about It."
'-, '
~,
,
I
In my opinion they have. admirably ·succeed~ in attaining both these ends.
',\ !
JAMES P. THRELRlELD
Albuq u e r q u e .
"
I

-1

) The
-

Whit~, Scou,rge-EdwardEv~rett

AntOnIO, Te;x:as, 1940-$2.25.

Davis-The Naylor II: Co., San
"
,

in this' vitally inte~estin.g book, cotton~~s JcparJcterized
by the .author as a gigantic parasite that bring/; to~estruc
tion all who participate in t~ production of this great
money crop of the South. Although a sociologJc novel
· built a~ound the economi~ and psych~logical effecib of the
cotton Industry, The Wh'l,te Scourge IS a story of'komance
with an interesting plot built ar~nd living ,people. :
The plot,of The White Scourge is laid in Central West
'Texas where Isaac Hobson came in 1865 s~eking iopportu, nity not to be found in reconstructing the states of the' Old
'South. T'here he established Clear Creek Ranch which he
operated successfully for two decades before· purchasing it
from the state for the nominal slim of one dollar an acre.
Six years l~er Hobson broke up Ch~ar' Creek Ranch, into
quarter and half sections,. selling them for several times the'
original purchase price.
Because,of his int~lligenceand feelirig of responsibility,
he tried hard to" select the" buyers of his land., He wanted
responsible~ citizens; instead of the average tenant farmer,
to 'people the community to which he gave sc~oolhouse"
church, and other oommunity buildings. In spite of his care,
greed a sgnorance,
'
as well as filth and disease~ crept in
until wh.a , s once a prosp~rin8' c?mmunity ·bec~e" tranS'formed IntO decayed, poverty;-strIcken hamlet. ~
·
"t·';
.
. W. H. ELL
.Un'l,vers'l,
Y OJ ~New M extCo
.
Albuquerque
. I

t

•
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,
The spectacular and widely advertised Entrada of·
Coronado, historic drama written by Thqmas Wood Stevens,
and produced by the Jerome Cargill organization of New
tYork City, has come and gone. The pageant was presen~ed
in seventeen key cities throughout Arizona, Texas" Colorado, and New Mexico, and· attracted thousapds of people
in each place. Another highly successful dramatic versio.n
of Coronado's Conquest was written by Pedro Verona de
Garcia, and beautifully presented by an all-Spanish cast at
the Community Playhou~e here last week. The play, under -/
the direction of Paul ~anchez, Chairman of the Alianza Hispano-Americana, will end a summer tour of, the state with
a request performance in' Albuquerque during the later',part
of September.
.
The very impressive list of Coronado Centennial pub~
lications continues to grow,. and the vast job of collecting,
assembling, and cataloging Southwestern material. for the
Coronado Library at the University of New Mexico is far
from complete. One of the most rmpbrtant features -of the
Coronado Library is the collection{of several hundJ;ed volumes of photostats of original documents in ~pain and Mexico. Valuable ancient books which have been borrowed from
various libraries throughout the world are now being photostated for inclusion in the Librari P.hotostats made b.y the
Records Survey will enable historians of the United States
,«
to study reproductions of rare volumes in the priceless collecti(j)n, of which no one in the state is more proud than Miss
Wilma Shelton, Librarian of the University.
,- Erna Fergusson's many friends throughout the country are gratified by the fact that her sixthbook,Our.so~th
west, published by Knopf in March, has been liste(t among
the non-fiction best-sellers"in the following cities: Washing(206 ]
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ton, D. C., St. Louis, .Chicago, Minneapolis, Cleveland, Kan":
sas City,,,:Qenver, Fort Worth, San Diego. The New Mexico
Book Stor1Y reports)llso that the book is leading in non-fiction sales here. One of ,the best stories heard in connection
with the publication of Our Southwest comes from Herman
Schweizer. All of his relatives in the East are considerably
impr:essed with his' connection with the Fred Harvey enterprises, as related by Erna. ~ They have had a vague idea all
these years that he sold some kind of "Indian things" out
West. "It was pretty nice of Erna to write me up," adds'
the head of the Fred Harvey Curio and N ewstands, who is
"one of the country's best.judges of Indian and Spanish art,"·.~
according to Miss Fergusson.
.' Paul Horgan and 'h~s publishers, Harper and Brothers,
h~ve presented to the library of the University of Texas the
original manuscript, galley proofs, and jacket drawing of
M~. Horgan's r~cent book, Figures in a Lands~ape .. The
presentation was made at the request of William McCarthy,
curator of the library's rare books collection. Mr. Horgan
was recently guest speaker at the annual meeting of the
:~xas Hiyorical Association.
"
.
YVitli the death, recently, of Howard N. (Jack) Thorpe, ~
the S~>uthwest los1 one of its ,most colorful and romantic fig- .
ures. Cowboy ballad maker, storytellier, and folklorist,' he
will never be forgotten, nor will his beJt
, known song, "Little
Joe '·the Wrangler." 'One of his stories appeared' (post- .
humously) in the July issue of the Atlantic Month)y, and his
me~airs, in the process of being writte? when death overtook/him, will be edited by his wife in collaboration with Ina'
Sizer Cassidy., An appr~ciatory co:mrilent upon Thorpe's
. work, to be written by Alice Corbin Henderson, will appear
in the next number of the QUARTERLY.
New Mexico .Guide, a WPA Project, issued by Hastings
House, is one of a distinguished series of American Guide '
Books... : New Mexico book stores ,report that Dr. T. M. "
Pearce's New Meftico Gui~e, whicll came out last year, has' .had a "steady-sale" appe~l. . .. Stanley Vestal, well-known .
author, and director of courses in professional writing at
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the University of Oklahoma, has wr*en a new book called
Fiction and Magazine Writing, which 'should have wide
appeal for those interested in the writing game.... One of
the most important publications. of the late summer will be
pr. George I. Sanchez's Forgotten People, to he issued by the
University of New Mexico rress.... The University of
California Press has just released for publication as a contribution to the Coronado Cuarto Centennial, Coronado's
Quest, by A. Grove Day, research assistant in Stanford
University, where Mr. Day has ~pentmore than five years in
preparation
for his book.
.
.
I '
A New Mexico Boy,. by Helen Laughlin Marshall, has
created an unusual amount of interest in ~ew Mexico, and
especially in Santa Fe, where Mrs. Marshall grew ,to woman~ood.~ She is the sister of Ruth Laughlin Alexander, the
author of -Caballeros. ... Pinky Finds a Home is another
recent chIldren's book of local interest, because the author,
Margaret W. Nelson, although a native of Maine, has lived
in New Mexico for a number of years. .
Erna Fergusson, always a favorite lecturer, opened the
.University of New Mexico's Summer School Lecture Series,
annually sponsored by Dr. T. M. Pearce. Other favorites in
the series were: Fray Angelico Chavez, Dr. -'Lucy Adams,
and Bill Adams. .Accordip.g to the critics, Fray Angelico
Chavez's charming poetry, from which he read in his appearance here, "is marked not only by a spiritual divination, but
by a ve:rbal originality that refreshes the traditional verse
farms of the English language." Not many who heard Bill
Adams, well-known short story writer, will ~ver forget his
lecture, "Wooden Ships "and Iron Men." .Dr. Lucy Adams
is the distinguished author of The f'rontier in American
Literatl-tre, but is quite well acquainted with the South
American scene, judging from her lecture based on
recent experiences in that area. Lecturers scheduled
to·com\
plete the series are: Mrs. Franc J. Newcomb, Frieda Lawrence, and Douglas. Bement.
H~sta .la proxima vez.
'i

, J

.'

i

flO.

.

JULIA KELEHER
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Contributors to This' Issue
Before his death in 1934, paintings by GERALD CASSIDY, Santa Fe artist, had found
acceptance in international exhibits and had been purchased for the Luxembourg
Galleries in. Paris, the Albertina Museum in Vienna, the ,State MUBe~ Santa
Fe, and othe;.. galleries in the United States. The NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY presents with pride a lithograph by Mr. 'Cassidy, through the courtesY of Mrs. Ina
Sizer Cassidy.

..:'

,.

,,"

iI

4

ALAN SWALLOW, native of Wyoming, graduate of the University of Wyoming ancf of
Louisiana State University, has had poetry and stories published in numerous
regional journals, including the NEW MExICO QUARTERLY. Mr. Swallow owns a
small press, from which he issues occasionally a volume of verse or stories•
TERENCE HEYWOOD is a young 'English poet who has contributed to several American
as well as English magazi.nes. The editors of the QUARTERLY have~ no reply to
their letter addressed to h,im in England.
.\
L'AMoUR, lecturer and writer of Cho"ctaw, Oklahoma, frequently reviews books
for the Da/illY Oklahoman. He has published stories and poems in all kinds of
magazines, from pulp to quality, and a volume of poems entitled S17Wke from
ThiB Altar.

LoUIS

THOMAS POUlKY, native of Akron, Ohio, formerly a student at Harvard University
and a reporter in Akron, now lives in the mountains of western North Carolina.
He has had stories in Prairie Schooner, and within the last two' years has published two mystery novels.
,. _.
Poems by GJL!)AN DOUGLAS, who now lives in Reno, Nevada, have appeared in almost
innumerabl6! mediums, among them the New York Sun, New York HeraldTnDu'M, New York Times, American Poetry, Bard, and Frairie Schooner. He is a
free-lance writer" and something of a miner, according to his own account.
GLADYS NICHOUl operates a telephone switchboard in the Texas State Highway Building in Austi~. "Farewell, Brother" is her first contributio"n to a magazine.
CHARLES GERARD has lived in South Carolina and in Illinois. He has published stories
in the Tanager, of Grinnell, Iowa.
WILLIAM PETERSON is nOW' a much-published young poet of Los Angeles, California.
A poem by him appeared in the previous issue of the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY.
j

ELIZABETH DICKENS, of Albuquerque, has published material in Smart Set (which
dates her, she says) and in the New .Yorker. Under a different name she
is a frequent contributor to numerous magazines.
ALLISON Ross, who lives in Albuquerque, New Mexico, has previously had poems
published in Bara, Kaleidograph, the NEW MExIcoo QUARTERLY, and other magazines.
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~legory

as Literary Method

By ALAN

I

SWALLOW

N TERMS of a broad metaphor, we may speak of the intellectual cli'fYUI-te of an age. Of course. no age is singqlar

or simple: the 'Middle Ages cannot be entirely .~opposed to
the Renaissance; the Age of Pope contained strong elements
of Romanticism. ~ut the literary historian justifiably speaks.
of intellectual tendencies and ot the dominance of one· tendency over another at any particular time; and the philosopher may indicate, in leach age, a dominant rationalization of
the world-and of mam's place in the world. Various critics,
particular.1y the; Marxist ap.d sociological~ critlics, have
pointed out origins of such intelle_ctual cli~ates in the social
and economi~ org~nization of the periods considered. They
have 'also demon itr8jted that. th~ artist~s necess~;ilY infthat the Intellecfluenced by the t ought of hIS tIme and~
tual scope, at. leas , of the artist's work. is governed by thllt
thought. .
' . <l!
. So far, then, re have at~ained a certai. view ~f historical Influences upo~ the creatIve process, a 'flew whIch moves
from the materialiorganization pf society, through the intellectual organization of that social order, th~ough the artist's
dependence upon the thought of his age,' to the intellectual
work. Obviously this. is an incomplete picelement in the ~rt
.
ture. For one tlJjng, it shows little or nothing concerning the
element of tech.ique or method in the art work. But just as
each age may ~e characterized by.a dominant intellectual
climate, so it may also be characterized by a dominant general literary mdthod: th~ poet of the twentieth century, for
example, does not write as the Victorian poet did; and the
method of Shakespeare's
tragedies is not the method of the
.
'
medieval fall-of-princes tragedy. I propose to demonstrate,
. with reference to the Middle AgGs, that such a general literary method, is i~erently related to and rises out of the intel~
[ 147]
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lectual climate of an age, and, further, that an artist can
only with difficulty satisfactor~ly use the method of an age~'
characterized by an intellectual ~limate foreign to the
thought of his own period.
II
The student must look beneath the dry surface which
allegory presents to t.he m_2dern mind and understand that
allegory was, for the peowe of the Middle Ages, a mode of
thinking, a method· by which they apprehended truths
which were vital to them in their day-to-day lives. Allegory
came with the Middle Ages and had its rise, according to c.
S. Lewis in The Allegory of Love, in the conditio1s whIch a~
tended the triumph of the Christian over the pagan religion.
The gods of the pagans had' been anthropomorphic gods,
superhuman individuals possessing human appetites to be
satisfied. But in the last days of the pagan religion the gods
became a strange minure of abstractions and concrete. indi- .
viduals; often appeared an abstraction to be worshipped,
not appeased. These Romans worshipped Fides and Concordia side by side with Jupiter and Mars.
With the rise of the Christian religion people became",
aware of the unity of things, of the single God, of the One.
What were the old multiple gods good for under such a religion? Lewis suggests that they became "aspects, manifestations, temporary or partial embodiments of the single
power." In other words, they becam~ the personified fig:- l
ures in the allegorical struggles which appeared in the liter.ature of the Christian "era, became Wrath, or Reaspn, or
Love.
The Christian is much concerned with conduct. According to Christian doctrine, sin led to punishment and good
deeds to the rewards of a just God. Thus the early Christians were deeply conscious of the divided will,' the will to
good and the will to evil. Such a conflict in the inner, psychological world may be easily dramatized in an allegorical
fashion. The various whims, desires, and forces in that
inner world can become personified, and through' the strug0

l.

.
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gle between these personifications the introspective life of
man can be r~presented. Thus, as Lewi~ points out, alle'"
gorical conflic~ beca~e the natural methqd of dealing with
psychology in tpis perio<t" One will recogn~ze the convenience
of such a method if. ~e re~embers that a; faculty p~~chology
has only -rather recently gIven place to a ~ore'empIrIcal onc;!.
Allegory is a means Of expressing tlile imm~terial in a .
drama of some kind., The figures of the d~am~ may be either
abstractions or real persons, but in all allegories tpere are
two meanings or levels. There is the liter.al level of the conflict representedj; then there is anothet' level whmh the
author had consfiously in mind, something else which he
meant by the movements of his characters. By what ha.bit of
mind, though, cotIld these writers mean one thing when they
~. were talking about another?
.
_
Allegory is ~ natural tool to that mind which holds to a 'v
dualistic philosobhy in ·which the spiritual, or God, ·isc·as_
sumed to. be in some measure immane:pt in the .material .
world; and this 40ctrine is a fundamental of Christian philosophy, which held that in Christ twd worlds had been
united, the worM of God ana the world of matter.. To the
Middle'; Ages these two worlds were pernp.anently connected.
In'logic, thOUg~the medieval. thinkers s.a.idd that every event
and every phen m~on had four causes, the two with which
they were mos cop~erned were the efficient and the final
causes. They cqnc~ived of the world as a vast machine, and
the efficient cause,: which was the immediate, materialistic
cause, functioned within this machine. But what, they asked,
set this vast machine in motion, and toward ",vhat end did it
move? This ~hey accounted for b~ thefi~al cause, theca~se, .1
" de~cribed by 1De Wulf a~" "the attraction exerted on every 1
efficient cause by some good towards which it t$.ds." That 1
good is God: pod created both worlds, and the purpose,of the 1
Creation wasito build and, finally, to consummat~ the City of ~
Go~l.
The medieval philosophers went orie step farther. Not i
onlY, were th~ spiritual and the material. worlds $-overned by
I

•

L
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one will,
. which
. was the divine will of God; but also the two
worlds 'were similar and correspondent. And since the two
worlds were correspondent, knowledge of- one gave knowledge of the other. For example, it was evident that God was .
a Trinity, or Three in One. So man combined the spiritual,
the intellectual, and the.material in one body. Further, God
was the head and ruler of the universe; thus the prillciples
of headship and obedient subordination were the patterns
for human societies: monarchy was the best form of government; the father was the supreme head of the family.
The philosophy permits also the opposite argument,
, from the material world to the spiritual. A study of material phenomena will t.ell something of the spiritual world.
As St. Thomas Aquinas said, "From material things we can
rise to some kind of knowledge of immaterial things"; and,
"we know God through creatures, according to the Apostle
(Rom. 1, 20), the invisible things of God. are clearly seen,
being understood by the things that are made." "
Allegory was the method of such a philosophy and of
such a psych~logy. The people of th~ Middle Ages admitted ~
that events had a literal meaning of their own. But every
event in the natural world and every product of human
effort was an allegory; in fact, medieval thinkers commonly
traced four meanings, the literal, the allegorical, the moral,
.and the anagogical. The last three meanings were classified
by St. Thomas as spiritualc; The presence of four meanings
in the same work was expected, and was defended by St.
Thomas: "Inasmuch as the Author of the Scriptures em. braceth all things at once in his intelligence, why should not
the same sacred letter ... contain several senses founded Qn
the literal? . .. The multiplicity of sense in the Writ produceth neither obscurity nor ambiguity; for these senses are
multiple ... not· because the words have several meanings,
but because the things exprest by the words are themselves
the expression of other things."
•
The temper of the Middle Ages was such, then, th~~n ;.:
allegorical
meaning in any natural or li~al account was .
.
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expected, lOo~ed for, and considered true. The ;-allegorical
meaning w~s :considered the better meaning,bec8:use it was
the spiritual, ~nd thus the more 'nearly true, meaning. And
the method of allegory/provided a means of expressing the
inexpressiblektnd unkIio~n in terms of the expressible and
known, the abstract and spiritual in the form of the concrete
and'materiaU
Dante w~s medievalist, and to hi.inithe things concerning which he pote were loaded with overtones of spiritual
meaning.. Th(1)se spiritual meanings were. not entirely precise, for the merely human mind could' not know exactly the
reality of the s~iritual world. But he could conduct tempor- '
ary explorations into that domain by writing an allegory.
Dante surely did not believe that the state of souls after
death, in hell, purgatory, and heaven, was literally as 'he .
conceived it. Apd that, as he wrote a patron (at least the
letter is attributed to Dante), was the literal subject of The
Divine Comedy.: And surely he did not believe that the exact
rewards and punishments he pictured were the rewards an~
punishments 10~ God,' which was bis allegorical subject, as
'
he explilined in! the same letter.
Dante's imagination, as T. S. Eliot has said, is visual.
"It is a visual imagination in a different sense from that of a
modern paintelj of still life; it is visual in the sense that he
lived in an age in which men still saw visions." ;And for
Dante, his vIsion was saying some truth about life after
death; though p.e, being human and using material objects,
was not sayin~ the ,,~omplete truth, the possibilities of hiS')
statement must have1>een for him almost limitless. So he
made no effort to deliberately control and point out a specific allegorical: interpretation. The allegorical meanings
were natur~lly: there and never questioned.
,
Dante's problem as well as his imagination, I sho,:l1d
like to suggest,i was primarily a visual one. His problem was
to give an exaCjt transcript of hi~ vision; and the more sharp
and at the same time complicated it appeared at th~ literal
level, the mor~ the allegorical
meaning would be extended
.,
3.

I

I

f
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lover's action is to
achieve the rose' (i. e.Jthe
cons~nt ~f the
•
I'
lady) ; and in this effort he is aided br s91ne of the personified faculties 'of the lady, and is hindere~ by others.
But in the jperiod from the~.oma11jCe of the Rose to
Spenser, allegort lost ~ts vitality ~s mr.thod. It was no
longer used for IsymbolIcal purposes, as 1n Dante, or as a
means of psychqlogical analysis and eXploration, as in the
Romance of the llose. Instead, certain externals of the allegorical poem be ame conventionalized decor~tions of poems
~ whose real meth d was not allegorical ~t all.' One of these
conventions wa the dream framework: once that 'framework was s'et up the poet of this period launched out on the
real work which he was doing. Within the dream framework of Confes~io Amantis, for example, Gower set three
types of work: fhe didactic lesson about virtues and vices,
over a hundred: stories told for their exemplary purposes,
and an encyclo~edic account of the knowledge of his time.
Stephen H,wes, in the early sixteenth century, combined the didac'tac, erotic, and, encyclopedic uses of allegory .
and added to t~em the Italian romance, necessary in The
Passetyme of P~easure as a narrative thread upon which to
string the variolus uses of allegory. Thus he prepared the
way for Spens~r. But Hawes' descriptions of ~legorjcal
personages t"ak~ 0ll-, as Berdan has commented, the 'Character of tapestry 1Wo~k. His figures are not symbols nor are
they--used for p$y~'hologjcalpurposes; insteaa, allegory has
provided him with'decoration and with a stock means of getting his poem $der ,*ay~
~
During th;e~rlY Renaissance, allegory lost its vitality
because its phi ospphic and psychological base was gone.
With Aristoteli n :Christianity in the twelfth ,and following
centuries, great values had been discovered in the secular
and naturalistic wbrld, and after that discovery had come ,a'
,gradual shifting of attention away from the exclusively spiritual. The ~ealm of values which was given most attention
had shifted from the spiritual to the natural, from heaven
to earth.'
I

i
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At the end of the sixteenth century Bacon ,was protesting vigorously against final causes, the investigation of
. WhICh he considered a deterrent to "the severe and diligent
inq iry of all real and physical causes" :
For to say that the hairs of the eyelids are for a
quickset and fence about the sight; or that tl\e
firmness of the. skins and hides of living creatures
is to defend them from the extremities of heat or
cold; or that the bones are for the columns or
beams, whereupon the frames of the bodies of living creatures are built; or that the leaves of trees
are for protecting the fruit; or that the solidness of
the earth is for the station and mansion of living
creatures and the like, is well enquired in Metaphysic; but in Physic they are impertinent.
<

Bacon knew what method was needed for the study
aterial causes: the observation of facts; that informashould come before generalization.
This method contrasted greatly with the allegorical.
Th sensible world was to be investigated for its own causes
or ·n its relations to man, not for what it sYmb,olized. It
me~nt a new method in literary composition. T~e Renaissa1ce poet tended more and more to analyze and represent
th .psychological world not in terms of abstractions of man's
"f culties," but in terms of metaphor, conceit, and the dram ic' relationship between persons. In tragedy, whereas
mtabilityof man's fortunes had formerly been considered
th result of a wheel of fortune over which man had not contr , the Renaissance dramatist interpreted mutability of
fo une in terms of human causes"in the terms suggested by
Sh kespeare's Cassius:
I.

f

M~n

at times are masters of their fates:
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,
But in ourselves, that we are underlings.
Thus Spenser, a man of the Renaissanc~, not of the
Mi die Ages; chose the allegorical method quite arbitrarily.
e philosophical and psychological climate of his time did
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not require that method; it called, if for anything, for a quite
different method. His problem in The Faerie Queene seems
somewhat clear~ He desired' a ~ethod' whicp wou~d bring
together and f9se several materIals. Those matenals may'
be classified as moral andhiSrtorical. The la,rge plan of tlie
poem is moral: Ithere were to be twelve knighlts-errant who
personified the ~welve moral virtues, and in addition there
was to be Prince Arthur, or Magnificence, who was to combine all the virtues in one character. In adldition to this
. moral plan Spenser, like mant Elizabethans, wished to have
historical references in -his Iwork. He wished to justify
Elizabeth's reign, both h~r political and reli¢ous policies.
How could 'he combine these telements into a isingle, unified
poem?;;,
\ [
,
"It is obvious that his prdblem is a theoretic~l as well as
a poetical one. And William Butler Yeats su'ggests in his
essay on iSpenser that the poet had a highly theoretical mind~
"He began in English poetry," Yeats also Qbserves, "de.spite a temperament that delighted in sensuous beauty
alone With perfect delignt, that worship' of IntelJectual
Beauty which ~helley carried. to a greater subtlety and
applied to the wPole of life." Spenser attempted intellectual
fusion; of his ~erials by the method of allegory. The characters were all~gorical characters: they coulCl just as well
represent two things as one. Thus Artegal is a personification of justice tin the moral sphere, and ,in the historical
material which underlies Book V of The Faerie Queene he
represents . Lo~~ Grey, Elizabeth's governor' in Ifeland.
Thus Duessa, .in Book I, is th~ personification of deceit and
represents Mary Queen of Scots and, for a time, even Queen
Mary, daugqter of Henry VIII and Katherine of Aragon.
And so
. on with most of
, the other main characters.
Spenser's use of allegory is purely cC?ni1noll-sense ~nd
practical. It is a. far cry fr.ozp. the vital function of allegory
as a literary means of expressing the inexpressible, of investigating either the spiritual or.the psychological found in the
work of Dante and the early court of love poets. Perhaps
; .,.

<-

&
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,thi will explain the thin, abstract quality of" most of the
po,try of The Faerie Queene. Spenser's poetic problem
_ wa~ to give body to an abstract pattern, knd at times he did
not achieve that body; generally his poetry in The Faerie
QU'f3ene is either merely sensuous (in the pauses in the al~ego~y) or merely abstraction.
• Spenser's use of allegory was, then, the reverse of
D~te's, for Dante proceeded from the body of experience
to .the meanings which, through the allegorical habit of
mi d, he found behind it. The more exactly he examined the
se sible world the more minutely he filled out his meaningfu pattern. But Spenser started with the organization of
ab· tractions and meanings; he had· nothing to visualize but
th fiction he created. It is almost more than any poet could
ha e expected, to make stich a world sensible, human, and
co crete.
IV
Though it was dictated by the intellectual conditions of
a eriod long past, and though Spenser's work has demonst ated that the method can only with difficulty be used satisfa' torily by a poet in a different period, allegory as a literar method is still used today. In fact, there is current today
ad fO.r what might loosely be termed allegorical writing,
e fad is expressed in the popularity among writers of the
w rk of Franz Kafka; in Horace Gregory's plea, in his pref- .
ac~ to New Letters in Americe-, for the writing of what he
calls "fables," a term he applies to Kafka's work; and in the
pqpularity of some recent poetry. Without considering here
the value of this work, I wish to point out that the method,
in an age which is not congenial to it, involves a very grave
C danger, a danger which fell~d much of the work of Spenser.
Most of this work is finely realized at the abstract
leveL Once the conception has been rea~hed, the literary
problem has been, as, with Spenser, to give body to the abstract conception, to give thought bones, flesh, and blood.
Very possibly this problem is one incapable of completely
I

r

l

~
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satisfying solution. At least one may say that it involves the
.
"
more difficult procedure.
"
.
f
Anyone who has a neal"ly automatic and' "easy" explanation of the world's phenomena risks this danger particu-.
larly. Very likely the explanation will come first and the
experimental data which underlie the explanation
will come
,
.
next. Such writers would do well to remember that each
creative work should repeat what Marxists call the "dialectical" process: it should proceed from the materiai to the
framework, emotional as well as conceptual, which explains
it. In this way writers would have more assurance that their
work would have the "body" requisite \for important .
literature.
it
'1

Homunculus~ a Vignette
I

By TERENC~ HEYWOOD
-

!
,

Snatches of news and scralPs of information,
a day of insistent trifles and minor incidents,
cigarettes and snacks, §m8!11 talk and petlty squabbles;
back to the flatlet in the baby, austin,
nibbling of ~ood, dips in a cut-up culture .
, (a culture nbw for spiritual microbacteriJa)the mean diminuendos 'of short days .'
prolonged by tablets, truncated by trivialities,
fragmentary, and with slight emotions:a little man with pimples, teased by midges, '
subject to touches of 'flq and minor illnesses, ;
living on dividends, on snacks and snippets,all the discrete particles of whose experience
have never been fitted into the finical mosaic
of a philosophy~
o God, protect us from this
enormity of mini3tures! And give us
a diminution of diminutives!

L

"

/
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Dead-End Drift
By LOUIS L'AMOUR
of sand ceased, and there was silence. Then
a small tock dropped from the hanging wall into the
rubble of waste beneath, and the flat finality of the sound
put a lperiod to the moment.
'
There was a heavy odor of dust, and one of the '-me\!;
coughed, the dry, hacking cough Qf miner's~ consumptiOlL
J.,
,Silence hung heavily in the thick, dead air.
"Better sit still." Bert's voice was quiet and unexcited.
"I'll' make a light." They waited, i listening to the miner
fumbling with his hand lamp. ''We might dislodge some-~
thing and start it again}'
. ¢.
They heard' his palm strike the-:. lamp, and then an
arrow of 'flame leaped from the burner. The sudden change
from the impenetrable darkness of the drift-end to the
bright glare of the miner's lamp left them bIin,king. They
sat very still, staring at each other. The suddenness of the
disaster had stunned them into quiet acceptance.
Frank's breathing made a hoarse, ugly sound, and when
their eyes turned to him they could see the dark( spreading
stain on his' shirt front, the queer bulge of his broken body.
He was a powerful man, his blond, curly hair above a
, square, hard face. There was blood on the rocks near him,
and on a jagged boulder he had rolled from his body after
the cave-in.
There was a trickle of blood across Bert's face from a
scalp wound, but no other injuries to anyone. Their eyes
evaded the wall of muck across the drift, their minds filled
with awareness.
"Hurt bad?" Bert· knelt by Frank. "Looks like that
big one hit you."
"Yeah," Frank's voice was sullen. "I'm stove up inside,
feel~ like."
[ 158]
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,; "Better leav~him alone," JQesaid. ~'The blee<;l!ng seems
to be letting up. 'There ain't notlling we can do.,,\;jt1
Frank wet his lips: ?~"That'~ right." His body ,was a
, dead weight, and he stared dow1t at it curiously. "I" guess
Hm bad hurt."
,~
~.
,
He turned.his
he~d deliberately:~and stared at the lp.uck.-4. .
\pile. The cave-in left 3: slanting pile of tiJ,Uck ~t reache,d
toward them along! the drift, cutting th~m off completely
from the outside wo:rld, froIr;lUght and air..- Be~ind th,em
was the rocky face of the drift where Rody had been drilling. From the f~ce to the muck-pile it was only a matter of. {
a few feet. Frank wet his lips, ,rememberimg the drift
beyond the obstruction. _
. It couldn't have beE!'n the drift alone. BeYiond was the
\ ,Big Stope. He reached Qver and turned out' the light. The
flame winked once, and then darkness was there..
"What's the idea'l" Joe demanded.
"Air," Frank. said shortly. "There's four of us, and
there ~in't going to be too much. We maybe some time
getting out."
"If we get out," Joe said.
Rody shifted his weight on the slab where he sat, and
they heard the movement, the 'rasping of the coarse denim.
"How far do you reckon she caved, Frank '1"
"Don't know. Maybe the Big Stope went."
"Yeah," Rody was thoughtful. "If it did we might as
well fold up. There ain't going to be anybody able'to open
that stope before we kick off. There ain't much air. in here
for four men."
.
.
"I told Tom about that stope," Joe said. "He ain't had
no right to have men working in here: It was too big in
the first· place, too damn' much weight 'On the stulls. The
posts were counter-sunk into the laggin' all ,of tW9 inches,
like a knife in butter."
"We're here now," Bert said. "No use to kick. That
stope was better'n.a hundred fee~ across. If, aJny part Df it
went, it all went, y?U can figure on that. T~~re's a hundred,
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feet of tunnel to drive and 'timber,". and working in loose
muck ain't going to help."
."
No one spoke. In the utter blackness arid stillness of
the drift, they waited. There was no light, no sound. All
the sweat from his
had been cut off from them. Joe wiped
I
face with a rough hand. "The utter blackness ofa place
without light always got him. At night, no matter how
dark, there is always some light, and ~moner or later the
eyes adju~t ,themselves. Here there was no light, and a
man was completely blind.
And no sound. Only two hundred feet to the surface,
yet it might have been two thousand. Two hundred feet of
ston"e above them, before them the whole weight of the
mountain, behind them. the splintered and broken timbers
buried beneath another mountain of waste.
~ On the surface there would be tense, hard faces. The
skip would be comIng down now, the forces on top would be
girding for the struggle with the mountain. , Men would be
gathering, equipment and forces arrangedl. ArQund the
collar of the shaft would be a clear space, ~d behind the
hoist the engineer would be waiting to send ~e skip down
with its weight of rescuers. Near the wareho~se men would
be 'standing, and women. .And d;rrn here t~ey could only
wait, and hope.
"Got a chew, Bert?" Joe asked.
"Yeah." Bert pushed his hand out in the darkness, feeling for Joe's. Their hands were ,steady~ Joe bit off a chew,
and passed it back, their hands fumbling in the dark again.
""We ain't got "a chanc.e.;~~ .Rody exclaimed suddenly.
"She might have caved clear to the-station. ,Anyway, they
couldn't get through in time. We ain't got air to last five
hours."
"Forget it," Joe said. "You wouldn't do nothing but
blow your check on that !rowsy blond in ~ingman if you
was out."
"I was a sap for ever coming to work in this lousy hole,"
Rody said, his voice surly. "I was a sap.'"
,

<>
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crabbing," Bert interrupted. "You're here now, .
you got to like it."
"Say," Frank's deep voice lifted loudly in the darkness,
the sound' harshened by pain. "Any you guys worked in
Thirty-Seven ?"
"You mean that raise on the Three-Hundred ?"Bert
asked. "Sure, I put in a couple-of shifts there."
"Aren't we right over it now?"
"Huh ?" Joe moved quickly. "How high up were"they?"
"I haven't be~n in there in a month," Bert said. "How
high up were they, Frank?"
"Better than ninety feet" he said carefully. He held
, his voice tightly, afraid to breathe deep. He couldn't tell
what was wrong, but his body was numb, and there was a
growing pain in his belly..
"Then it ain't more tHan ten feet below us I" Joe
fumbled in the darkness for a pick. "If we could dig
down-"
"Ten feet? In that rock?" Rody sneered. "Don't be
a sap. You couldn't dig it with a pick in a week. AnYway,
Thirty-Seven ain't this far in. We're thirty yards beyond it,
at least."
"No," Frank said. "We're right over it. AnyWay, it's
a chance. It's more than we got now."
Bert got up. They heatd him fumbling for a pick.' "Better move back against. that muck-pile," he said. "I'm
digging."
"You're asap," Rody said: "You ain't 'got a chance."
"Shut up." Joe's voice was ugly. "If you ain't willing
to tr~ go to hell. I want out of here.~'
'
"Who says shut up?" Rody.. got up and started crawling
toward Joe. "I ain't never had no use for you, you-"
"Listen," Frank said suddenly. "I got a pick handle,
Rody. You go back where you were and- shut~up. This is-a
hell of a time to start"something."
A light Ilared in Frank's hand, and the injured man
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hitched himself a little higher. "That's right, Bert. Start
right there. Some of that top stuff will flake off."
The sweat stood out along' hi~ white face. One big
hand clutched the pick handle. Slowly his eyes shifted
from face to face. . He looked at Rody longest. The short,
thick-set man's black hair curled stiftiy back from a low
forehead. He was almost ~s broad as Frank, a~d thicker.
The sodden blows of the pick sounded, pounding into
their brains with measured beat, throbbing with the throb
of their blood, pounding with the even pound of their pulses.
Joe shifted, watching the swing of the pick.' The flame of
the carbide light ate into the air, burning steadily.
Bert, stopped, wiping his brow. He had scarcely
scratched the surface. "She's damn' hard. Going to take
the point off this pick in a hurry."
"We got four of them," Frank said. The whole front
of him from groin to breasj-bo~e was one dark stain. "I
always carry a pick in a mime."
Bert swung again, and they watched silently as the
point of the pick flaked back a thin crust of rock. The surface was partially shattered during the driving of the drift.
It would be harder belo:w:
' .
Frank's ~g hands lay relaxed and loose. He,watched
the swing of the pick, and when Joe got up to spell Bert,
he said to him,. "Anybody on top wafting for you1"
"Uh-huh," Joe swallowed. ~'A girl."
Rody slarted to say something, but caught Frank's
eye, and settled back, trying" to move out of reach of the
pick handle.
. "My wife's up there:" .Bert said. "I got three kids."
He took off his shirt and wiped the sweat from his body
with it. Then he leaned back, breathing,deeply.
. "What do you suppose is happening out there?" he
said, sitting up. "I'd give a lot to know."
,
"Depends on how far it caved," Joe said. "Probably
they're shoring her .up around the station, or in the o(ening
of the Big Stope."
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He SWJl1!~ the pick, and ,then again. A small chunk of
rock broke loose, and he kicked it aside. Joe swung the
pick from an angle, breaking~"ioose another chunk. Bert
panted in the semi-darkness, and Big Frank sat silent, his
face cold and hard in the re'flected glow.
It was going to be a long Job, a very long job.' And the .
air was bad. It was close and hot,
- the. sweat streaming 1\
from his body in tiny rivulets, running into his eyes and
dripping from his chin. Steadily and methodic lly he swung
his pick, deadened to everything except the shock of the
heavy blows, 'the work before him. Once, B 1't started to
relieve him, but ',he shook his h,ead. He was [started now,
it was an infectiqn in his blood.
.
'.
Then he did give way to 'Bert. He sat· ba~k on the
rocks, panting, striving for breath in the thick, dead air.
He tried', to '~eep from remembering' Mary, .but she was
always there, always just. beyond the -'blows of ~is pick.
Probably she didn't even know'what had happened to them,
what this .thing was that had come into their lives.
She would be at work now, and it might bel hours before
they heard of the cave-in, before she heard that Joe wa~ one
of those either dead or entombed behind a wall of niuck.
It would be her tragedy as well as his. Joe cursed. Totno:r.row they were to have gone to the doctor. He~ was rel~able,
Frank
had told him, a good man, not a quack.
- ,
Big Frank knew about Mary. He knew that with
every drive of the pick it would be a closer thing for her':.. There were four of them here, but outside were Mary" and
Bert's wife and-kids. It would be a close thing, anywa~ you
looked at it. He, Joe, could'take it. He'd never done lanything else. But Mary was in a strange town, with,! few
,;_ friends, and unless they got to the doctor.·. . .
'
They were fools to have gone on when they knew !th~y
were taking a chance. But a fellow never knew about things -,
like this. Everything had been all right until the r09f fell
-.
in. When the hanging wall came down, tpathad bee~ -the
first thought in his mind. What about Mary?
'
L.

i
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"Better take a blow," Frank said. "We got some time."
Joe sat down again, and Bert across from him. "Maybe
we better work in the dark," Joe suggested. "That flame
cuts d0'Yn ,on the air. You guys keep back, and we could
manage okay. It ain't as if we were movingar:ound."
"Yeah," Frank agreed. "I think that's a good idea."
He looked weak, and. his face was drawn. His mouth was
tight with suffering.
They sat silent, the sweat streaming'down their faces
and bodies. Joe rubbed his face. His eyes shifted to Frank,
then uneasily back to Bert. He wiped his face again, and his
eyes turned to the muck-pile, dark and ominous.
"Think we'll make it, Frank?" He was remembering
Mary. What would she do now? How could she face it
alone? It wasn't as if they were married. It was going to
be tough. "Think we'll make it?" he asked.
"Yeah," Frank's voice was dry. "Sure, we'll make it."
"Listen I" Bert sat up eagerly. "I think I hear them I
Isn't ~hat a pick?"
They listened, every muscle tense. There was nothing;
sOIIlewhere, far away in the mine, some m~ck shifted. Frank
reached over and doused the light. The darkness closed in,
empty, silent, heavy with heat and dead air. There was no
vibrancy here, no life.
In the darkness they heard Joe get up, then the sodden
blows of his pick. He worked on and on;' his muscles heavy
with weariness, he worked. Each blow and. each recovery
an effort.
en Bert relieved him. Almost soundlessly
they changed laces. Immediately, Bert could see the difference, could e that the air was closer now. It was harder
to breathe, s lungs labored, and his heart seemed to pound.
He felt the attering' blows of it would break through the
walls of his body. Once he stopped, and held a hand over it.
Long since they'd thrown two of the picks aside, their
Pflints worn ~way. The hole was getting deeper though.
O~e a bit of muck fell from the hanging wall, and Bert
(

.
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held himself, his stomach tight
against the crash he', believed
.
would follow,• but
there was none.?
,I
.
',A
I
Rody moved over suddenly. '~He reached his pand
toward the pick~ .Joe stepped back, and Bert hesitated., In
the blackness he knew Rody had moved.
:\ '
." . "Let me h~ve it," Rody ~ai? "Hell,
better (than
sittIn' here suck,in' my thumb. GIve me the pIck.~ .
Bert passed it to him, their hands fumbling. Th~nhe
staggered to th~ muck-pile and f-ell at full-length, breathing
hoarsely. Rody swung the pick, and· then again,' sav3lgely.
The sweat ran ~nto his eyes, but he swung agaiI}, his jaw
set, his heart. ~urderous. •He. felt an exultant fur.y in. the
power of his driving blows'. Steadily, he worked.
Once he stopped~ his deep chest working like a bellows.
He turned toward Frank, and spoke into the darkness. _"How's it, Big Boy?" . . ,
.
"Okay," Frank's voice was sullen with a bite of pai,n.
"You're a gpod man, Rody."
Rody swell~d his che~t, and the pick swung easily in his
thick hands. The hole was deep now. He could hear Frank's
hoarse breath. All of them were lying now but the worker.
The air was better close to the muck.
"Hear anything?" It was Bert.- "How iong would it
take, Frank?"
.
;
"Depends on how much it caved." The num&ness was
gone now, his body throbbed with pain. He heIlI himself
tightly against it, his big body holding its pain like some
great animal.
"Say !~' Joe exclaimed suddenly. "What about the air
pipe for the liner? There might be some. Ma~be she didn't
bust."
".
Stumblin~ in his eagerness he fell across the muck,
accidentally: bumping Frank and j(frking an involuntary .
grunt of pain from him. Then Joe fell to his knees and
began clawing at the compressed air valve under the muck.
He found .it, and then cleared th~ vent,.unscrewing the
broken hose to the liner. Trembling, he turned the valve.
,

it:s

i
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The cool air shot into the room, then sighed away to nothing.
"It was a little," Joe said. "It'll help."
"Yeah," Rody said, "damned little!"
"How deep are you?" Frank asked. He shif~ed his
body, and they heard him catch himself with a quick gasp.
"Four feet, IIJaybe five," Joe returned. "She's tough

. "

go~pg.

. ,

Joe lay ·on his face against the foot-wall~ The air was
close and hot, his lungs labored heavily like a wind-broken
horse. The light and air were a memory now, a memory
almost beyond the reach of consciousness. At times he felt
himself slipping, and yet" he knew there was still time to go.
How long had it been? None of them had a watch, and
there was no way of calculating the passage of time. It
seemed years since they :p.ad heard the sudden slip, and the
reverberating crash. 'Somehow it was so different than he
had suspecteq it would be. At times during the months he
had worked, he would stop to look around at the rock walls'
of the drifts, or at the heavy stulls, and the twelve-bytwelves. He had always believed that a crash would. come
with' a thundering roar, and then it had been just the opposite. There had been a splintering sound, a slide of muck,
" the~ the long sliding of 'moretons of muck behind. A little
dust, a falling stone, and they were entombed. They had
lacked even the consolation of drama.
Whatever was to come of it wouldn't be long now.
Whatever happened must happen soon. Therew~s no sound,
no breath of moving air, no movement, only the stillness, the
thick, sticky air so heavy with the odor of breathing..
. Rody was sitting:. on the edge of the pit. Joe cou«d
hear him move. He could hear ]frank's heavy lungs reaching for air. Slowly, he got up. His legs felt heavy;
"Let me," Joe said, pawing at Rody. "I'll dig."
Rody moved under his hand, leaving it wet from his
thick, sweaty shoulder. Then Joe swung the pick. Slowly,
methodically, sullenly, he swung the pick.
After awhile he stopped. "Hear anything?" Bert asked~
'i

i
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They listened, and there was no sound.
"Maybe they ain't tryin'," Bert said dully. "Maybe they
think w,e're. dead."
"Yeah," Rody agreed. "Can you imagine that guy Tom
Chambers spending good money to get us out of here? He
don't care. They's lots of miners."
Joe mopped his face, -and his hand trembled. ,Every
time he tried to hope, he remembered those weighted ti~bers
in the Big Stope. Nothing could hold that mass once it
started to go. On top there would be a silent ring of watchers, .women and children, mostly. Still, not so many as in
Nevada that time. Here only Bert, Rody, and he had women.
to wait. And Rody's wouldn't care.
-, "I
The dull thud of the pick sound~ again. It was Rody.
Joe could tell by the power in the·~li>l~ws. He listened, his
mind lulled into a sort of hypnotic twilight.where there was
only darkness and the measured sound of the pick.
Suddenly, Rody stoped. "Hey!" he said. '~Listen!" He
swung again, and there was a dull sound, a hollow sound.
"That ain't no ten feet!"
Something broke over Joe like a cold shbwer. They
were -Eoing break through. into Thirty-Seven.. Rody waS
swinging the pick viciously now. BertI crowded to the edge
of the hole.
- ,
"Let's have some light," Rody said. H~ was grimly
matter-of-fact now. Frank's light glowed again, and the,
flame reached hungrily at the air, then shrank to a tiny
flicker.
Rody s\yung, and suddenly the pick went through. It
caught him off balance and he fell forward. Catching his
balance, he knocked out a bigger hole. The cool air rushed
into the hot drift-end, and the men sat back, breathing
deeply.
'.
.
"Take it easy,' you guys, when you go down." Frank's
voice was unchanged. "That ladder may have been shaken
loose by blasting or the cave-in. . The top is, on the left-

<
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hand side of the raise. You'll have to drop to the staging
though, and it is anyway ten feet.",
He tossed a stone down the hole, and they heard it strike ,
against the boards below. The flame of the light grew
brighter now as more air entered the' hole. Frank stared at
them, breathing deeply.
"Come on, Rody," Joe
got to get
- said. "Lend a hand, we
Frank to a doctor."
"No," Frank's voice was impersonal. "You can't get
me to that platform. . I'm stove up too bad. I'd bleed to
death before you got me dQwn the raise. You guys go
ahead. When they get the drift opened up will be time
en~gh for me. I'll just sit here."
"But-," Joe hesitated.
"Beat it," Frank said.
Bert lowered himself down the opening, and they neard
him drop to the platform. Then Rody followed. Joe
stopped, rubbing his face. He looked at Frank, but the big
man only stared, sullenly, into the wall.
"Frank-," he stopped. "Well, gee-" he said.
For a moment he stood silent, then he lowered himself
into the hole. He hung for a minute on his elbows~ "Frank
-" he said. "I wish-." He let go and ~dropped to the plat'
form.
The carbide light burned lower, and the flame :flickered.
Big Frank's face twisted as he moved, and his mouth opened
very wide. ,Then he leaned back, staring toward the pile
of muck, his big hands relaxed and empty.
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,

strolled toward the fir§t vacant bench she
saw. Shew-asn't tired, really, but she felt lazy. Warm
!'Jnd relaxed and pleasant. She'd had a ple-asant morning con-.
l stitutional throp.gh the sunny streets. And before that a
pleasant breakfast, in spite of the ridiculous letter from
Pauline. The croissants had been marvelous, and the fresh
butter and the strawberry preserves. And the hot chocolate-marvelous. ' She'd been eating too much since she
.,
arrived here.
She sank comfortably onto the bench, then at once
leaned forward. The sun-drenched metal had burned
through her dress ;into t».e fleshy part of her back. She drew
her lisle-stockinged kneeE! up suddenly as she felt the heat
on the backs of her thighs, below her corset.
'Gradually she was able to sink back again. She tilted
her hat forward over her eye!;l and looked at the stretch of
rumpled sand, the breakers, and the pale sparkling sea. It
was a dazzling ~ay.
People in bright bathing suits lay about on rugs, look:"
ing as if they had been flung helter-skelter on the beach. So
much bare warm flesh, with arms and legs stretched out
every which way. They all looked content-replete, even.
And they all seemed to be banded together in groups. Those
people around the phonograph, fo~ instance, two of them
doing exercises to a swing tune while the others watched
and lau,ghed. The children hopping away from the tiny
overlapping waves at the water's edge. The pepple sunning
themselves"their bodies jumbled together like new puppies.
in a basket. The young couple in the shade' of the great
orange umbrella, his dark hair against her breast, her fingers gliding back and forth along the curve of his back. :
Everybody in groups.
'MISS RICHARDS

[ 169]
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The sun pressed down now on her shoulders and legs,
an enervating, soothing weight. Her dress clung to her
back. She uncla~ed the jaws of her big leather purse, and
reached inside for her phial of sunburn lotion. Her hand
brushed against Pauline's stupid letter. She must answer it
at once-the woman \Vas hopeless. Miss Richards tilted the
unstoppered phial against her fing~r, then stroked the oily
finger gently along her nose. rhat was soothing too. .
It would be pleasant to go into the sea, to feel the water
curling against her arms and shoulders. The water lookep
warm and soft as milk" and the froth of the breaking waves
was like fresh milk in pails. She watched two girls run
along the beach, hand in hand, their bodies light and firm.
Well, perhaps she could swim very early some morning, or
at an isolated spot far up the beach.
,
She watched a group of young people, jostling, shouting, wrestling with a ca~vas boat. Suddenly,'where the wave
crests toppled a~d fell, she saw a lone figure.
A man was playing in the waves, diving through them,
hurling his body along with them. All by himself. She
watched his brown shoulders surge through the white froth.
He stood, then, slanting his body as the wave withdrew, his
long legs tensed. He was tall and thin. She could see the,
parallels' of his lower ribs as he, breathed. His brown body,
darker than his tan trunks, shone with s~a water. He waded
into 'deeper water, his shoulders swaying as he hurled himself forward. Again he arched his back before a breaking
wave and was swept along with the rush of foam. Again he
stood braced against the receding wave, alone in the fiat
stretch of shimmering white.
Miss Richards' eyes smarted. Hurriedly she opened
the big purse and reached down beside her passport for the
b~t of chemically-treated cloth bearing her oculist's name
and address, which shea always kept to clean her glasses.
Pauline's letter. She unhooked the silver frames from behind her ears, held each lens horizontally before her mouth
.
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and panted on. it, then wiped away the moisture with the.'
cloth. She put the glasses back on~
There he was, standing thigh deep in swirling foam.
All at once his arms whirled through the air, scooping great
handfuls of water high into the sunlight. His circling hands
tore ragged chunks from the surface, which rose slowly,
hesitated, then formed into thousands of tiny globes and
swiftly felL The drops fell about him like golden rain.
Exultantly he swung his a.rms faster and faster. More and
more water was tossed high in t~e air, ~nd more and'more
shining drops fell.
.
'. He stood still for a moment. Then swiftly, as a wave
poised hig~ before him, he plunged through it and swam
outward from ~bJore. He swam easily, past the last of the
breakers and on,: until his head was only a dot, among the
million flecks, of sunlight on the water.
She couldn't see him at all now. Nothing but th~ broken
light on the ripples. She watched the flickering brilliance
until her eyes ached, then, shifted ljler gaze to the orange umbrella on the beach. But it had beep'l"0lled a little to one side,
and now she could see only the iyo)lng couple's legs, outstretched close together:
She rea~hed into her purse for a cigarette-she was
down to her last pack of American cigarettes-and again
her hand encountered the letter. Well, she had come out
here this morning for the express purpo~e of answering it.
She sat up s,traight on the bench, her damp dress eool against
her back, and re-read it, shaking her head'once or twice with
quick, irritated motion. Quickly, then, she took her foun'tain pen and letter-pad froni th~ purse, and prepared to
write.
'
'She looke~ at the' paper for ia while, then out at the
empty sea. Finally, with another'slight shake of the head,
she thrust the pad into the purse and brought out.a postcard,
a photograph, garishly colored, of the beach, with the water
an impossible blue, the sand' bright yellow, and fuzzy unrecognizable people scattered about in groups. Miss Richards

a
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turned the blank side of the card up and wrote Pauline's
name and address at the right. Etats-Unis.
At the left she wrote "Pauline," then paused again. A
girl with long slim legs and rounded breasts walked along
the beach in front of her, accompanied by two men. People
on the beach seemed sunk into lethargy, their bodies pressed
into the sand by the weight of the sunlight. Miss Richards
leaned against the metal bench and closed her ey.es. Then
suddenly she began to write, in a neat formal script.
'ipauline: Since you're incapable of taking advice, why
ask for it? .I thought you had a mind, but no. Just a tangle
(. of female emotions. Emotionalizing means shiIIy-shallyin~,
and you can't battl~ world problems with your glands. I
give you up."
She stopped, holding the tip of the pen to her lips, and
:tIer eN'es swept along the beach. There 'he was again. His
brown arms cut the water with a slow tired motion. She
watched as he swam in to the breakers, then floated, in
among the foam. In shallow water he stood up, his thin legs
rather unsteady, and waI,ked slowly toward shore.
Quickly Miss Richa~ds finished her postcard. "Thanks
for writing anyway. It's rather pleasant here. R." She
dropped card and pen into her purse.
": He was younger than she had thought. Very young, in
fact. He came toward her up the beach, his shoulders sagging, panting as he walked, water dripping from his body.
Miss Richards drew her feet back under the bench.
Only about fifteen feet away, he dropped to the sand
and lay relaxed. His skin was darker than his trunks, much
darker than the sand; except where his trunks 'had pulled
away a little from his hip. There she" saw a thin line of
startling white. He lay quiet for a moment, then raised
.one closed hand. From between his fingers sand streamed
down. Again he clutched a handful, raised his arm, and let
the pale shower fall to the ground, bit by bit. A f~w golden
grains struck his side, and clung there. Again the arm rose,
again the golden shower fell.

I
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The back of Miss' Richards' own hand touched the hot
metal of the bench beside her. She looked down at it with a
sort of surprise. The palm was upward, the fingers and
thumb curled in together to form ~ little cup.
She stared at the hand. Then quickly sh'e straightened
the fingers and pressed the palm tight against' her thigh.
The sudden movement dislodged the purse from her
lap. As ·she recovered it she saw hlim still lying there, still
raising his arm to let the sand str~m between his' fingers..
She opened the purse and .drew 'obt the card to Pauline.
Watching him, she crumpled it in h~r fist.
The young man sprang suddenl1 to his feet. H~ walked
down the" beach with a long easy s~ride. Sand, clinging to
his back and trunks, fell away fromp.im as he'wallked away.
She leaned forw~r.d, watching: him~ ,until he bega~ to run,
until, far down t~e beach, he leaped forward ~ a gay
shout into a group of people.
Miss Richards sat stiffly on the bencl{. Slowly, care.;. .
fully, her fingers flattened
out the crumpled', card. She held
.
it then with one hand while the other dipped int9 the big
purse, then, went to. her mouth. Her nose wrinkled with
distaste as she licked the mucilage on the stamp.

-
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GILEAN DOUGLAS

•
There is a cause for ~1l of this
Which, if I go amonwthe stars, I may discover;
If I go above the fog which wraps us all about "
And touch my head against the sky.
But what if there is no sky, but only more and more
To wrackingly find out?
'"
r'
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By GLADYS NICHOLS
death and got tangled into the last hours of his
life because I happened to be passing a certain door.
.,
_ He was a thin young man with gray and black hair.,' He
looked at me and said "Catherine" dully, like a person saying "af las& after a long waiting. I went by in a hurry.
I was not his Catherine. As I rang for the elevator he
called again. This time desperately, "Here I am. Come
back. Please come back."
.
.
The nurse came running dowri the corridor. She said,
"The doctor asks if you -will try to quiet him. He is' ~lone
and he seems to think you are someone he knows."
I went .back with her and stood by the bed,~not knowing
what to do. The living are protected and lured away from
the dying with only a handful of poppies and lotus flowers.
But the opium stupor is strong and forgetfulness is sweet.
,
I looked at the top branches of tree waving outside the
window. It was getting dark. It began to rain.
I was watching a man die. I felt sad, but sadness was
not enough. I was surprised to find brotherly' love so feeble.
I tried to break through the stupor. I tried to say, "You
are not alone." But he was alone. I sat there thinking, feeling remote. I had heard many beautiful and mysterious
things of death. Longing words. "The door to the kingdom
of heaven." "Rebirth to everlasting life." "~ternal oblivion
(dream of the weary ones)."
The only thing I was sure of was that ~eath was' sad.
And it seemed to me that somebody should bethieving. Who
was that old king in the Bible? We should have the bitter
tears he wept when he said, "Oh my son, my son."
Or we should have a fierce little mourner like Joe, I
thought, conjuring Joe out of memory.
He 'Yas a childhood playmate of mine. His mother was
[174 ]
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an invalid and he was always doing reckless things because
he was miserable about it. 1 remembered his, house and his
mother. 1 'used to stand in the door with him and look at
her on 4that little iron' bed with the paint chipped off. She
~ould have sc~ubbed the dirty house if she hadn'~ been t?O
sIck.
.'
.
.
We used to hang around until Joe couldn't stand it any
longer. Then we would go to the swimming pool and he
would climb up that dizzily high tower .and jurrp off. It
seemed to be a part of his furious, protesting sorrow, so he
would climb up and come streaking down-with ~is funny
'\
little face convulsed and his skinny arms pressed to his
sides. He was always doing reckless,
violent
things.
,
...
Usually it was fighting. He got beat up :most of the
tilIle because he was so light, but he didn't care. 1 think
tliat kina of pain ·was a relief to .him.
'
.
While he was waiting around that day tlie doctor ~aid to
his mother wouldn't last 'til night, he picked up a big rock
and threw it through Mr. Grayson's drugstore window. Mr. Grayson was mean anyway. And at l~ast he was so~ething
definite to hate..
.
_ "Throw a -rock for me,- Joe. rhro.w a rock anq br~ak the
cool trance. Break this glass' prison of separateness and l~t
me care." ,
rain and- the darkness in
1 looked out the window at the
.
the waving branches of the tree. A wet gJistening night, the
same as many others. But the last one for this man.
.
"And now tell me, Catherine," he was saying. "You see
1 must know. Try to understand. Fan me, Catherine, I'm
so hot." He was burning with fever. "Listen to me, Catherine, you must tell me because 1 can't die without knowing
where he is. 1 hunted so long. It's dark and' the door's
locked. Open the door. Tell me. Tell me."
, What did he want tne to tell him? 1 couldn't think of
anything to answer so ;1 just said over and over stupidly,
"It's all right. Everything will be aI-I right. Everything will
be all right.."
,

'

,

~

,
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I got up and went to the window. The doctor was standing there. "Do you know what he wants me to tell him?"
,"No,", the dootor said, "I don't know a thing about him.
He was delirious when they picked bim up. His 'case interested me, but we can't do anything for him. All you can do is
to try to soothe him. He won't last much longer."
He began to call his mother. Ife'talked in a confused
. jumble of words about his books, the honeysuckle. vine on
the back porch, and his dog.
,
"Mother, Mother,'~he. said.
"Catherine?" (so he was back to that, I thought, wanting to escape it). His voice was low and shaking. "I know.
you hate me but you don't realize the· loss. The loss. He
should be there now. He will miss so much."
, For a strange minute I was Catherine denying him.
And I was ashamed for' something I didn't understand.
Suddenly he seemed stronger. He said, "Doctor, she
may tell you later. If she does, will you send a message for
me? Tell mother Catherine says-the baby is in the orphanage a t ...."
.
(
He died then, with his last urgent, pitiful task unfinished. )
r walked down the hospital steps feeling numb and .
blank. It was raining lightly.
"Oh you beautiful, cruel bitch of a dark night. I can
put some words tpgether, too, making the eternal doublestatement-'There is joy and goodness i~ you. There is also
the rotten pain.' "
Waves high up the beach and out to sea again.
The rain fell silently over the last dark miles of nothing.
I was very tired.
~

~

I
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The Bright Squares
By

CHARLES GERARD
.

I

II

drift. No strength ~o puU it backl,to
L Let it glide behind
today's
into a forgotten sky
'tand.

ET THE MIND

hOriz~n

where a wind roared and thrashed. 'I.
Today: Up in a darkening sky. An animal I :floating
through a canyon. roofed with steainy breaths. Growling
southward.
" !
~ ,
"It's the migration season for !wing-clawed d!ragons,"
Walter F. Hitchcock said.
',
.
I
Designing for Gangdon Airplanes, Incorporated, pulled
the mind's logic until the years w~rped, as if he, wearing'a
tiger skin, were standing before a cave. Hangars and offices
around him, however. Soon his blue-print-weary eyes had
rested enough to recognize overhead a gull-winged Stinson.
"
tri-motor boun.d for Newark. .
Smile. More pride and wonder in a plane' on schedule
than in a monster :flapping through gray twilight from another eon;?
B~gin to remember . •. another twilight ... of just yesterday.
How his. Uncle Howard, with cigar a.shes on !his vest,
boasted of his Overland. Uncle Howard would say, "If they
keep :flying it'll get them."
'.
And ~Jacqueline Ailmer who :flew. Today she could
,
thumb her nose at Uncle Howa:r:d.
Because: they had done it! They had put airplanes up'
there to stay. His damned Uncle couldn't say that aviators
would be killed sooner or later.
Remember Thranton,home town, and Uncle Howard
Berrow talking.

,,

.

One .biplane,
another, and another, ,scoured one morn,
ihg Thranton's cockpit view: the pattern of the houses, the
[177 ]
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railroad on Manhattan Street, the roof of Blidner's cheese
factory. Their two wings were thin and flat; each square
fuselage clung between with many wires.
.'Bunches were dropped, and _blossomed into swirling
papers. Chasing with the other kids he grabbed ~ sheet that
sifted down through the limbs of an elm.
Ailmer Flying Circus!
See your"~ity from the clouds with the aces who fought
for llncle Sam.
'- . \
"'The ad sh9wed Jacqueline Ailmer's picture.
Try to remember her face.
A leather helmet. The goggles pushed up above her
forehead ... her black hair ....
Never even saw the pasture they flew from that week.
When he complained to his mother she sighed about the airpia:ne crashes and her dear baby Walter hurt. He became
so angry that he stayed on the barn roof for two hours, staring high and far away.
He would listen to Uncle Howard, a traveling salesman,
hoping to learn where Jacqueline had gone. Once his uncle
calculated the money a Detroit lodge made on a flyiIlg circus.
, Owego, Attica, Elmira were the towns, where ali Ailmer
wing twisted, a propeller cracked against a hedge, proclaimed in The Thranton Herald.

.

Next summer she was still alive. Uncle Howard said,
as they drove to IrvingskilI, that she was lucky.
, The only luck seen by the boy was his coming- nearer. It
was Aviation Day at the Irv.ingskill Fair. Airplanes there.
Jacqueline Ailmer. .
".1-. Why did anyone trust his life to the Ailmer Flying
eircus, Uncle Howard preache-d, when their airplanes were
so.deteriorated his pen knife ,had gone in to the hilt.
"They ain't iron boxes," said Walter.
. "That Jackson," Uncle Howard went on, "was he.r husband. They know only that he commenced a barrel roll."
"She never had a husband."
,

i
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"She hasn't now," Uncle Howard said, ~ith a guffaw of ~ ~
hate. "He got caught riding in an airplane."
\.
In Irvingskill, on Grandpa Hitchcock's lawn, waist-high
and of cast iron: a graceless goblet fo~ming with ferns. He
pretended it was a pylon holding high the bright squares.
Stretching his arms out like wings he raced over the grass.
His wings slanted. Then, coming out of the bank around the
, pylon, he raised on· his toes, pointing his nose to the sky......
zooming.
He was an airplane! and hefiew into the house.
J!
"Let's go," he told the gossiping adults. "The show begins in seventeen tp.inutes."
~
"What show?"· asked Grandma. Hitchcock~ "Mqvies W1
Sunday?".
:. . \.
In his slow, fat why"his fathen said, "It'll be t00 hot."
Krww now that they had relish,ed letting the atterrwo,n
die just-as they had let the lo'vely music in the fadinrJ keys of
,the Hitchcocks' parlor piano die.
.
'J
(\}

I

r

I

I

IHe started running and ran for many blocks.
;

. .

-

,
J' -

!

·1

~

"
J.

.

Planes were at parade
"
in. the oval
.
..
lassoed by the long race tr~ck
of the Irvingskill Fair.
..
When he reached an orange monoplane-a high wing
\Vith the, letters AIL MER separated on the right and left
panels by a square fuselage-he thought it wonderful.
Her orange scarf tossed in the:breeze. Her black
bobbed hair lifted. "Black bobbed hair." SPin that phrase
in the mind. It might -tumble on those scattered and'lost
puzzle Pieces. that form Jacqueline Ailmer's image. The
curves of her cheeks? uBlack bobbed hair." As she Seheck~d
the control wir~S'she sang, "Back home again in Indian.a.
Dah-de-dah-de-dah-dah-d,h." .Hadn't she worn ~nicker{J
and a shirt with short sleeves?
/

;.

'I'
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"Uncle Howard is scared to ride with you," he said.
"Howard who '!"
"Howard Berrow. All he does'is sit an' spoil the fun an'
talk about his business smartness."
Jacqueline Ailme:r snatched the straws he offered from
the stuffed scarecrow in spats that was his uncle. She
started a little· fire.
'
•
"Yes, I've begged your Uncle Howard--or many like
him-to fly. But he thinks I'm a trapeze act and that he's
living when he's sitting on his caboose watching. He'll find
the oppos~~ of life." ~ .
.
"He says you're useless, wasting time pl~ying at these
races."
"Uncle Howard is a lead weight pulling us down."
"That dummy," he said, "said the ladies' race will be a
fake."
"If he supposes I'm afraid I'll show him what he wants."
She smiled. Her fingers touched his hand.
"Good luck to you," she said.

.

~.

'.

Roaring, t~e three pianes cut the sky.
A !big, new biplane whose motor
. out-streaked the others.
A French scouting monoplane that
had come out of the war unhurt.
'
An orange wing, lettered AIL MER, that
, carried a square fuselage.
For the crowd to drool over what it had come to drool
the pylons were placed near the grandstand.
over, two
The French scouti~g monoplane feared squeezing with" the
big biplane between pylon and grandstand. The crowd
leered at the frightened ship dodging the fair buildings'
roofs.
. A big new biplane with big blue wings sweeping down
the sky like a roller shade goingdow,n a window.
An orange wing
hurrying by the eyes of the crowd.

of
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A lost plan~~
I"
scurrying away. .
-j.~,
I
Ailmer~s pj,ane purring across the fields. The $un cares;'
sing the orange -wing just as it did t~e earth. Howl beautiful
it was!
.'
The big biplane
swinging wide around the pylons like a bushel basket o~ the
end of a whirling, long rQpe. '
!.
-The orange wing
Ailmer po,shed, the
shortening its circuit
as Jacqueline
"
1
checkered pylons..
- "
The big biplane
cut a pylon on the inside.
circled to shoot at the pylon again'to avoid disqualification.
The' orange wing
:
hurrying alJ.e~d!
She turned peculiarly and returned toward the biplane•.
She climbed steeply.
The wing, tremblnig, rose slowly as if lifted by' a wind.
The nose fell. The humming of the brace· wires whistled
louder and louder.
' ,
.
~
"No," Walter shouted.
~
. I
•
In the clouds of dust thrashed from the earth the orange
wing disappeared.~
I

i

I
~

.

I

I

)

•

,

Twilight hung on hiS. heels on the way bac1,{.
When he came to the parlor door, Uncle Howard was
saying: "I'd like to d:rive to the fair grounds ,and take a·
look." And when he noticed Walter: "Did you 'know your
lady friend w~s, killed 1"
"Rats," said Walter.
UnCile Howard said, "Looks lik~ your sprout's going to
be a cry baby. He'd better stay here.l The rest of us can pick
up some souvenirs from the wreck."
I
Uncle Howard felt his pockets and found his knife.
"You and your knife," said Walter. '~Always stickin'
it in othel' people's business."
/.
t

1

'

l,i
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His mother said, "Walter, you keep still."
'''Darn you," he cried' at Uncle Howard. "You killed
her. You killed her!"
At last he was wise to Howard Berrow. Howard Berrow was guilty. Why else .should Howard Berrow gloat at
, the ending, of the things Walter Hitchcock wanted?
~He fled ... weeping ... to the goblet· of ferns .... He
didn't know if he'd ever see it again asa pylon holding high
the bright squares.

,~ I

Blueprints for Faith
By

"

WILLIAM PETERSON

Faith too grows out of facts ....
but outlives weeds from this prolific seed.
Whether for the whole life or one drab hour,
faith outshines, outreaches.
This perennial flower is the synthetic miracle
that men know in thenar:r;owness
of their quick come and go,
is the music by which they age gracefully.
Men have need for union of ~ny sort or kind
other than the violence of shimmering planes.
, Faith is of many blooms. There should be no
quarrel over colors, so long as the end is beautiful and comradely.
For whether some"white god or in some nearer
bright ideal or ~ith some darkly buried love,
faith serves, is good, and alone makes men equal.
After the weighing of one action against another,
one crime against its counterpart,
or stroke of genius upon a stroke of luck,
Nothing :can be decided by mathematics'
that will not perish in the' hands of fools.
Let us give ourselves rather to spiritual poetry
and if faitli be difficult in our tenements,
We W;ill make of faith a mild, but universal weapon.
Faith can .be a better kind of reason in itself,
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol10/iss3/1
can take the mind to bigger stars.
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When, Albuquerque Saw Shirl~y
, By ELIZABETH DICKENS
.

_

i

HOMEedftion of the AlbuquerqJe Tnou/M,
O whichTHEnobody
sees much, before 3 :30, had the, news that
NLY

Shirley Temple would be going threugh town on the Chief,
and the Tribune story said that she probably would not ap-·'
pear Qn"the,platform. But before the train pulled in at,4:20
mothers and children were scurrying toward the station
from all directions. Business men and -elderly ~adies !were
proceeding at a more digni:fi.~ pace, but th~y were coxning
all the same.
:'
"
The iTribune had guessed wrong, for Shirley' did appear. She stood beside her mother on the platform otf her
.: car while the bodyguards 'went out among the crowd artd the
. press agent tMked to reporter~. She stood there, faultlessly
curled and wearing a typical Shirley Temple dress, and she,waved to the cr9Wd and smiled dutifully. Shirley looked
practically.- the same as in, pictures, so far as her actual
appearance went. She just looked a' good deal mor~ bort!d.
Presently, to a small pond of upstretched hands, Shirley
Temple dealt out little cards in lieu of autographs. The
cards had her picture on tllem and each bore the indiscriminate legend:
'
Love :
Shirley Temple'
I

,

I

i

Pretty soon all the car~s were handed out and Sbjrley
smiled the smile of a little girl who has done her duty~ and
gestured to, the crowd that the car~ were gone. But she was
wrong about that. Her mother hmtded her another pack, so
she deait them out too. Dealt them methodically and deliberately, being very careful that she Iwas not giving two' cards
to anyone hand. When Albuquerque's quota of Shirley
Temple's love was finallr exhaus~~, children~egan running
through the crowd asking one another if they had gotten
[183 ]
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cards. I hearq one ~egro boy, about th.irteen, ask ano~her
this question, and the boy he asked hadn't. But the questioner had got a card from Shirley and he had been able to
sell it for a nickel. He grinned cheerfully as he said so.
Shirley's car was toward the front of the train and
whenthe people who had been at the wrong end of the platform got to where Shirley was they began telling everyone
.. that Eddie Cantor was on the train
. too. Down at the other
. ·end. Some of the people who had been reaching up for
'Shirley's cards-and there were about 'ten· adults in the
crowd for every child-hurried down the other way. Sure
enough, there was Eddie- Cantor backed up against a wall
and writing autographs like mad. But his crowd didn't
compare with Shirley's, though he had a constant, thick
a little circle around him aIlethe time he was off the train.
~
Even after her cards were gone the crowd stayed
around Shirley, excapt for short little expeditions down to
tpe end of the platform where Eddie Cantor was. Once a
baggage truck with a coffin on it had to be hauled through
Shirley's crowd in order to get to the freight elevator and
everyone had to move around a little so that the coffin could
get through. The freight elevator was alm~st directly in
front of the car platform and everyone, including Shirley
and her mother, looked a little e:p1barrassed while the coffin
sank lower,and lower, almost' as into a grave, until it finally
was out of'sight. Then, down below, it was hauled out to
the driveway where the hearse was waiting.
After a little there were shrill, frantic whistles from
the baggage truck men who had gathered around the hearse.
Finally a man who was standing in the crowd and beaming
up at Shirley heard the whistle and looked around, and
. then his beam changed to'a sort of sheepish look. Apparently he belonged with the hearse for he hurried back to it
and helpe~ load the coffin in.
.
The Chief stops 'n Albuquerque twenty-five m,inutes, which is why Shirley had time to hand out so many
cards, and to wave and smile at the crowd so often. For she
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didn't g~back into the car at all. Just stood there on ~he
platform beside her mother, with not very much expression
on her face but every olice in awhil~ wavin~ or smiling p~r
functorily. Whenever it seemed to her, I think, that it was
. time to wave or: smile again. ,Finallf the conductor called,
~'All aboard I All aboard I" and then: there really was some
, expression on Shirley's face. She look,ed delighted and
she stuck her head out and' called, "All aboard I All aboard!"
and looked as though she thought she might be doing somenaughty' and was pleased
about it.
thing a little
.
'
The conductor, as you may know, always calls "All
aboard Wquite a long time in klbuquerque before the train
actually, pulls out. So many people ,go to look at the Indians
or to buy pottery or silver jewelry or baskets, or bows arid
arrows to 1tAke home to the children. It takes a lo~ time to
get them at! back on the train: During
all the time the con#
.
ductor was calling "All aboard!" Shirley would· chi~ in
with him ev~ty, once in awhile. Bu~ "not with the same enthusiasm. She seemed a little discouraged.
, .,'
,
Finally, ~fter the conductQr had been calling :,;,All
. aboar4" for quite a long while, the Indians came to. see
Shirley. Usually the Indians'stay down by the Indian building. The Pueblo wo~en sit be~ide their pottery, scolding if
, people try to take pictures' of them without paying a quarter, and the Navajo~ stay inside and weave rugs so that
people from the trains can watch them. At any' rate the
Indians, whatever they are doing, stay where they are and
let people come to see-them. But this time the Navajos came
down the platform to see 'Shirley. There was an.Indian man,
not dressed particularly Indianish but carrying a 'little
baby in that wooden 6usiness that Indians ca.rry little babies
in. There were two Navajo women, dressed in velveteen t
blouses and the long, full-gathered skirts that missionaries
taught the Navajo women to wear a long time ago, and that
they have gone on wearing ever since. And there were three
little girls, dressed just like their mothers, in !v~lveteen
blouses and long, full-gathered skirts. But in spit~ of t h e i r "

I
"
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being dressed like little old Indian women they loolred like
little girls as they beamed up at ~hirley Temple.and waved
their hands at her. Shirley waved back at them and smiled,
but still perfunctorily.
"
Shiriey's press agent told the reporters that his client
had wanted to get off the train and go to see the Indians but
that she couldn't because the crowd at the station was so
large. ·Maybe he had asked the Indians to.come down so th~t
Shirley could see therp. 1 don't know about that. But I
don't think the Navajos walk way down the platform to see
many people, even if a press agent does ask them to. And
1 don't think anybody had had to try very hard to get those
little Indian girls to go down. .
.
At la.st the train really. did start and soon Shirley was
out of sight. But, before the crowd had started to leave, the
car that Eddie Cantor was on came along. And there was
. Eddie Cantor, standing on the platform and waving. He
:rolled his eyes at Shirley's big crowd of people and everybody laughed, but by that time Shirley Temple's car was way
down the tracks, almost under the. viaduct.

G"

.
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An lndez t().1~ Co~lumbia Edition of the Works of John Milton-Frank
Allen Patterson-Columbia University Press, New York, 1940I

•

~~-

'

;

~

At a time when England, after 350 years of world su- ,Vi
premacy and insular security,}s fighting desperately :for
liberty, freedom, and the 'right of every man to pIa. his qwn
life and choose his own career, America, fitly personified 'in
the Columbia University Press, ha.s at last brought together
the first complete edition of the works of John Milbim. Since
life, property, and individuality itself are threatep'ed with
extermination in ,the name of the state, it is weH tHat we
have this monunient to a life of thought, this memorial to
I
a philosophy of individual self-development.
John Milton' was primarily concerned with the qualities of righteousness and intelligence, the reasoning power
being tl].at faculty in man which makes for right~usness.
Righteousness ,and intelligence are divine attributes and
serve as ~ommon bonds between God and inane "IDnited. in
their purest essence 'they approximate Milton's conception of
God. Forty-five pages of the- index to this, first complete
edition of Milton's work are required to list his references
to God, and there are other Citations recorded unden Creator,
Father, Maker, Power, and Providence. Along [with the
snace devoted to Divinity~ other generous portioIjls of the
index are given to Liberty and to Free Will. These three
great preoccupations of John Milton were really but three
different aspects of the same thing. To Milton there was but
one totalitarian power, but OI~e! binding authority on the
individual. ~Man's sole' obligation was to '"himself. His one
duty was to obey the innermost laws of his own beirig. From
the first to the -last of life he was primarily the ar~hitect of
his ().~ soul. Thus, and thus only, could he fulfill tpe divine
plan of cr~ation.
''
.To a ~Protestant like Milton, every man, when he has,
[1~7 ]
!
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his Bible in his hand, is a pope, is God's representative on
earth. With the help of God's Grace, man's intelligence for-, ,
mulates the only laws which the individual need obey.
When in con'flict with this higher law, kings, governments,'
churqhes, and conventions have 110 claim on the indiv~ual.
They are to be ignored or defied. No' external force can be
permitted to interfere with the development and tlie education of the man. Like Emerson, Milton believed that there
should be as many churches ~s there are individuals. For,
as Em~rson says, in obtaining spiritual results, secondary
or denbminational sources may prove unreliable: the only
safe w~y is "to acquaint yourself at first hand with the
Divinity."
, This two-volumed Index covers all proper names and ail
ideas and topics mentioned in any of Milton's poems or prose
lVorks: It serves as a cQncordance. 11he references are so
~pecific that they may be used with any edition of Milton,
short or long. It will give immediate answer to numerous
questions arising in connection with Milton biography. For
instance, we know that Milton cites Aristotle more frequently
than he does Plato, there being four times as many references
to the former as to the latter.
An Index crowns the work of a statIof Columbia
. scholars ably directed by ~rofessor Frank Patterson. Of
the- eighteen volumes of text the first five contain all of
Milton's. poetry. With the close of the ninth volume or at the
halfway point of the set, we have practically all of Milton's
verse and prose that can be found jn any of the ordinary edi~ions of his works. The exception is certain passages from
The Christian Doctrine, 'which occupies four impressive
volumes toward the end.
.;
Th~ glory o~he edition is its printing. As the reader
. continues to turn the ample pages, he is tempted by the generous type and the distinctive paper to dip into the little read
Logic and the equally unfamiliar History of Britain. Mil_ton's Corwmonplace Books come in for their share of.attention, in the hope that ,they may prove as .interesting as the
I
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notebooks of Coleridge; .but even with the Latin of "the orig..;
inals translated, they appear singularly' uBre~arding.
After the dubious and apocryphal works which close the collection, one instinctively turns back to the beginning. I1i. is .
pleasant to find MiltQn"s summaries of the books of Ra?:aiJJ,se
Lost printed, at last, in a size of type that does not'degrade
their importance.
'
The whole edition, with e~ery variant found in every
publication of Milton and with an entirely new rendering of
his Greek, .Latin,-~and Italian poems into the prose of presEmt-day 'scholars, is relieved and beautified by, nqmerou,s
pictures of the poet and various plates of the title-pages df
his famous editions. An Index rounds out and completes a
work the magnitude of which suggested by the fact that
the first volume appeared in 1931.

.
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DA:NE FARNSWORTH SMITH
I

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque
•

Philo8ophy in the Poetry of Edwin Arlington Robi1J<8on-E~lle Kap," lan-Columbia University Press, New York, 194o-$2.2~.
)

A handsomely bound, well-printed book, whose chi~f
value lies in its 'clear and penetrating analyses of many of
Robinson's poe:lts; poems usually found difficult by most
readers. The plan of the book, as set forth in the)ltableof
co~tents, is in~eniou~, ~~oughperhaps unnecessarily su~tle.
MISS Kaplan's own dIvIsIon of her work runs thus::
Part I,: The Sourc~s of Robinson~s Idealism. [A. Biographical Clues. B. Critics' Comments. (Query: (~an
"critics' comments" be 'a "source" of a poet's .,"idealism~'_1)
C. Royce and Schopenhauer: Their Influence' upolil :a,obinson.. D. Stages of Robinson's Intellectual Growth. '.'( Query :
Can the "stages" of a poet's "intellectual growth" be at the
same time a "source" of tnat poet's "idealism" 1) i
Part II: Philosophical Analyses. I. Light. and Shadows.
A. Captain CraifJ. B. The Man against the Sky; C. 'rh~\Man
Who Died Twice. D. ~maranth. ~Omissions: 1. 'i%ere is
•

I ,
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no apalysis of ltancelot, wherein the most often used words
are "Darkness" and "Light," the "Vision," and the "Gleam."
The author has also failed to note the 'contrast between the
last few lines of Lancelot, with its inspired ending, perhaps
the most beautiful of all in Robinson's
longer poems:
.,
But always in the darkness he rode on
Alone; and"in the darkness came the Light.
•

7'

2. The' sonnet, "Credo," especially the last profoundly ~pti
ril.istic line, "I feel the coming glo!"y of the Light.") II. Love
and --Castles. A. Merlin.' (Omission: Lancelot and Tris~
~ tram.) III. Love and HQuses. A. Cavender's House. B. The
Glory of the Nightingales. C. Matthias at tlte Door. D. Tallifer. (Omissions: 1. "Roman Bartholow," a long love-poem,
"
in fact, Robinson's longest, crowded with images
drawn
from architecture and the building of houses. 2. "The March
of the Cameron Men," Browning's Pippa Passes, in r.everse.) IV. Dragons and Chimneys. A. Dionysus in Doubt.
B. King Jasper. (Query: why not Hamilton and Burr, Alex-.
ander and Genevieve, DionysU8 and Demos?)
Here are a few questions I should like to ask: Is any
poet, any true poet, a philosopher in the sense that he sets
forth a logical system of philo'sophy? I think not. Hence, it
would seem more important to a reader for an analyst of ROQJnson's poetry to pr!'ent the poet's PhilO~.OPhy O,f life: that
is, (1) the poet's a' itude toward God, together with such
problems as faith, elief, and -doubt; (2) his treatment of
natur,e; (3) his attitude to'Yards man, and the problems of
life; though even such analyses are of doubtful value; for
who ,can be sure that
, the views expressed in a narrative
poem are not those of the characters instead of being the
poet's? Besides, I should like to see a summary of the
poet's philosophical ideas. Here are some other questions
that occur to me:
1. Will this book create new readers for Robinson?
It is doubttal.
2. Will it help those who already like him? Yes.
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I resent the severely .objective attitude of Miss Kaplan;
'"
for though many of the passages she quotes are remarkably
beautiful, she never seems to be aware of this beal1ty.
Still, I am glad to see this book, since its ap:pearance
seems to indicate an increasing interest in the work of
America's most distinguished poet; I should like it better if
the author had even once ayowed her liking for. Robinson's
poetry. Is this just another thesis?
I .

I

t.'

.

'

GEORGE ST. CL~m

Ocala, Florida
Tabeau;s Narrative of Loisel's Expedition to the Upper Missourlr'Annie H. Abel, Editor-university of Oklahoma Press, NormaIJ"
i

1940-$3.50. '

'

Anoth~l]

excellent contribution to the hist?ry of the
West is made by ,Dr. Annie Hi' Abel in the editing, and by
Dr. Rose A. Wright in the translating, of the Tabeau manuscript on experiences in the early days along the upp;er Missouri. From a most able introduction, one clearly gets the
picture of the day,' the international intrigues, trade conditions, previous expeditions, the position of Regis L0isel, and
the biography of Pi~rre TAbeau. This initial essay merits
praise for the thoro~ghness of its documentation, its logical presentation, andi its most satisfying tracing of the' history of the maI).;uscript.
The narrativ.e itself is' of importance, being eonnected,
as it is, with the Spanish'regime.fn cLouisiana, with both the
,French and British in North America, and with the United
States and its explorers of tl}e upper Missouri, Lewis and
'Clark. Written by an expert trader and man of education
who lived months ;trilong the Indians' in the region, it descriQes the country, the river and the difficulties of traversing it, the flora and fauna, the Indians, their dress, customs,
religious practices and cerelllonies. A vein of humor pervades the narrative, as: _H • • • if ~he Sioux is' the man of
nature so much praised by poets, every poetic license has
been taken in painting him....'"
"
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. The volume is concluded with valuable appendices in-·
cludi.ng a genealogical table of the Tabeau family, the trade
licenses, and papers on Loisel's trading record.
:
I
Although I was unable to judge the, accuracy of the
translation, since the French is not given, I found the document in its English version notably readable. A few minor'
,errors occur, and the omission of a' bibliography is to be
regretted. The book is, however, well indexed and deserves
commendation for its careful editing.
~

'ft"

DOROTHY WOODWARD

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque

Michelangelo Walks Again
(Among the San Jua:n Sandstones)

By ALLISON Ross
,'And dying, Michelangelo bec~me
,One with the wind, and swept the cluttered land
~ Looking for peace, wearied with wealth and fame
And re~ted here upon this desolate sand.
Bp,t wind and hungry hearts desire food.
Not the white marble but the red sandstone
Vital as blood and :Yielding to his mood
Throbs from his fingers into flesh and bone.
Again they march, the prophets in relief,
Grave pilgrims, all the giants of his brain,
And the two Marys at the tomb in grief...
Sculpturing solace out 6f ancient pain
Here does the tortured soul forget its scars
Molding the cliffs under the desert stars.
..J

j
,I

t

j
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Editorial Notes
H~ NEWS these days fast grows stale as horrpr piles on

horror. The fall of Norway is already as
as the
T
fall of Rome. Before the breaking of France can :be written
re~ote

about (especially in a quarterly. review) the faltof Britain
may have taken place. And yet one will speculate. One, cannot keep "sweet :music in the ear" or go the day's routine
without pulling up against the great preoccupation, '~W'hat
1l0w?" Better speculate backwards, as it were, than try to
read to~orrow~r .the day after.
'
i'
France fell in one month and seven days~ and it is
already pretty-clear that the break-up was more than simple
'military failure. An~er, ~'Iear, and confusion bjave led to
cutting recriminations, 'Erench against Fr;ench, France
against England, all ~ncour~ged if not caused bly the Ger- ,
man ~inistry of Propaganda. Monsieur Reyinaud says'
France wasn't properly prepared because she ,spent her \
strength on social amelioration at the insistence of the Left.
The Left says that the Right was fascist all the tbjll.e an~l unawar'e of either the danger or the evil. The truth probably
is that the Left was looking back over its shoulder ,so inten~ly
in the directiQ)l of Moscow that it didn't' see anything
clearly; an<J. the Right was so intent upon keeping more than
ten per cent profits for the munitions makers al1ld bankers
tha..,t, rather'tl)an let the Left Win a point, any point at all,
ev.c;m in 'the dIrection of increased democracy, the Lavals,
the lflandins, the P~utins sulked and refused to build ta~ks
or planes or motorized
equipment. .
,
i
....
In the Americ~n pres~, the Popular Front government,
of course,' gets all thE1, blam~ for France's unpreparedness,
despjt~ the fact tha~ it was not in power for two yea~s preceding. the .invasionrof France. But it is a ~good line for the
enemies of true derhocracy
to follow. If you re:;l.lly want to
,
, get ready for 'war lin behalf of democracy you must turn
everything over tp ~~e traditi9nal foes of every democratic
j ,
[193 ]
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reform in the lasf twenty ·years'. France is, for those elements which wish to knife all progressivism, a pat lesson in
how democratic statesmanship cannot be trusted to defend'
democracy. If only it could be got into' the record straight
. that, whatever her military weaknesses and however strong
the lies and confusion spread by Germany, France fell also
because of-a.policy of a'ppeasement held for years by the conservative statesmen of France; because certain. elements in \
France 'preferred Hitler's domination of Europe to yield- t
ing one inch to the intetnal demand for the democratization ~
of French life. It was almost the same in England;' in'deed, P
it may prove soon to have been exactly the same, 'or worse. I.,
Some of the finest saboteurs a democracy can have today are
Tories with eye on only privilege and .profit, and those, ideological contortionists who jump every time Stalin wriggles-.
and perhaps, too, a great comfortable midtlle class which
still thinks it can wish its way out of one of history's deepest
crises.
The evil .is very de~p, the problem very confusing, to
the civilized mind. On the practical level it is the problem of
whether democracy, which permits freedom of thought
(which means some division of aim), can stand against the
military and economic efficiency of totalitarian powers. On
a deeper level it is the p~oblem of whether civilized man i~
any match for savagery. Civilized man weighs factor
against factor, hesitates, sees the other side. ,Savagery
thinks and acts with its. blood~with faith 'and conviction'
and no scruples about fairness. It all goes back to the gloomy
.' Spengler. You'can dismiss him as an advance apologist for
National Socialism in Germany. You can psychoanalyze
him and explain his love of terrorism' as a compensation indulged in by a proud, egotistical, and (in 1918) defeated'
German. But what about a fundamental of his teaching,
that Western man is at the end of an era, sophisticated, fragmentary, skeptical, faithless? What Sp,engler m.eans in
terms of the problem of the moment is that anatiQn which
cannot rally, naively, eagerly, instinctively, to the~ defense
\

-
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of its symbol is dedadent, is through. Think about the deepprobing power of. Spengler's thought, then, when you hear:
"We must prepare our defenses b1ft we must keep all our
civil liberties" ; "Fight to sav.e democracy? Blah"; "England
the savior of Christian civilization? Why, it's just one imperialism against an@ther." The anger in thebl~od and the
.. caution in the mind are pulling two ways. That ~s the civilized" way, of course: to take those fine words,democracy,
freedom, Christian civilization, and break then\ down and
find their referents and calmly, coolly, objectiv~ly find the ~
component. that gives you your clue to your self-interest, the
latt~r being: measurable only in terms of goods, things, specific, objective realities, all else being <bl~h! And while we
go through this most excellent exercise of mental cautiousness, which our philosophers call empiric rationalism, the
enemY grows prouder aI?-d stronger in faith. Evett Christian
ministers encourage us to debunk that windy abstraction,
"Christi'an civilization." This -is the way our world ends,
not with a bang, _but whimper.
\'l>
,D. W~

a

j

t
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New Mexico Triptych-Fray Angelico Chavez-St. Anthony Guild
Press, Paterson, New Jersey, 1940-$1.25.

Much ha~, been said and written about regional l~terar ture in the Southwest. Yet most of the speakers and writers
on the. subject. are individuals who 'were not born in the region, but have become conscious of its character by contrast
with other places where they started out. They see the
Southwest perhaps more clearly than_ people born here. Yet
·as creative writers they may not really know the psychology of people and place as does the native. As critics they may
be tempted to prescribe what the Southwest should produce,
given certain ingredients, skillful jcooks, and proper recipes
found in the annals of comparative literature.
I don't·say one eould have predicted Fray' Chavez. No
formula ever explains the genius for -poetry or painting or
story-telling, and Fray Chavez has a· gift for all three. Yet
one can explain and in part' understand how the artIstic
tradition of Spanish New Mexico, the mysticism of Franciscan faith, and the folk-lore and fraternity of village life
might, fortill;lately, join in a :J:oung man from Mora, New
Mexico, eduC\ted at eastern schools of his Order, and stationed in a parish ~not far from "the literary center of the
Southwest.
During July, Fray Angelico spoke at the University 'of
New Mexico, reading his poetry and presenting his point
of view as a poet. He said that it was love of 'words that
seemed essentially poetry to him, and curiously love of
words in English, not all of them English words, however.
One has to mine through the words of harsh tone and flat
significanc~ for the store of sensuous and meaningful words
accumulated from th~ Classic and Romance languages and
almost every speech known to the globe. This artistry in
words is not confined to Fray Angelico's poetry. His prose is
appar~ntly simple, effortless, flowing, but I suspect that
[ 196]
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'before he writes a word and after~ he sits reflectively ehoos...
ing to leave or eliminate on the basis of ~pecific quality, in" ,
sound and color and fitness every mark on the page.
"Hunchback Madonna," the last of the three stories in
New Mexico Triptych, is my favorite. Mana Seda, the central character, is a pious old woman so bent with age that as
she creeps about in her black ~hawl 'people sometimes· whisper, "She is like the Black Widow Spid~r." Injured in her
youth, she was neve~ considered ,among the maidens who became queens of the, Virgin when her festival was held in>
May. For mariy yeaTs, Mana Sedahas gathered the flowers
, for the garlands 'wh~h the 'gi~ls were to carry in their procession. She remembers, too"long, long ago when an image
of the Virgin of Guadalupe intended for theciurch at El
Tordo had been lost when the pack train from I Chihuahua
was attacked by Apaches:
I
A reviewer, however, must not tell 'an author's whole
story. After seventy years' of proyiding flowers for the
festival but neyer being chosen one of th~ ~wer maids,
Mana Seda finally gets the ~ew:ard of her piety. iAnd in the
meantime a santero has painted the Virgin onl her shawl.
"And so Mana Seda led' all the queens that evelling, slowly
and smoothly, not like a black widow now, fol~ observed,
. but like one of thase1jlittle white moths moving bver alfalfa'
fields in the moonlig~t."
/.
i
,I
. There are two ,other 'stories: "The Penit~nte Thief,"
with more of humor: and yet the s~me naive p~thos; "The
Angel's New Wings," beautiful and., moving. The illustrations have~been done by the author, pen arid i~k-sketches,
harm.onious in line and careful in detail. Fine literature; and
good reading lie in New Mexico' Triptych.'
i
j.
T. M.:PEARfE.
University of New Mexico
~
Albuquerque
i
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My Life on the Frontier, 1882-1897-Miguel Anfonio OterO-:Univerj -

.,

"

sity 9£ .New M~xico Press, Albuquerque, 1939-'$3.00.

.

~

Mi'gUel Antonio Otero, governor of the Territory of
New Me:xico ;from 1897 to 1903, tells in anJnteresting way
his recollections of; New Mexico f;rom 1882 to 1897, in the
second volume of My Life on: the Frontier.
_".
*
,
Few people were closer than the author' to the trend of
"events, a:nd to the events thems~lves, during the fifteen
years covered. by the book. Governor Otero's father, Miguel
Antonio Otero
I, had served as a delegate in Congress from
. '
New Mexico, had taken an important part in bringing the
Santa Fe railway Into New Mexico, and had 'been very, p'romillently identified with business and politics in the territory
for many years. His death, on May 30, 1882,' passed on to
the son a host of friendships and alliances, commerCial and
.poli~ical, and but few enemies. Miguel Antonio Otero, II
tells what happened to him and to the territory and its
people during the eventful years from the death of! his
father until the day he himself was inaugurated governor of
New Mexico, on June 14, 1897. The author carries over into
held
his recitation of events likes, dislikes, and prejudices
.
fifty an~ more years ago. It is obvious that' he had but
little likiJ1.g for L. Bradford Prince, Thomas Benton Oatron, Frank A. Hubbell, and other leader$ of the eighties
and nineties, who opposed him politically. Prince especially
comes in for a good verbal drubbing. The author fails to
give Judge Prince any credit for outstanding work in compiling and 'publishing the laws of New Mexico in 1884, or
for Prince's excellent'Spanish Mission Churches 1)/ :New
Mexico, or for his The Stone Lions Of, Cochiti, Old "Fort
. Marcy, The Struggle for Statehood 1850 to 1910, and a bewildering outpouring of ~agazine articles and letters to the.
press of the nation on New Mexico subjects. Pri~ce was
governor of the territory for four years beginning in 1889,
and died December 8, 1922, in his eighty-third year. .
However, it is the story of Miguel Antonio Otero II that
the author is telling, and he tells it in his own way, with
~

j

-
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plenty of adverbs and adjectives, in vigorous style, no holds
barred and no puriches pulled. The book is well worth read~
ing and essential to those who study the period Icovered and'
wish to be informed of the happenings of those year~ fro~
the viewpoint of a ~writer who was unpoubtedly at all times
active in the machinery of business and politics~ Governor
Otero, apparently a. very, busy man in his prim(r' .nev~rthe-,
·less had plenty
of tIme left over to attend all tll¢
Imporumt
I
I
$
social events of the day.
' "
:'
J
Now in, his eigllties, Gover~or Otero i~ ~eliving, the
days of long ago by writing his lDemoirs. He lis ~oing an
excellent job, considering the'manf years that bjave elapsed,
and his forthcoming third volume~ dealing with,~he years of
his governorship, will be awaited with interest. I
.
W. A. KtELEHER
Albuquerque
'J.

/'

Landmevrks ot'New Mexico-Edgar. L. Hewett and W~yne MauzyU~Vefsi~Y of New Mexic9 Press, Albuquerque, 19'40-$3.5~.•

~lthough falling ipto a series with the imp~sing title of

"Ita~dbooks of

Archaeological History," L~nd1tiarks of New
Mexico is, in effect, ,and will probably find its 'Yidest use as,
a guidebook to the state, valuable, both for New Mexicans
.I
.
and visitors from other state§.
lt is a small book, 200 pages, and cont~ins 114 fine
photographic illustrations. Dr. Hewett and Mt-. Mauzy are
authors of most of the de~criptive content, but others, Bertha Dutton, Hulda Hobbs, Marjorie Tichy, ~ester Jones,
Reginald Fi~her, Albert Ely, Joseph Toulpu.se, and. J. W.
Hendron have ,coiltributedpages dealing with places with
which they are most familiar. As might be alllticipated, the
writing is. spotty as to style and pace, a factor which is of
minimum importance in this type of book.
Since the book i~ the work of specialists in archaeology,
and since most of it is devoted .to archaeological andhistorical monuments, 'it may be' accepted as quite authoritative.
The principal authors are, by long experience in museum
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work, acquainted with the kind of questions people ask about
places of interest, and this is reflected in the pointedness of
the information presented. It has also made for greater condensation than would otherwise have been possible.
:Leading historical and scenic landmarks of all parts of ,
the: state are treated, but the emphasis is upon-the Pueblo
Indian area of the upper Rio Grande drainage.
PAUL WALTER, JR.

University of New Mexico
Albuq¥erque
bN(J,'Vajo Omens and Taboos-Franc Johnson Newcomb-The Rydal
Press, Santa Fe, New Me~dco, 1940-$2.75.

"

Mrs. Newcomb has succeeded in bringing together in
this volume a large number of the fascin~ting regulations
and 'beliefs which govern the every-day life of the Navajo.
The taboos _.,range widely from
those "which have to do with
.
cooking and weaving to those concerned with life and death
itself. The omens included.are' chiefly those having to do
with natural harbingers such as the appearance and move-!
ment of certain birds. While making no pretense of being
exlfaustive, the material of this book-ds well chosen as representative of all major Navajo activities.
The authenticity of the information given is of particular interest, for it is with great reluctance that the American Indian will divulge matters of this type to strangers.
The respect and esteem which Mrs. Newcomb won for her- .
self among the Navajo is in itself enough to assure the reliability of her information. In addition, however, this volume has' the expressed sanction of Cliee Dodge, famous
Navajo leader, who in a foreword has removed all doubts
on this score.
The simple and direct manner in whic~ these taboos
and Q~ens are set forth is in its.elf indicative of a fidelity to
. the Indian. Anyone.. who has taken notes or information
. from Indians will recognize immediately. the fact tffat the
Navajo is hi~clakingthroughthe
of Mrs. New-

pen
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comb. Though many of the rules and customs recounted
here may at first seem td us mere superstition, t:tley are 'presented in a logical a,nd matter-of-fact ,way which easily convinces us that they are the best wisdom of a ~eat people, a,
wisdom· which in many cases has as souJ.ld .a ;basis as our
scientific. knowledge, even though the explanations b~ what
we term "myth." -Rules of conduct which govenn the actions
of individuals ~ toward one another indicate !strongly the
fundamental humall desire to be as consideratf as pos~ible.
The'moral customs :here mentioned are those, of ta people who .
have developed a strong ethical sense of such propri~ty.
It is only to be; regretted that this work could ,not have
been of greater, scope. Though realizing that the topics of
more religious natulre, are considered by most American Indians as too,sacred,to be made public in publ~sh~d form, it
is to be hoped that a proper spirit of appreciation ~pon the
part of the Ame1ican public will some. daf perinit. the
appearance of a volume on the ceremonIes and myths as
frankly told::as is tllis work upon less sacred sUbjeCits.
H. G. ALEXANDER
Univer~ity of New Mexico
Albuquerque
.
i

!
)

~
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J

.
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Rocky Mountain Tre~8-Richard J. Preston-Iowa State College Press,
,I
.
Ames, 1940-,$ 2 . 0 0 . .

This manual ~describes all native and nafuralized trees
within the Rocky Mountain area-252 speci~s, illustrated
by 129 full-page plates. The treatise begins '~ith a:characterization of the "six life zones of the regibn, !supplemented
by a zone map, anq. a frontispiece map of the forested areas
of the region showing its major- types .of trfe vegetat~on.
Next is'a description, supplemented by figures~ of tree characters for purpose :of tree identification. The jmain 'body of
the book consists of keys and detailed· descriptions of the
gener~ and .sp~ies of. trees with clea:~-eut iilustrations of '
-many of theIr ~IftgnOStIC characters. MO~.'t excellent features
·of··the work arelthe check list of trees ",ithin each state of
.
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the region, presented by scientific. and common name, and
insert maps showing·the distribution of a large number of
-.. the species. There isa selected bibliography.
.
The author has done an e,xcel~nt, well-organized, criti. cal piece of work. However, the book was written for
"trained foresters, students, and others interested in know. ing tree~," in which respect it falls' somewhat short of the
goal. D~spite an effort to simplify the keys and descriptions
of the genera and species, and to clarify them by good
"illustration~ and ~ glossary, the author has not succeeded
in rendering the work sufficiently non-technical to be of
great ,value to the layman. It is a most difficult, if not impossible, task to write a manual of the flora or fauna of a region
which.will be at once of marked value. to both scientist and
layman.. The author has succeeded as well as anyone could
in attaining this dual aim. .

E. F.

1

CASTETTER

University of New Mexico
'AlbUq~erqr
.Women TeU the Story of. the Southwest-Mattie Lloyd Wooten, Compiler and Editor-....The Naylor Company, San Antonio, Texas,
194C--$8.5~.

.

'Most of the early printed records of life in the Southwest were by and about men, to be read by arm chair adventurers back East. The narratives of Gregg, Ruxton, Kendall,
and, Duval come to mind. More recently there has been ~an
interest in pioneer women. Diaries have been edited: At
the End of the Santa Fe Trail, by Sister Blandina Segale,
and Down the Santa Fe Trail, by Susan :Magoffin. Book
len~h autobiographies have been written by such women as
Sallie Reynolds Matthews in Interwoven, Mary Rak in The
C{)wman's Wife, Hilda Faunce in Desert .Wite, and Louisa
Wade Wetherill in T1·aders to the Navajos. Fiction has followed this interest: Dorothy Scarborough's The Wind, Conrad Richter's Early Americana, Lorraine Carr's The Mother
of tlJ,e Smiths, to mention only a few.
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Mattie Lloyq Wooten lias collected from periodicals
a~d arral}ged in ~ sUjbstantiallvolume some of the vivid brief
sketches by ,women1of the, settling of .th" SQuthwest. The
Texa:s Magazine, rontier Times, ,StUrms'il Oklahoma Magazine, The Quarte ly of the Texas State Historical Association, New Mexic , Dallas N e'U)s, Chronibles of Oklanoma,
~New Mexico His10rical Review, AriZOnatePUblican, Texas
,.outlook, New ~~r~ Times, New York ~eraldrTribune are
among the pubhcjatlOns drawn from.
"
'
Most of thel stories are by participants:' Cora Meton
,
Cross writes of itrailing cattle to northern markets. She
. traile~enty-t~'o herds. ,Mrs. C. M.N;eal in a letter to her
f~mily .te~ls of I 4i~, n raids a.,nd the ~ard~ of blanket warp
and knIttIng thr ad. she had spun. Mrs. M. B. Anderson recounts her expe iences in starting a school-seventy-five.
pupils o~ all ag in one .room-in old Fort Davis. Other
stories are !?y w m~n one or two generations removed from
the frontier, sto ·es learned from old-timers or family records. Such are 'E~rlyArizona," by Sharlot M. Hall; "A
Great Texas Arti t," by Bride Neill Taylor; "Sketch of Mrs.
I. M. WitHams," Iby Nina K;ountz. But all of the incidents
emphasize the hatdihood of ~he pioneer woman and her desperate attempts
create f~ her family a good life physiI
cally and cultura ly.un a new land.
The stories are arranged
alphabeti~ally according to
.
titles (except ne r the end where the order br~aks down).
The book would ave gained in interest by ia topical or chronological groupin . An identification of the authors would
also have been h~lpful.
' . . ':"
'
1
.
It is fitting t~at this book should come~from the Dean of
Women at Texas State College for Wo:r:n,en where a statue of
a pioneer woma dominates the campus and a historical_
,museum of costrtmes
and household arts as recently been
I
opened.
-

'0

\ .

I

ABEL MAJOR

Te;as Christian 1University ·
Fort Worth, Tex
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Hot Irons, Heraldry of the Range-Oren Arnold and John P.
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1940-$2.50.

Hal~

~

This is a book about cattle brands and branding; about
plain, non-glamorous cowboys who rode the range equipped
; with a rope, a branding iron, and a keen-edged knife for
the castration of young bulls. Accordi~g to these authors,
.i
the ordinary day~s work for the ~owboy consist~d mainly of
smell, dirt, blood, and danger; the last being derived, not
from six guns, according to the. popular conception, but
from the. flying hO~Sand twisting horns of the cattle.
. The bo()k· cont . s a very thorough
treatment of the
,
brands emblazoned upon the flanks of countless thQusands
of cattle. The technique of the branding itself is explained in
much detail. The mean'ing and ~pearance of such common
markings as the "Walking Y," the "Lazy Two," the "Running M," and the "Flying _U" are considered. Numerou's
. ~ well"known brands are identified and described. ',Branding is
made a very exact and ·yet romantic sCienee., The high point
of'interest in this tre'atment is found in .the stories and
leg~nd~ the authors have collected, during a IUetime of re~earch, that lie behind the creation and use of certain brands
by many widely known, southwestern ranch and cattle men.
r;rhese are a bunch of swell yarns and they delve deep into the
history "and the lore of the cattle business. To this reader
th~y will give new meaning to the next hitherto prosaic scar
he views on the hide of any four-legged critter grazing the
wide ranges of New Mexico.
.
As a corollary to the branding of livestock the authors
mention the use of numerals and letters by college athletic
tea~s and the inItialing cjf nearby mountains by college
enthusiasts. Instances are ~iven of the branding of slaves,
children, wives and §iweethearts,r-man's desire to mark with'
his ,lnsi~ia those things that·are his.
Mr. Hale has gone up and down the S<}Uthwest for many
years with a hobby of collecting brands, branding irons, and
good yarns about both.~r. Arnold is the Arizona author of
numer~us books and sto~ies about the region. Judging from
>
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I'
this book the two make an acceptable team. In their! preface
I
they set up the following "dual goal": '
"1. To establish Q. r~f,er.ence w.ork, an 'Autho~itr.'
2. To be entertaInIng about It."
'-, '
~,
,
I
In my opinion they have. admirably ·succeed~ in attaining both these ends.
',\ !
JAMES P. THRELRlELD
Albuq u e r q u e .
"
I

-1

) The
-

Whit~, Scou,rge-EdwardEv~rett

AntOnIO, Te;x:as, 1940-$2.25.

Davis-The Naylor II: Co., San
"
,

in this' vitally inte~estin.g book, cotton~~s JcparJcterized
by the .author as a gigantic parasite that bring/; to~estruc
tion all who participate in t~ production of this great
money crop of the South. Although a sociologJc novel
· built a~ound the economi~ and psych~logical effecib of the
cotton Industry, The Wh'l,te Scourge IS a story of'komance
with an interesting plot built ar~nd living ,people. :
The plot,of The White Scourge is laid in Central West
'Texas where Isaac Hobson came in 1865 s~eking iopportu, nity not to be found in reconstructing the states of the' Old
'South. T'here he established Clear Creek Ranch which he
operated successfully for two decades before· purchasing it
from the state for the nominal slim of one dollar an acre.
Six years l~er Hobson broke up Ch~ar' Creek Ranch, into
quarter and half sections,. selling them for several times the'
original purchase price.
Because,of his int~lligenceand feelirig of responsibility,
he tried hard to" select the" buyers of his land., He wanted
responsible~ citizens; instead of the average tenant farmer,
to 'people the community to which he gave sc~oolhouse"
church, and other oommunity buildings. In spite of his care,
greed a sgnorance,
'
as well as filth and disease~ crept in
until wh.a , s once a prosp~rin8' c?mmunity ·bec~e" tranS'formed IntO decayed, poverty;-strIcken hamlet. ~
·
"t·';
.
. W. H. ELL
.Un'l,vers'l,
Y OJ ~New M extCo
.
Albuquerque
. I
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Los Pais1anos
P AISANOS :
•
,
The spectacular and widely advertised Entrada of·
Coronado, historic drama written by Thqmas Wood Stevens,
and produced by the Jerome Cargill organization of New
tYork City, has come and gone. The pageant was presen~ed
in seventeen key cities throughout Arizona, Texas" Colorado, and New Mexico, and· attracted thousapds of people
in each place. Another highly successful dramatic versio.n
of Coronado's Conquest was written by Pedro Verona de
Garcia, and beautifully presented by an all-Spanish cast at
the Community Playhou~e here last week. The play, under -/
the direction of Paul ~anchez, Chairman of the Alianza Hispano-Americana, will end a summer tour of, the state with
a request performance in' Albuquerque during the later',part
of September.
.
The very impressive list of Coronado Centennial pub~
lications continues to grow,. and the vast job of collecting,
assembling, and cataloging Southwestern material. for the
Coronado Library at the University of New Mexico is far
from complete. One of the most rmpbrtant features -of the
Coronado Library is the collection{of several hundJ;ed volumes of photostats of original documents in ~pain and Mexico. Valuable ancient books which have been borrowed from
various libraries throughout the world are now being photostated for inclusion in the Librari P.hotostats made b.y the
Records Survey will enable historians of the United States
,«
to study reproductions of rare volumes in the priceless collecti(j)n, of which no one in the state is more proud than Miss
Wilma Shelton, Librarian of the University.
,- Erna Fergusson's many friends throughout the country are gratified by the fact that her sixthbook,Our.so~th
west, published by Knopf in March, has been liste(t among
the non-fiction best-sellers"in the following cities: Washing(206 ]
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ton, D. C., St. Louis, .Chicago, Minneapolis, Cleveland, Kan":
sas City,,,:Qenver, Fort Worth, San Diego. The New Mexico
Book Stor1Y reports)llso that the book is leading in non-fiction sales here. One of ,the best stories heard in connection
with the publication of Our Southwest comes from Herman
Schweizer. All of his relatives in the East are considerably
impr:essed with his' connection with the Fred Harvey enterprises, as related by Erna. ~ They have had a vague idea all
these years that he sold some kind of "Indian things" out
West. "It was pretty nice of Erna to write me up," adds'
the head of the Fred Harvey Curio and N ewstands, who is
"one of the country's best.judges of Indian and Spanish art,"·.~
according to Miss Fergusson.
.' Paul Horgan and 'h~s publishers, Harper and Brothers,
h~ve presented to the library of the University of Texas the
original manuscript, galley proofs, and jacket drawing of
M~. Horgan's r~cent book, Figures in a Lands~ape .. The
presentation was made at the request of William McCarthy,
curator of the library's rare books collection. Mr. Horgan
was recently guest speaker at the annual meeting of the
:~xas Hiyorical Association.
"
.
YVitli the death, recently, of Howard N. (Jack) Thorpe, ~
the S~>uthwest los1 one of its ,most colorful and romantic fig- .
ures. Cowboy ballad maker, storytellier, and folklorist,' he
will never be forgotten, nor will his beJt
, known song, "Little
Joe '·the Wrangler." 'One of his stories appeared' (post- .
humously) in the July issue of the Atlantic Month)y, and his
me~airs, in the process of being writte? when death overtook/him, will be edited by his wife in collaboration with Ina'
Sizer Cassidy., An appr~ciatory co:mrilent upon Thorpe's
. work, to be written by Alice Corbin Henderson, will appear
in the next number of the QUARTERLY.
New Mexico .Guide, a WPA Project, issued by Hastings
House, is one of a distinguished series of American Guide '
Books... : New Mexico book stores ,report that Dr. T. M. "
Pearce's New Meftico Gui~e, whicll came out last year, has' .had a "steady-sale" appe~l. . .. Stanley Vestal, well-known .
author, and director of courses in professional writing at
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the University of Oklahoma, has wr*en a new book called
Fiction and Magazine Writing, which 'should have wide
appeal for those interested in the writing game.... One of
the most important publications. of the late summer will be
pr. George I. Sanchez's Forgotten People, to he issued by the
University of New Mexico rress.... The University of
California Press has just released for publication as a contribution to the Coronado Cuarto Centennial, Coronado's
Quest, by A. Grove Day, research assistant in Stanford
University, where Mr. Day has ~pentmore than five years in
preparation
for his book.
.
.
I '
A New Mexico Boy,. by Helen Laughlin Marshall, has
created an unusual amount of interest in ~ew Mexico, and
especially in Santa Fe, where Mrs. Marshall grew ,to woman~ood.~ She is the sister of Ruth Laughlin Alexander, the
author of -Caballeros. ... Pinky Finds a Home is another
recent chIldren's book of local interest, because the author,
Margaret W. Nelson, although a native of Maine, has lived
in New Mexico for a number of years. .
Erna Fergusson, always a favorite lecturer, opened the
.University of New Mexico's Summer School Lecture Series,
annually sponsored by Dr. T. M. Pearce. Other favorites in
the series were: Fray Angelico Chavez, Dr. -'Lucy Adams,
and Bill Adams. .Accordip.g to the critics, Fray Angelico
Chavez's charming poetry, from which he read in his appearance here, "is marked not only by a spiritual divination, but
by a ve:rbal originality that refreshes the traditional verse
farms of the English language." Not many who heard Bill
Adams, well-known short story writer, will ~ver forget his
lecture, "Wooden Ships "and Iron Men." .Dr. Lucy Adams
is the distinguished author of The f'rontier in American
Literatl-tre, but is quite well acquainted with the South
American scene, judging from her lecture based on
recent experiences in that area. Lecturers scheduled
to·com\
plete the series are: Mrs. Franc J. Newcomb, Frieda Lawrence, and Douglas. Bement.
H~sta .la proxima vez.
'i

, J

.'

i
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JULIA KELEHER
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